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ABSTRACT
Statecraft and Insect Oeconomies in the Global French Enlightenment (1670-1815)

Pierre-Etienne Stockland

Naturalists, state administrators and farmers in France and its colonies developed a
myriad set of techniques over the course of the long eighteenth century to manage the circulation
of useful and harmful insects. The development of normative protocols for classifying, depicting
and observing insects provided a set of common tools and techniques for identifying and tracking
useful and harmful insects across great distances. Administrative techniques for containing the
movement of harmful insects such as quarantine, grain processing and fumigation developed at
the intersection of science and statecraft, through the collaborative efforts of diplomats, state
administrators, naturalists and chemical practitioners. The introduction of insectivorous animals
into French colonies besieged by harmful insects was envisioned as strategy for restoring
providential balance within environments suffering from human-induced disequilibria.
Naturalists, administrators, and agricultural improvers also collaborated in projects to maximize
the production of useful substances secreted by insects, namely silk, dyes and medicines. A study
of these scientific and administrative techniques will shed light on how scientists, administrators
and lay practitioners in the French Enlightenment came to assess and manage the risks and
opportunities afforded by the related processes of commercial and ecological globalization.
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Introduction
What is an insect? In 1694, the Dictionnaire de l'Académie Française defined
insecte as a word used to describe "several species of small animals that are believed to
be less perfect than others."1 For much of the early modern period, insects occupied the
lowest rungs on the Great Chain of Being, the graduated scale of Creation on which
natural philosophers ranked all sentient beings. 2 Insects were widely considered to be
"excrements of nature," as it was believed that they were generated through putrefaction
and corruption.3 When the Genevan naturalist Charles Bonnet (1720-1793) began
observing insects in the 1730s, he rejected this commonly held view that they were
imperfect creatures. Only vulgar spirits could look upon insects as beings less perfect
than the larger animals that traditionally outranked them on the Chain of being. The
intricate bodies of insects were as worthy of wonder as the orderly functioning of the
cosmos. How could the "order, regularity, infinite variety, wisdom, marvelous harmony
and elegant proportions" that one found in the insect kingdom, Bonnet asked, be seen as
anything less than evidence for the perfection of Creation?4

1

"Insecte," in Le Dictionnaire de l'Académie Française (Paris: Coignard, 1694), 1: 598.

2

On the 'Chain of Being' and its centrality to eighteenth-century thought, see: A.O.
Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being: A Study of the History of an Idea (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1936); Ernst Cassirer, The Philosophy of the
Enlightement (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1951), 61-64; Michel Foucault, The
Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Science (New York: Vintage Books,
1973), 268.
3

Daniel Mornet, Les sciences de la nature en France, au XVIIIe siècle: un chapitre de
l'histoire des idées (Paris: A. Colin, 1911), 4.

4

Charles Bonnet, "Essai sur les insectes," 1738-1739, MS Bonnet 1, BPU Genève,
quoted in Virginia P. Dawson, "La Théologie des Insectes dans la Pensée de Charles
Bonnet," in Charles Bonnet: Savant et Philosophe, 1720-1793, eds. Marino Buscaglia,
1

In the half century that elapsed between the first edition of the Dictionnaire de
l'Académie Française and Charles Bonnet's "Essai sur les Insectes" (1738-1739),
enthusiasm for insect observation had swept across European scientific academies.
Knowledge about insects had undergone a profound mutation in this period: the theory of
spontaneous generation was refuted, it was discovered that several species of insects did
not need to mate in order to breed, naturalists relayed surprising new facts about insect
metamorphosis and behavior in impassioned detail to scientific academies, and
previously unknown species were named and described as new techniques and
technologies for observing and depicting insects were developed.5 The historian Jacques

René Sigrist, Jacques Trembley and Jean Wüest (Genève: Passé Présent, 1994), 81. [Un
tel ordre et une telle régularité, une telle profusion et une telle sagesse, une harmonie si
merveilleuse et des proportions si élégantes, seront-elles donc le fruit de la corruption et
du mouvement?]
5

On visual techniques used to depict insects in the seventeenth and eighteenth century
see: Janice Neri, "Between Observation and Image: Representations of Insects in Robert
Hooke's Micrographia," in The Art of Natural History: Illustrated Treatises and
Botanical Paintains, 1400-1850, eds. Therese O'Malley and Amy Meyers (Washington:
National Gallery of Art, 2008), 83-107; Domenico Bertoloni Meli, "The Representation
of Insects in the Seventeenth Century: A Comparative Approach," Annals of Science 67,
no. 3 (July 2010): 405-429; Janice Neri, The Insect and the Image: Visualizing Nature in
Early Modern Europe, 1500-1700 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2011),
ch.3; On the development of the microscope as a tool for the observation of insects:
Catherine Wilson, The Invisible World: Early Modern Philosophy and the Invention of
the Microscope (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), ch. 6; Marian Fournier,
The Fabric of Life: Microscopy in the Seventeenth Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
Univers, 1996), ch.6; Marc Ratcliff, The Quest for the Invisible: Microscopy in the
Enlightenment (Burlington: Ashgate Publishing, 2009); On the practices of insect
observation more generally see: Mary Terrall, "Following Insects Around: Tools and
Techniques of Eighteenth-Century Natural History," British Journal for the History of
Science 43, no. 4 (December 2010): 573-588; Brian Ogilvie, "Attending to Insects:
Francis Willughby and John Ray," Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 66
(2012): 357-372; Mary Terrall, Catching Nature in the Act: Réaumur and the Practice of
Natural History in the Eighteenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2014),
ch.1; Brian Ogilvie, "Insect Species and Metamorphosis between Renaissance and
2

Roger remarked in his magisterial Les sciences de la vie dans la pensée française du
XVIIIe siècle (1963) that the fashion for anatomy within European natural philosophical
communities was diverted at the end of the seventeenth century into a generalized
curiosity for all things pertaining to the insect kingdom.6 As Mary Terrall has recently
shown, the eighteenth-century passion for insect observation exceeded the boundaries of
scientific academies, to become part of a "culture of curiosity, amusement, and polite
learning shared by urban and provincial elites."7
If the natural history of insects became a favorite pastime for leisured elites in the
eighteenth century it was, as Daniel Mornet pointed out over a century ago, because the
pursuit was well adapted to the contemporary "taste for collecting."8 The sensibility that
had developed to legitimate the study of insects, grounded in natural theology and
Enlightenment aesthetics, also helped make insect specimens desirable items to be
displayed in private collections.9 Insects were not very common in private natural history

Enlightenment," in The Life Sciences in Early Modern Philosophy, eds. Ohad Nachtomy
and Justin E.H. Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 222-246.
6

Jacques Roger, Les sciences de la vie dans la pensée française du XVIIe siècle: la
génération des animaux de Descartes à l'Encyclopédie (Paris: A. Colin, 1963), 182.
7

Terrall, Catching Nature in the Act, 3.

8

Mornet, 3-5 [L'histoire naturelle eût pour elle ce que n'avaient ni les mathématiques, ni
la mécanique: le goût de la collection ... par le texte de Réaumur il devient de mode
d'examiner les cirons et les mites .... on découvrit des insectes avec des yeux
émerveillés.]
9

On this sensibility see: Marc Olivier, "Through a Flea-Glass Darkly: Enlightened
Entomologists and the Redemption of Aesthetics in Eighteenth-Century France," in
Insect Poetics, ed. Eric C. Brown (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006),
242-262; It should be noted, however, that insects were popular subjects for miniatures
and paintings in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and that they were also used in
moldings on sculptures and other objects of art commissioned and collected by the
3

collections before the eighteenth century. When the physician Pierre Borel (1620-1671)
published his description of 207 of the largest natural history collections in France and
Europe in 1649, only two contained sizeable numbers of insect specimens.10 In the final
decades of the seventeenth century, however, insect collecting became a highly popular
pursuit, and as exotica, they became an integral part of the most fashionable curiosity
cabinets and natural history collections of the eighteenth century.11 The Receveur
Général des Finances Jean-Baptiste-François Gigot d'Orcy's (1737-1793) natural history
cabinet at Place Vendôme in Paris, for example, boasted one of the largest insect
collections in Europe, containing thousands of specimens of butterflies and other insects,

nobility: Fritz Koreny, Albrecht Dürer and the Animal and Plant Studies of the
Renaissance (Boston: Little, Brown and Co, 1998), 112-127; Yves Cambefort, "Artistes,
Médecins et Curieux aux Origines de l'Entomologie Moderne (1450-1650)," Bulletin
d'histoire et d'épistémologie des sciences de la vie 11, no.1 (2004): 6-16; Pamela Smith,
Body of the Artisan: Art and Experience in the Scientific Revolution (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2004), 101.
10

Pierre Borel, Les antiquitez, raretez, plantes, minéraux et autres choses considerables
de la ville et comté de Castres d'Alibegois. Avec le roole des principaux cabinets et
autres raretez de l'Europe (Castres: Arnaud Colomiez, 1649) (fascimile, Geneva:
Minkoff, 1973), 139; Antoine Schnapper mentions a few other insect collectors that were
evidently not known to Borel, namely the Parisian abbé François Filhol (1583-1648) and
the gardener and seed-merchant Pierre Morin but also concludes that they were relatively
rare in seventeenth century collections: Antoine Schnapper, Le géant, la licorne et la
tulipe. Collections et collectionneurs dans la France du XVIIe siècle. Histoire et histoire
naturelle (Paris: Flammarion, 1988) 1: 83-84.
11

Bettina Dietz and Thomas Nutz, "Collections Curieuses: The Aesthetics of Curiosity
and Elite Lifestyle in Eighteenth-Century Paris," Eighteenth-Century Life 29, no.3 (Fall
2005), 50; Dániel Margócsy, Commercial Visions: Science, Trade and Visual Culture in
the Dutch Golden Age (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2014), 37.

4

which d'Orcy made available to curious travellers and the most eminent English and
European naturalists.12
Men and women of the eighteenth century who turned in great numbers to
observing, drawing, collecting, breeding and reading about insects, found an endless,
morally edifying, source of amusement in these pursuits.13 For men and women of the
Enlightenment, the seemingly infinite variety of the insect kingdom, their intricate
physical constitutions, foresight and prescient behavior, often elicited rapturous wonder,
aesthetic pleasure, curious amazement and comforting reassurance of God's Wisdom. But
insects could also evoke less lofty emotions, namely, disgust, anxiety, fear and panic. The
vermin and pests (nuisibles) that attacked the bodies, homes, gardens and crops of
eighteenth-century men and women in France and its colonies provoked despair by
threatening disease, famine and destitution, and also raised thorny questions about the
(dis)-orderliness of Creation and the benevolence of the Divine Workman (chapters 2,
5).14 Other insects, those yielding and secreting useful substances employed in the

12

Luc-Vincent Thiery, Guide des amateurs et des étrangers à Paris, ou description
raisonnée de cette ville, de sa banlieue, et de tout ce qu'elles contiennent de remarquable
(Paris: Hardouin and Getty, 1787), 167.
13

Lorraine Daston, "Attention and the Values of Nature in the Enlightenment," in The
Moral Authority of Nature, eds. Lorraine Daston and Fernando Vidal (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2004), 100-126; Deirdre Coleman, "Entertaining
Entomology: Insect and Insect Performers in the Eighteenth-Century," EighteenthCentury Life 30, no. 3 (Summer 2006): 106-134; Sam George, "Animated Beings:
Enlightenment Entomology for Girls," Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies 33, no. 4
(December 2010): 487-505.
14

On 'vermin' as an early modern category, see: Mary Fissell, "Imagining Vermin in
Early Modern England," History Workshop Journal 47 (1999): 1-29; Lisa T. Sarasohn,
"'That Nauseous Venomous Insect': Bedbugs in Early Modern England," EighteenthCentury Studies 46, no. 4 (2013): 513-530.

5

manufacturing of commodities, stimulated and fed contemporaries' appetite for 'luxury'
(chapters 3, 4). It is these types of insects − 'pests' and useful insects − that are the subject
of this dissertation.
In eighteenth-century France, insects became fixtures not only of the material
culture of leisured elites (books, periodicals, natural history collections, parlor rooms,
studies), but their presence also significantly increased in the material environment. The
intensification and specialization of agricultural production in the province of Angoumois
(chapter 1), the Mascarene Islands (chapter 5), and in provinces like Franche-Comté and
Languedoc where an increasing proportion of the land was devoted exclusively to
viticulture (chapter 2), created environments favorable to the reproduction and diffusion
of insect pests.15 In the south of France, silkworm cultivation (chapter 3) and the harvest
of dye producing kermes insects (chapter 4) reached its peak in the second half of the
eighteenth century, as the textile industry boomed. The proliferation of harmful and
useful insect populations abroad also made its impact felt in France. The decimation of
wheat fields on the eastern seaboard of the United States by insect pests provoked fears of
contagion from abroad (chapter 6), while cochineal cultivated in the Spanish Empire
invaded French markets, (chapter 4) leading indigenous dye producing insects in France
to fall into neglect.
In focusing on pests and useful insects, I have run the risk of projecting back into
the eighteenth century a rather blunt, artificial and anachronistic distinction between
15

James E. McWilliams has made the argument that harmful insect populations were
increasing everywhere in the eighteenth century in North America and Europe where
intensive monoculture was taking root in response to market forces: James E.
McWilliams, American Pests: The Losing War on Insects from Colonial Times to DDT
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2008).

6

'practical entomology' and 'entomology', disciplinary fields which did not exist until the
nineteenth century. None of the naturalists that are the focus of this dissertation
specialized in the study of insects pests, useful insects or any type of insect for that
matter, and none can considered as 'entomologists,' so wide-ranging and porous were the
boundaries of natural history in this period. As a result, the words entomology and
entomologist are largely absent from this dissertation, except in instances where I
consider the professionalization of the field in the first half of the nineteenth century
(chapter 6 and conclusion). As will also be clear from this dissertation, what we might
call "genteel natural history," the world of salons, curiosity cabinets, leisured elites and
insect collectors, was by no means separate and distinct from the more utilitarian brand of
natural history whose purpose was to increase agricultural yields and boost commodity
production. Rather than trying to trace the pre-history of practical entomology, the
purpose of this dissertation is to examine how insects were constitutive elements of socionatural environments in eighteenth-century France and its colonies, and how farmers,
colonists, merchants and state administrators' attempts to engineer prosperous futures
were bound up with the study and control of insects and their habitats.
Insects have not been given their due in the vast literature on eighteenth-century
natural history, where botany, and the economic dimensions of botanical knowledge, has
taken center stage. This is surprising, not only because so much was written about insects
in the period, but because knowledge about insects could be as economically valuable as
knowledge about plants.16 Professional entomologists, whose main concern was to trace

16

The literature on eighteenth-century economic botany is too large to cite in extenso, but
see the following recent works for an introduction to the subject: Emma Spary, Utopia's
Garden: French Natural History from the Old Regime to the Revolution (Chicago:
7

the genealogy of practical or economic entomology, long dominated historical writing on
the subject.17 Three notable works published in the past decade, however, have paved the
way for writing more contextualized histories of insects, by considering these organisms
as part of political, cultural and economic and environmental systems.18 J.F.M Clark's
Bugs and the Victorians (2009), while looking forward to the professionalization and
institutionalization of entomology (and particularly economic entomology) at the end of
the nineteenth century, has shown how the boundaries between the science of insects and
the realms of religion, politics and economic thought, were highly porous in the Victorian
period.19
Whereas Clark's work is a cultural history of entomology, James E. McWilliams'
American Pests: The Losing War on Insects (2008) and John R. McNeill's Mosquito
Empires: Ecology and War in the Greater Caribbean, 1620-1914 (2010) are works of
Chicago University Press, 2000); Richard Drayton, Nature's Government: Science,
Imperial Britain and the 'Improvement' of the World (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2000); Emma Spary and Londa Shiebinger (eds.), Colonial Botany: Science, Commerce
and Politics in the Early Modern World (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania,
2005); Harold J. Cook, Matters of Exchange Commerce, Medicine and Science in the
Dutch Golden Age (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007); Daniela Bleichmar,
Visible Empire: Botanical Expeditions and Visual Culture in the Hispanic Enlightenment
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012); On the general economic importance of
insects in the early modern period and beyond, see: Edward D. Melillo, "Global
Entomologies: Insects, Empires and the Synthetic Age in World History," Past and
Present 223 (May 2014): 233-270.
17

The pioneers of this tradition are Howard and Essig: Leland Ossian Howard, A History
of Applied Entomology (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1930); Edward Oliver
Essig, A History of Entomology (New York: Hafner Publishing, 1931); Edward OIiver
Essig, "A Sketch History of Entomology," Osiris 2 (1936): 80-123.
18

See also Sheila Wille's unpublished Phd dissertation: Sheila Wille, Governing Insects
in Britain and the Empire, 1691-1816 (Phd dissertation, the University of Chicago,
2014).
19

J.F.M. Clark, Bugs and the Victorians (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009).
8

environmental history.20 Both works conceive of insects as actors within socio-material
environments, and they attribute causal historical agency to these organisms.21 Their
work has shown how insects have foiled historically contingent efforts to maximize the
productive outputs of natural environments. McWilliams has shown how the American
attempt to build a continental agrarian empire through Westward expansion was foiled by
invasions of insects that proliferated in large tracts of deforested land devoted to
monoculture, and McNeill has demonstrated how the efforts to form European
settlements in the Greater Caribbean were consistently undermined by disease-carrying
mosquitoes that thrived in plantation environments.
This dissertation partially draws on the methodological approaches described
above. On the one hand, I have tried to remain sensitive to the cultural and intellectual
frameworks through which naturalists and lay-observers of the Enlightenment attempted
to make sense of insect pests and the disorders they caused within socio-natural
environments. The question of how traditional providential and natural theological
frameworks were mobilized and reworked in the course of the struggle against insect
invasions are addressed in chapters 2 and 5. I have also tried to show how insects
disrupted or thwarted well-known political economic projects such as the attempt to
liberalize the grain trade in the 1760s (chapter 1), or the project to turn the Mascarene

20

James E. McWilliams, The Losing War on Insects from Colonial Times to DDT (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2008); John R. McNeill, Mosquito Empires: Ecology
and War in the Greater Caribbean, 1620-1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2012).

21

Both authors are indebted in their approach to the work of Alfred Crosby, who sought
to show how pests and pathogens have had a determining impact on the course of history:
Alfred Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492
(Westport: Greenwood Publishing Company, 1972).
9

Islands into a theater for French colonial expansion in the Indian Ocean (Chapter 5). In
chapters 3 and 4, I show how fussy insects like silkworms and kermes vermillio made
projects to shore up French commercial power on the international stage more difficult by
virtue of their fragile constitutions and high sensitivity to anthropic ecological change.
In writing a history of the entanglement between humans and insects in
eighteenth-century France and its colonies I have found it necessary, like McWilliams
and McNeil, to draw on work by biologists, entomologists and historical ecologists in
order to complement my findings in books and archives. It is my hope that this approach
will shed new light on the social, political, intellectual and economic history of
eighteenth-century France and the French maritime world, and that it will provide a new
interpretative prism for such well-known episodes of French history as the royal
administration's attempts to liberalize of the grain trade in the 1760s and the 1770s
(chapter 1), and the settlement of the Mascarene Islands (chapter 5). Three concepts,
'oeconomy,' 'patriotism' and 'globalization' will provide a source of continuity between
the seven chapters, and it is to these that I now turn.

Insect Oeconomies and Natural Oeconomies in the French Enlightenment
"Oeconomy,"or oéconomie, was a highly polysemous concept in eighteenthcentury France. Etymologically rooted in the Greek words oikos (household) and nomos
(law), which together speak to the ideal of a harmoniously ordered household, the term
held multiple meanings in the early modern period.22 The term oeconomy cut across

22

For a genealogy of the term 'oikonomia' from Antiquity to the early modern period,
see: Germano Maifreda, From Oikonomia to Political Economy: Constructing Economic
Knowledge from the Renaissance to the Scientific Revolution (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012).
10

seemingly disparate disciplinary boundaries and fields of practice, and could be used to
describe the physical constitution of organisms, the interactive relationship between
organisms within an environment, or the management of household and state resources.
A partial aim of this dissertation is to restore the unity of these various iterations of the
term oeconomy, by showing how the observation of insects as organisms and as material
components of complex natural systems was configured into a practice vital to the
management of private and public wealth.
The dictionaries and lexical compendia of the late seventeenth- and eighteenth centuries provide a useful starting point for understanding the multiple senses of the term
oeconomie at it was used in the age of Enlightenment.23 According to the Dictionnaire de
l'Académie Française (1694), one definition of the word "oeconomie" concerned "the
harmony that exists between the different parts and qualities of a physical body."24 The
pioneering works of Bernard Balan in the 1970s demonstrated how central the concept of
the "animal oeconomy" was for practitioners of natural history from the classical Age to
the Enlightement.25 Although occasionally given a polemical twist by natural
philosophers like the Montpellier vitalist Jean-Joseph Menuret (1739-1815), who wrote
the entry for oeconomie animale in Diderot and d'Alembert's Encyclopédie, the term was
loose enough to constitute an overarching research program that cut across ideological

23

Philippe Steiner, "L'économie au 18ème siècle: à propos d'un ouvrage récent," Storia
del pensiero economico 2 (2006): 203-212.
24

"Oeconomie," in Le Dictionnaire de l'Académie Française (Paris: Coignard, 1694), 2:
354.

25

Bernard Balan, "Premières recherches sur l'origine et la formation du concept
d'économie animale," Revue d'histoire des sciences 28, no. 4 (1975): 289-326.

11

divides between mechanists and vitalists.26 As an object of investigation, the "animal
oeconomy" referred in its most general sense to the "order, mechanism and overall set of
the functions and movements which sustain life."27
The concept of an oeconomie animale, a hidden order sustaining life within
individual organisms, was central to naturalists' investigations of insects in the eighteenth
century. For the naturalist Charles Bonnet (1720-1793), the "organic economy" of insects
was the collection of principles that underlay the "structure, arrangement and interplay"
of their parts, and the "various effects that result from this organization: nutrition, growth
and reproduction etc."28 Given the small size and general subtlety of the insect world, the
natural oeconomy of insects was an elusive object of investigation that required intensive
levels of disciplined attention.29 New instruments and practices of observation and
experimentation were developed over the course of the eighteenth century to assist
naturalists in this quest.30 The natural history of insects in the eighteenth century was
thus, at its most basic level, a set of "tools and techniques" designed to unravel the hidden
operations of the insect oeconomy.31

26

On the 'animal oeconomy' as a concept central to vitalism see: Charles T. Wolfe and
Motoichi Terada, "The Animal Economy as Object and Program in Montpellier
Vitalism," Science in Context 21, no.4 (December 2008): 537-579.

27

Jean-Joseph Ménuret de Chambaud, "Oeconomie Animale," Encyclopédie ou
Dictionnaire Raisonné des Arts et Métiers (Paris: Briasson, 1765) 11: 350-366.
28

Charles Bonnet, "De la contemplation de la nature" in Oeuvres d'histoire naturelle et
de philosophie de Charles Bonnet (Neuchatel: S. Fauche, 1779), 7: 292.

29

Lorraine Daston, "Attention and the Values of Nature,"100-126.

30

Terrall, Catching Nature in the Act, ch. 1
Terrall, "Following insects around," 573-588.

31

12

In a second iteration, oeconomy could refer not only to the providential harmony
that reigned within a single physical body, but also between organisms within the natural
world. The term oeconomy of nature first appeared at the beginning of the eighteenth
century and has often been taken by historians of science as a precursor to the concept of
oecology, coined by the biologist Ernst Haeckel at the end of the nineteenth century.32
The idea of a balance of nature, of a set of internal balancing mechanisms through which
nature maintained its structural identity, can be traced back to the Ancient Greeks.33 Early
modern natural philosophers inherited a Christianized view of a natural order maintained
in perpetual balance by the providential will of God.34 Understanding the mechanisms
that sustained the oeconomy of nature became a vocation for a number of eighteenthcentury naturalists. For the Swedish naturalist Carl Linneaus (1707-1778), perhaps the
best-known exponent of the concept, nature was a super-organism whose harmony was
maintained by the constant warfare between its various components.35

32

Jean-Marc Drouin, L'Écologie et son Histoire (Paris: Flammarion, 1993), 44-49.

33

G.E.R. Lloyd, The Revolutions of Wisdom: Studies in the Claims and Practice of
Ancient Greek Science (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 319-336.
34

Frank N. Egerton, "Changing Concepts of the Balance of Nature," The Quarterly
Review of Biology 48, no. 2 (June 1973): 322-350; Donald Worster, Nature's Economy: A
History of Ecological Ideas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), chs. 1-2;
John Kircher, The Balance of Nature: Ecology's Enduring Myth (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2009).
35

Camille Limoges, "Économie de la Nature et Idéologie Juridique Chez Linné," Actes
du XIIIe congrès international d'histoire des sciences 9 (1971-1974): 25-30; Jean-Marc
Drouin, "Linné et l'Économie de la Nature," in Sciences, Techniques et Encyclopédies,
ed. D. Hüe (Paris: Association Diderot, 1991), 147-158; Lisbet Koerner, Linnaeus:
Nature and Nation (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999), ch. 4; Lisbet Rausing,
"Underwriting the Oeconomy: Linnaeus on Nature and Mind," in Oeconomies in the Age
of Newton, ed. Margaret Schabas and Neil De Marchi (Durham: Duke University Press,
13

The concept of an oeconomy of nature resonated widely in eighteenth-century
France, not only amongst the French Linnaeans, but also for bitter enemies of Linneaus
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judicious distribution of predators and preys kept the accounting books of nature in a
perpetual state of balance.36 As the most prodigious of God's creatures, insects played a
particularly important role in this oeconomy of nature. For Linneaus, insects were the
"police of nature" that maintained law and order by consuming all that was "misplaced,
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nourishment to other animals, which in turn acted as natural checks on their prodigious
multiplication.
Finally, "oeconomy" referred, in its most widespread use, to the administration of
household resources. The Dictionnaire de l'Académie française (1694) defined
"oeconomie" as "the order that one brings in the management of the household and its
expenses."39 In his Oeconomie générale de la campagne ou nouvelle maison rustique,
Louis Liger (1658-1717) defined oeconomie as a "science" and "art," "without which
even the wealthiest of households cannot subsist for long."40 Oeconomy was thus both an
ideal of domestic orderliness, and a set of precepts for turning this ideal into a concrete
reality. Liger's Oeconomie générale was part of a longer tradition of didactic literature
that began in the sixteenth century with the maisons rustiques of Charles Estienne (15041564), Jean Liebault (1535-1596) and Olivier de Serres (1539-1619), and continued well
into the eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries.41 By the mid eighteenth century, the term
oeconomy had acquired a broader significance. As Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778)
noted in his entry for économie in the Encyclopédie:
this word ... originally referred solely to the wise and legitimate
administration of the household, for the collective well-being of the
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family. The sense of this term has since been extended to the governance
of the grande famille which is the state.42
By 1750, the term oeconomy referred more broadly to the judicious management of a
kingdom or state resources, imagined as the collective sum of individual household
resources within the polity.43 Building on an older, more general, conception of political
oeconomy, as the "order by which a political body principally subsists," the
lexicographers and philosophes of the Enlightenment came to define the administration
and maximization of material resources within a polity as the principal key to this order.44
This dissertation examines how insects came to be configured as objects of
eighteenth-century oeconomie. Connecting the varied meanings of the term oeconomie, it
demonstrates how the scrutiny of these minute natural beings became part and parcel of
broader projects of resource stewardship in France during the long eighteenth century.45
Insects, of course, had a long established place in the oeconomic literature prior to the
42
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eighteenth century. Authors from Olivier de Serres to Louis Liger, inescapably included
instructions for rearing silkworms and bees in their maisons rustiques and oeconomic
handbooks.46 In the eighteenth century, however, the effectiveness of these techniques
came to be seen as essentially dependent on the strict and disciplined regimes of
observation and experiment that constituted the practice of natural history.47 As several
chapters in this dissertation will show, the men and women who turned in increasing
numbers to the study of the natural oeconomy of insect bodies, whether it be fly-weevils
(chapter 1, 2), silkworms (chapter 3) or kermes-insects chapter 4, understood their
activities to be part of a broader range of oeconomic pursuits. Unlocking the secret
operations of the insect oeconomy became, for state administrators, naturalists and
agricultural improvers of the eighteenth century, the key to gaining mastery over both the
productive and destructive potential of these creatures.
At the same time, a broader understanding of the interconnections between insects
and their socio-natural environments came to be seen as a vital precondition for proper
oeconomic management. If insects were often described as the police of nature, the
organisms that kept Nature within balance, they could also become potent emblems for
the precariousness of the harmony that reigned within the oeconomy of nature. While
God had placed predators to curb the expansion of noxious insects, their excessive
multiplication could become signs of grave disequilibria within the agrarian
environments of metropolitan (chapter 1, 2) and colonial France (chapter 5). Historians
46
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have often noted that Linnaeus was one of the first naturalists to call for the use of natural
predators as a means of equilibrating environments overrun with insect pests, without
examining whether such prescriptions were ever carried out in practice.48 In chapter 5, I
provide a detailed history of one of the earliest instances of intentional predator
introductions: the introduction of the South Asian mynah bird to the Mascarene Islands
by the naturalist Pierre Poivre (1719-1786). As chapter 5 demonstrates, the term
oeconomy was an operative concept in such early projects to re-equilibrate environments
through biological redistribution of the earth's species. The attempts by naturalistadministrators like Pierre Poivre to engineer harmony and order within the natural and
political worlds was also increasingly conceived as a duty for "patriotic" improvers and
statesmen.

Insects, Patriotism and Citizen Science
Closely related to the eighteenth-century practices of oeconomic management was
the concept of 'patriotism'. As Edmond Dziembowski has shown, the terms patrie, nation
and citoyen erupted in French political discourse following the humiliating defeats of the
French at the hands of the English and Prussians in the Seven Years' War (1756-1763).
Commentators inevitably pointed to French subjects' lack of patriotism, of an attachment
to king and country that could override their self-interest and amour propre, as a source
of its underlying weakness. 49 The fashioning of patriotic citizens became a pressing
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concern for reformers of all stripes during the Ancien Régime. Patriotisme, patrie, nation
and citoyen, although drawn from the lexicon of classical republicanism, were not terms
that were incompatible with absolute monarchy and the hierarchical order of Ancien
Régime France. Indeed, as David Bell has argued, it was largely through the Bourbon
monarchy's program of "royal patriotism" that " the concepts of nation and patrie came to
occupy a central position in French political culture."50 Jay Smith, for his part, has
emphasized the role played by the middling-nobility in fashioning a new language of
patriotism out of the remnants of a traditional aristocratic culture.51
Agricultural improvement, as John Shovlin has argued, became the symbolic
ground on which state administrators and landed elites in ancien régime France staked
their moral claims as stewards of national prosperity who could regenerate the patrie.52
The spread of royally-sponsored of agricultural societies after 1760, and the proliferation
of periodicals devoted to agriculture in this period, was symptomatic of this convergence
between the patriotic concerns reforming administrators and landed elites.53 The
alignment of 'patriotism' with projects of 'oeconomic' improvement was not of course
limited to France, and indeed it was possibly even more pregnant elsewhere in Europe, as
50
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in the German lands.54 Common to such projects was the belief that the oeconomical
management of material resources underlay the strength of nations in a world of ruthless
international competition.55 The patriotic imperative of oeconomy was in part a moral
injunctive against the wasteful habits of consumers and their excessive inclination for
"luxury," both of which were a detriment to the individual household and to the patrie.56
It could also become, in France and elsewhere, an injunction to turn one's attention to the
natural world, in order to relieve dependence on rival states by maximizing the
exploitation of domestically available resources.57
As a handmaiden of oeconomy, natural history acquired a status as a patriotic
pursuit during the eighteenth century. "Utility," as Daniel Roche writes, "was the key
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concept of the century of Enlightenment."58 For many observers of the eighteenth
century, the private pleasures of curious, solitary observation, no longer provided an
adequate justification for the practice of natural history.59 Enlightenment naturalists
labored to show, not without eliciting a considerable degree of skepticism, that the
practice of natural history could be aligned with the century's agenda of social and public
utility. Perhaps no branch of natural history suffered from as much derision and
opprobrium as entomology. The naturalist who attached himself to the study of these
minute creatures, Linnaeus wrote in his essay Cui Bono? [Of what use is natural
history?] (1752), "constantly labors under the weight of the insignificance that is
attributed to the objects of his study."60 A partial aim of this dissertation is to trace the
development of a new agenda for the practice of insect observation across the long
eighteenth century, demonstrating how the study of insects acquired increasing social and
institutional legitimacy during the Ancien Régime, and into the Revolutionary,
Napoleonic and Restoration periods.
The purported public utility of insect observation rested on two principles. Firstly,
the observation of insect reproduction and metamorphosis came to be seen as vital to the
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management of subsistence crises induced by insect pests. Understanding the natural
oeconomy of insect pests was indispensable for developing the adequate technologies and
preventative measures to halt their proliferation and spread (chapters 1, 2, 6, 7).
Secondly, natural historical observation provided a way of maximizing the production of
useful substances secreted by insects, namely silk, dyes and medicines (chapters 3, 4).
Knowledge of insects came to be seen as vital for relieving domestic industries of their
dependence on the foreign products of rival states and their colonial empires. In the
Ancien Régime and Revolutionary periods, the science of insects came to be construed as
a kind of citizen-science, as natural historical observation was idealized as a civic-minded
pursuit that directly contributed to the material and moral strength of the patrie. The
naturalist Duhamel du Monceau (1700-1782), for instance, referred to the correspondents
in the entomological network that he developed after the Angoumois grain moth outbreak
in the 1760s (chapter 1) as "philosopher-citizens" [philosophe-citoyen].61
The ubiquitous proximity of men, women and insects in this period facilitated and
encouraged lay participation in this branch of natural history, making entomology a
'citizen-science' par excellence during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.62 A
partial aim of this dissertation is to shed light on the place of these "philosopher-citizens"
in the broader terrain of eighteenth and early nineteenth century natural history, and to
61
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understand the motivations that led lay participants to turn their attention is such great
numbers to the insect kingdom. Against the backdrop of recurrent subsistence crises and
food shortages faced by France and its colonies from the Ancien Régime to the
Revolutionary period, and of 'mercantilist' efforts to attain self sufficiency in key
industrial sectors, this dissertation shows how a variety of actors outside scientific
institutions (artisans, farmers, rural clergymen and improving landowners), took to
observing nature's minutiae as a solution to problems that afflicted state and society
during the long eighteenth century.63
In the pages that follow, I will examine the circulation of observations and
experimental reports written by lay entomological observers and academic naturalists
within a broad field constituted by periodicals, newspapers, private, commercial and
clerical correspondence networks, and within the administrative networks of the royal
administration and the diplomatic corps. The line between amateur and professional was
highly fluid for most of the period under consideration. Yet the distinction was beginning
to harden in the final decades of the eighteenth century, as state administrators came to
increasingly rely on the expertise of academic naturalists, chemists and physicians to
control the spread of invasive insect populations across domestic and international
borders.
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Insects, Globalization and Global Anthropogenic Change
I began this project with the intention of focusing exclusively on metropolitan
France. I assumed that metropolitan France, where the problem of insect pests was likely
to be endemic due to the predominantly agrarian character of the eighteenth-century
economy, where the provincial scientific academies and agricultural societies were
numerous, where the administrative archives are rich and voluminous, would yield
sufficient stores of evidence upon which to build a dissertation. It quickly became clear to
me that my project would have to be more expansive in geographical scope. French
colonies in the Caribbean and in the Indian Ocean were not spared the scourge of insect
pests. On the contrary, they were even more prone to be overrun by invasive insects
because plantation economies because their densely packed acres of single-variety crops
attracted and provided breeding grounds for pests.64 Moreover, colonial environments, as
it turned out, provided a theater for the development of novel techniques of eighteenthcentury pest-control, such as the introduction of non-native insectivorous species in the
Mascarene Islands (chapter 5) and the application of mineral-based chemical remedies
developed in laboratories on sugar cane plantations of the Caribbean (chapter 7).
The introduction of the insectivorous South Asian mynah bird to the Mascarene
Islands, and the projects to introduce this bird in province of Languedoc discussed in
(chapter 5), provide an example of how French naturalists, administrators and farmers
utilized intra-imperial networks to manage the food supply in metropolitan France and its
colonies. Useful insects and entomological knowledge travelled in a similar fashion along
64
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the expansive communication networks that tied France to the rest of the globe. The
French, of course, were not the only ones to utilize the tremendous fecundity of insects
for the purposes of commodity production during the early modern period.65 On the
contrary, as Edward Melillo has pointed out, early modern Europeans were "on the
knowledge periphery of insect commodity production."66 As I show in chapter 3, travel,
espionage and surreptitious transfers of specimens and entomological knowledge by
naturalists, diplomats, and missionaries situated in silk-producing regions in the Ottoman
Empire and in China were envisioned as strategies for keeping the French textile industry
competitive in a context of ruthless international commercial rivalry. Chapter 4 examines
changes in the Languedocian textile industry and rural economy in light of the
commercial dominance of Mexican cochineal, an insect domesticated by the indigenous
peoples of South America and cultivated in the Spanish Empire, on global dye markets.
Both these chapters show how insects were part of early modern global commodity
networks, and emphasize the importance of transnational connections for understanding
the economic history of eighteenth-century France.
While chapters 3 and 4 examine instances of deliberate introductions of nonnative insect species into French territories, several other chapters of this dissertation
show how insects spread across borders through unintentional introductions, by furtively
inserting themselves into global commodity networks. Insects were often unwelcome
65
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travellers on the ships that carried people, commodities and food crops across oceans and
continents. Despite its name, the so-called "Angoumois grain-moth" (sitotroga
cerealella), (chapter 1) is in fact indigenous to South Africa, and it was most likely
introduced to France in the 1730s by ships returning from the Cape to the
Mediterranean.67 The 'Hessian Fly' (cecidomya destructor), which decimated crops on the
eastern seaboard in the United States in the 1780s, incited panic amongst state
administrators in France, Britain and Continental Europe, as it was feared that infected
shipments of American wheat would spread this noxious insect to the Old World (chapter
6). A partial aim of this dissertation is to examine how the spread of insects across
borders was a significant effect of primitive or early globalization.68 Insects benefited
from the increased connectivity of the incipient global order, as it provided the
precondition for their inter-continental and planetary dispersal.
Human induced biological redistribution and biotic invasions led naturalists and
philosophes at the end of the eighteenth century to reflect of the planetary impact of
European commercial activity. In his "Discours sur l'origine des animaux et des plantes
du nouveau monde," (1798) the pharmacist-naturalist Joseph Julien Virey (1775-1846)
remarked that since Columbus' voyage to the New World, "the entire planet has taken on
67
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a new appearance." In order to "nourish his luxury and to attend to his needs," man had
willfully and unintentionally caused the "emigration" of innumerable species of plants,
insects and animals to all corners of the earth.69 In South Carolina, the naturalist and
diplomat Louis-Augustin Bosc D'Antic (1759-1828) began to write a "natural history of
the globe" in the late 1790s after noticing how many insect species from France had been
accidentally imported into the United States by the coming and going of ships and
travellers (chapter 6).70 Incipient globalization, as contemporaries began to notice,
marked the beginnings of the Anthropocene, an age in which man himself became a
biological agent and inhabited a planet that was not longer "arranged solely by the simple
hands of nature."71
Intensified commercial relations within France, and between France and its
colonies and trading partners brought new risks and opportunities. In the pages that
follow, I will trace the strategies devised by various actors within France and the French
maritime world to take advantage of these opportunities and to mitigate the biological
risks of commercial activity. These strategies were logistical, material, political and
intellectual in nature, ranging from the formation of long-distance observation networks,
69
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to the search for chemical substances that could effectively exterminate insect pests, the
imposition of embargos on shipments of contaminated wheat, and the development of
universal classification systems. As a whole, my dissertation documents the hard and
painstaking work that went into the struggle to know, manipulate and contain insects.
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Part 1: Observing Pests: Insects and Patriotic Natural History
Chapter 1: Fighting the Angoumois Grain Moth: Henri-Louis Duhamel du
Monceau and the Problem of Insect Pests in the French Enlightenment

Introduction
In the spring of 1760, the controller general of finances, Henri Léonard JeanBaptiste Bertin (1720-1792) received an alarming report on the devastation caused by an
infestation of insect pests in the wheat fields of the western province of Angoumois.72
Christophe Pajot de Marcheval (1724-1792), the intendant of the généralité of Limoges,
informed Bertin that the crops in Angoumois had been devastated for several years by an
insect that consumed the grain on the stalks before the harvest, leaving the inhabitants of
the province without sustenance and unable to pay their taxes. 73 Even more cause for
alarm was that these insects were "spreading with fury in neighboring jurisdictions," and
had already begun to advance in the neighboring provinces of Poitou, Aunis and
Saintonge. Fearing that this "contagion might spread throughout the kingdom," Bertin
summoned two naturalists from the Académie Royale des Sciences, Henri-Louis Duhamel
du Monceau (1700-1782) and Mathieu Tillet (1714-1791), two naturalists with prior
experience in the study of agricultural epidemics, and instructed them to travel to
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Angoumois in order to "conduct the investigations necessary for putting an end to this
calamity."74
Often described as poor, isolated and archaic by historians of Ancien Régime
France, the province of Angoumois in fact underwent a period of accelerated economic
development and integration in the period that preceded the mid-century reforms of the
intendant Anne-Robert-Jacques Turgot (1727-1781).75 Farmers in Angoumois devoted an
increasing proportion of their labor to the commercial cultivation of wheat, as the
construction of a dense network of roads between 1715 and 1760 connected rural
settlements in the province to other localities within the généralité of Limoges and
beyond, spurring the development of a carefully regulated, but brisk export-trade with the
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surrounding cereal-deficient provinces.76 Yet rural population growth, the extension of
commercial wheat cultivation and the multiplication of trade networks, as Duhamel du
Monceau and Mathieu Tillet came to recognize, provided favorable material conditions
for the proliferation and spread of invasive insects like the Angoumois grain moth
(Sitotroga cerealella).77
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Figure 1: Map of Angoumois, carte de Cassini. Source: César-François Cassini de Thury, Carte de France
divisée en XXXI gouvernements militaires et et ses provinces (Paris: Daumont, 1756)

Denser farm settlements and the conversion of wasteland to wheat production
facilitated the reproduction of the insect as the moths could, before the end of their brief
life span, flutter from field to field and lay their eggs on unripened stalks of wheat and in
granaries.78 Above all, it was the extensive circulation of infected grain that accounted for
the rapid geographical spread of the insect.79 For Duhamel du Monceau it was clear that
grain merchants were the primary vectors for the diffusion of the Angoumois moth. Grain
merchants were the "true source of this curse [malédiction]," surreptitiously introducing
this pest, either through ignorance, neglect or blind self-interest, into neighboring
provinces by exporting grain that contained the insect in its larval and moth stage.80
For Duhamel du Monceau, the vigilance of public authorities was of the utmost
necessity for containing and putting an end to the scourge afflicting the provinces of
western France, especially in the context of liberalization of the grain trade in the
1760s.81 Only the imposition of strict regulations over the production, storage and sale of
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wheat by the police, the administrators who regulated the trade in wheat, could prevent
the spread of this epidemic that threatened the entire kingdom.82 It was just as imperative
that such administrative measures be based on a proper understanding of the life cycles of
these insects. This natural knowledge, in turn, could only be gained through disciplined
regimes of patient observation and repeated experimentation that characterized the
expanding field of eighteenth-century natural history.83 Histories of insect metamorphosis
and reproduction could be more than "amusements" for curious readers, Duhamel du
Monceau and Mathieu Tillet wrote, as they could provide the foundation for the
development of effective measures for eradicating agricultural pests.84
The highly mediatized expeditions of these two académiciens in the summer of
1760 and 1761 sparked a flurry of interest in the natural history of insect pests amongst
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agricultural improvers throughout the kingdom.85 As one of the most emblematic public
figures of the royally sponsored agronomic movement, brought to fame for his translation
and commentary on the English agricultural improver Jethro Tull's writings in the 1750s,
Henri-Louis Duhamel du Monceau became the center of an informal network of
geographically dispersed entomological observers made up of farmers, clergymen and
enlightened state officials.86 These "philosopher-citizens" as Duhamel du Monceau
referred to his correspondents, supplied him with useful observations, experimental
reports, and insect and plant specimens, which were to act as the raw materials for a
comprehensive natural history of crop-eating insects.87 By contributing in this manner to
the improvement of agricultural production, civic-minded amateur naturalists
accomplished a "patriotic" duty, while also fulfilling more self-interested aspirations of
gaining public credit for their efforts in Duhamel du Monceau's agronomic publications.88
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In this chapter, I reconstruct the web of exchanges that tied amateur naturalists in
the French provinces to Duhamel du Monceau, in order to show how natural historical
knowledge about insect pests was created, debated and refuted through the circulation of
written observations and natural specimens between Paris and rural localities in France. I
will also demonstrate how similar dynamics were at play in Duhamel du Monceau's
efforts to disseminate material technologies for exterminating insect pests. By examining
these associations between agricultural improvers, state officials and academic
naturalists, I show how insect pests came to be configured as a highly consequential field
of knowledge in the Enlightenment, and how natural history came to provide the
foundation for administrative strategies of agricultural and environmental management.

The Expedition to Angoumois: Combating Pests and Provincial Prejudices
After arriving in Angoumois in July of 1760, Duhamel du Monceau and Tillet
quickly identified the chenille d'Angoumois as a phalena briefly described in the second
volume of René-Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur's Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire des
insectes.89 In order to "see more than M. Réaumur had been able to," the two naturalists
travelled throughout the province, collecting specimens and conducting observations in
fields and barns infested with these insects. During these expeditions, they made the
home of M. Marantin, the subdelegate of the intendant of Limoges, their principal seat of
residence. Marantin’s house was ideally suited for the two naturalists’ investigations.
Situated near La Rochefoucauld, in proximity to the parishes that were hit hardest by the
89
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outbreak, it offered ready access to an inexhaustible supply of insect specimens.90 For
several weeks, the house acted as an observational and experimental laboratory. The
house was equipped with microscopes which both men used to observe insects, caterpillar
excrement, moth eggs and dissected grains containing live larvae. Moth specimens were
kept in glasses of crystal in a darkened room in the basement, where both men were able
to observe the nocturnal coupling of these insects.91 Tillet, who possessed "piercing
eyesight," counted the eggs laid by the Angoumois moths to estimate their rate of
reproduction.92 Specimens of larvae and moths were also kept with stalks of wheat in
large cabinets d’expérience, in order to observe their growth, feeding habits and
metamorphosis in controlled environments.93
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Figure 2. Duhamel du Monceau and Tillet's experimental cabinet. Source: Duhamel du Monceau and Tillet,
"Sur l'insecte qui dévore les grains de l'Angoumois," 330.

The two men also paid close attention to local beliefs about the physical causes of
insect generation amongst the inhabitants of the province. Duhamel du Monceau pored
over a "great number of memoirs and instructive letters" made available to him by the
intendant, and conversed with property owners, local officials, and peasants, finding a
plethora of opinions and "contradictory observations" on the matter.94 Of all the "foolish"
ideas he surveyed, Duhamel du Monceau singled out the theory of spontaneous
generation, "which had so many partisans in Angoumois," as being particularly worthy of
censure.95 He objected to the widespread belief amongst farmers in the province that the
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larvae they found in their wheat stalks were generated from the corruption of the grain
partly on philosophical grounds, noting that eggs were the "primitive principle" of all
living organisms and that matter could not be generated from putrefaction.96 Yet it was
imperative that these "unfounded ideas be suppressed" primarily because they gave rise
to ineffective, and even harmful techniques of pest-control.97 The belief that the cause of
the insect epidemic was a "noxious sap" in the soil of Angoumois that corrupted the grain
on the stalk, for example, had led to fruitless attempts to clear "healthful soil" in which to
plant wheat crops.98 Even more damaging were attempts to obtain an ordinance to ban
maize from Angoumois, on the grounds that the insects were generated from its
putrefying roots and stems. This measure, Duhamel du Monceau warned, would not only
fail to halt the epidemic, but it would also lead to the "total loss of Angoumois," as maize,
relatively unaffected by the epidemic of caterpillars, formed the staple of the peasants’
diet in the region during times of famine and shortages of wheat.99
For Duhamel du Monceau, the "pseudo-scientific reasoning" of ignorant locals
who "lacked even the first principles of natural philosophy," could not provide the
grounds for practical efforts to exterminate these insects.100 In order to rid the region of
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these pests, Duhamel du Monceau quickly came to the conclusion that it was first
necessary to "destroy all the ideas which have been formed in Angoumois on the efficient
and distant causes of this calamity."101 To convince the habitants of Angoumois to
"abandon all talk of spontaneous generation ... and form more truthful ideas of the
multiplication of these insects," the two naturalists staged public displays of the insect's
life cycle in Marantin's household, which Duhamel du Monceau tellingly referred to as
the "theater of our experiments."102 Marantin's home was a hive of activity in the
summers of 1760 and 1761, as locals eagerly came to witness the two naturalists'
investigations. The observation of the process by which freshly hatched larvae burrowed
themselves into stalks of grain in order to feed on the meal, for instance, attracted a great
number of spectators. Even the stable boys of Marantin’s household became familiar with
this fact, "amusing themselves by finding stalks of wheat containing miniscule
caterpillars and showing them to their friends, for whom it was a novel spectacle."103

qu'il falloit bien qu'il y êut quelque mauvaise qualité dans la seve que la terre de
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Through these acts of collective witnessing, Duhamel du Monceau and Tillet were able to
turn their private observations of the various stages of the insect's life cycle, from
conception to metamorphosis and reproduction, into publicly attested facts.104 The
presence of "so many witnesses" at these observational trials, Duhamel du Monceau
wrote, had made it a "well-attested fact" [un fait bien constaté], one which it was "no
longer possible to doubt," that the larvae found by farmers in their stalks of wheat were
the progeny of the moths that periodically swarmed over their fields and in their barns.105
These public demonstrations, and the widely disseminated circulars, printed
publications, and engravings that verbally and visually recorded the life cycle of the
Angoumois moth, formed part of a carefully elaborated mediatic strategy of rural
enlightenment, aimed at reforming provincial prejudices and ill-informed agricultural
practices.106 Duhamel du Monceau hoped that this project would be carried on by
enlightened farmers in Angoumois, whom he encouraged to publicly reproduce his
observations in order to "sensibly demonstrate" the true principles of insect generation.107
As Duhamel du Monceau recalled, the expedition to Angoumois had kindled great
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enthusiasm amongst local officials and farmers for the natural historical observation of
insect pests:
Everywhere we went … the desire to converse with us on a subject which
was of such great importance to the province attracted several learned
persons who brought us samples of their damaged grains, and they
informed us of what they believed they had observed … when we
discovered something interesting, we informed those who were present.
One can imagine that this exchange of knowledge was very useful: it
excited a great deal of emulation; everyone proposed to try out more exact
and decisive experiments than the vague observations that had been
conducted to that point.108
While Duhamel du Monceau lamented that the local enthusiasm for entomological
investigations had subsided after his departure from Angoumois, he consoled himself that
this "ardor" had remained alive amongst a "few zealous and enlightened citizens" like
Madame de Chasseneuil, a local noblewoman who continuously sent him observations on
insects "conducted ... with all the intelligence of a consummate natural philosopher."109
Correspondence with these bon citoyens, as we will now see, would prove crucial to the
generalized program of entomological observation that Duhamel du Monceau pursued in
the 1760s.
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Figure 3. Duhamel's sketch of the chenille d'Angoumois Source: Henri-Louis Duhamel du Monceau,
"Insecte qui ronge les grains dans l'Angoumois," AP 127/6, ANF, Paris

Figure 4. Engraving of a sketch by Duhamel du Monceau. Source: "Dessins à la main et planche gravée
selon un dessin de Duhamel du Monceau," AP 127/6, ANF, Paris.

Observing Insects: Duhamel du Monceau's Entomological Network
Shortly after returning from his expedition to Angoumois, Duhamel du Monceau
began to collect and compile observational and experimental reports that would allow
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him to write a comprehensive natural history of crop eating insects.110 To this end, he
corresponded with amateur naturalists and agricultural improvers throughout France who
provided him with observations, insect specimens and diseased plants from fields beyond
his reach. Duhamel du Monceau became the center of an expansive network of
entomological observers, who acted at once as eyes with which he could see at a distance
and as suppliers of materials for his own investigations.111 These circuits of exchange
were constituted and maintained through the strategic use of his printed publications.
Duhamel du Monceau used his highly popular agronomic texts to mobilize entomological
observers, by enticing his readers to send him specimens and observations of insects that
they might find in their fields, and then by reciprocating their favors through the
publication of their experimental and observational accounts in subsequent editions of his
works.112
One diligent observer was Louis-François Chabot, a seigneur from Niort in the
province of Poitou, who began a correspondence on insect pests with Duhamel du
Monceau after having read a copy of his Traité sur la conservation des grains. Chabot
supplied Duhamel du Monceau with "a good number of gnats," previously unidentified
by naturalists, that were infesting granaries in Poitou. He also sent observations of grain110
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beetles, directly answering Duhamel du Monceau's call in the Traité sur la conservation
des grains to provide him with materials for writing the complete history of this insect.113
Chabot kept a red colored beetle that he found lodged within a grain of wheat in a drawer
in his cabinet, frequently returning over the course of several months to observe the
insect's life cycle. From his observations, he was able to determine that the beetle
introduced itself imperceptibly into the grain in its larval stage, and developed to maturity
by feeding on the flour within, thus disproving the belief that beetles could only attack
wheat kernels from outside the grain. Chabot glued the grain shut and wrapped it in a
piece of paper, hoping to eventually send the specimen to Duhamel du Monceau. But the
insect, he wrote, "eluded the vigilance with which I had observed it," and escaped after
breaking free from its prison.114
Many other readers of Duhamel du Monceau's texts took up his call to send him
observations of understudied or previously unidentified insect pests that they found in
their granaries and fields. Toustain de Frontebosse, vicar general of the Ordre NotreDame-de-la-Merci, for instance, sent observations of a black fly infesting the barns of
Provence, remarking that these insects had not been described in the Traité de la Culture
des Terres.115 Madame de Chasseneuil, one of Duhamel du Monceau's most assiduous
collaborators, began to send observations of grain-eating caterpillars after having read the
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Traité sur la conservation des grains, several years prior to the expedition to
Angoumois.116 Duhamel du Monceau filled his agronomic treatises with the
entomological observations of his correspondents, which he observed with satisfaction in
1757, "are continuously increasing in their number and zeal."117 Duhamel du Monceau
presented himself as an arbiter in this expanding network of " philosophe-citizens"
[philosophe-citoyen], collecting, collating and publishing the reports that he deemed
worthy of approval. This moral economy of credit, in which amateur naturalists were
rewarded with public acknowledgments of their efforts through print, was the glue that
held together Duhamel du Monceau's observational network and ensured the continued
circulation of specimens and observations.
Some observers went beyond descriptive histories of insect pests and ventured
into the territory of physique, or natural philosophy, by making causal claims about the
physiological relationship between insects and plants. In August 1761, M. Bruté, a
manufacturing inspector from Montauban, sent Duhamel du Monceau a letter in which he
claimed to have proven that microscopic insects where the causes of all diseases afflicting
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wheat and millet crops.118 Duhamel du Monceau himself had raised the possibility in the
second volume of his Traité de la Culture des Terres (1753) that wheat rust and smut
might be caused by the stings of insects. However, given the absence of conclusive
evidence he left the question open to "agricultural enthusiasts" [amateurs d'agriculture],
who might resolve the question through the "multiplication of observations and
experiments."119 Bruté obligingly responded to the call for such experiments, examining
droplets of water infused with rusted and smutted wheat under a solar microscope that
revealed an innumerable quantity of imperceptible insects and insect eggs.120 He then
sent Duhamel du Monceau a descriptive account of the shape, size and movement of
these insects and eggs, along with stalks of rusted and smutted wheat so that he himself
might repeat these observations. For Bruté, who was preparing a manuscript on the
subject of plant diseases, a correspondence with Duhamel thus provided the possibility of
gaining powerful epistemic validation from an eminent naturalist whose approval could
transform his private conjectures into publicly attested facts.
While Duhamel displayed a moderate skepticism towards Bruté's claims, noting
that they were "conjectures deserving more observations," he could be outright
dismissive of other correspondents who, in his view, proceeded according to false
physical principles. Such was the case with M. Thazeau, a parish priest from the village
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of Solomé in Poitou and member of the Société d'Agriculture d'Angoulême, who took an
active role in efforts to combat the Angoumois moth.121 Thazeau determined that the
"qualities" communicated to wheat plants by the soil in which they were planted, and by
the seeds from which they developed, had a determining impact on the reproductive
cycles of this insect. The Angoumois moth proliferated especially on wheat planted in
"warm earth" (terre chaude), as the "heat" of the soil caused a fermentation of the plant
that accelerated the hatching of eggs laid on the stalk.122 The seeds of wheat planted in
"cold earth" (terre froide) should be reserved for sowing, as they retained a freshness
from the soil that prevented the mature plant from fermenting and imparting a generative
heat to insect eggs. This insight, Thazeau wrote, was the "the key that opens the door to
the path that leads to the annihilation of these insects," as it followed that the proper
selection of soils and seeds for planting wheat would rid Angoumois of this pest.123
Duhamel du Monceau categorically rejected these conclusions, remarking in a
series of observations on Thazeau's manuscript that his specious distinction between
warm and cold soils made clear that "the very first principles of this system are false."124
Thazeau was distressed by this response, expressing surprise that Duhamel du Monceau
could attempt, with a "single stroke of the pen," to "erase the work of a man who has
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spent more than three months meditating on the means to completely destroy these
moths." To convince his correspondent, Thazeau sent two packages containing seeds
from wheat planted in cold and hot soil, and implored him to carry out experiments that,
he was certain, would validate his purportedly "illusory system."125 That these seeds have
remained ever since in unopened packages in Duhamel du Monceau's private papers is
indicative of how seriously he took Thazeau's observations. Nevertheless, the episode
demonstrates that provincial naturalists and agricultural enthusiasts were not simply
passive actors mobilized in the service of Duhamel du Monceau's observational program.
That some of Duhamel du Monceau's correspondents pursued independent observational
programs and made theoretical commitments that clashed with his own reveals how the
dynamics of his network could be at once centripetal and centrifugal.
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Figures 5 and 6, Package of seeds sent by Thazeau to Duhamel du Monceau. Source: Thazeau to Duhamel
du Monceau, 16 April 1766, AP 127/6, ANF, Paris.

Disseminating Pest-Control Technologies
If Duhamel du Monceau’s publications were partially intended to create a
geographically dispersed community of observers, they were also meant to be used in the
field as practical manuals for exterminating insects. These printed treatises were
supposed to cultivate and satisfy the demands of provincial officials and cultivators for a
body of useful knowledge that would assist them in the management of agricultural crises
caused by insect pests.126 Duhamel du Monceau's correspondents were effective
proselytizers for his proposed techniques of pest-control. Chabot wrote in May 1762 to
ask for a copy of the forthcoming Histoire d’un insecte qui dévore les grains
126
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d’Angoumois, remarking that this book, "distributed into the hands of every farmer,"
would "bolster the public’s confidence and encourage them to carry out your remedies in
practice."127 The following year, Chabot informed his correspondent that “the
communication of your book and my exhortations,” had allowed certain farmers in Niort
to successfully protect their stored wheat from grain-eating caterpillars.128 Unfortunately,
the majority of cultivators in the area had refused to follow the techniques contained in
this book. As we will see, it was easy enough for Duhamel du Monceau to disseminate
printed instructions for controlling pests, but it proved to be much more difficult to
convince farmers in rural France to adopt his proposed technological solutions when they
believed them to threaten the marketability of their crops.
Insect-repelling plants, homemade chemical remedies and combustible substances
had a long-established place in the canon of pre-modern techniques of agricultural pestcontrol.129 In the second half of the eighteenth century, these substances received
increasing public attention from French agricultural improvers, savants and royal
administrators.130 Recipes for insecticide liquors circulated widely in oeconomic
periodicals, as agricultural improvers made the insecticidal properties of various plants
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and nostrums that they tested in their fields public. Duhamel du Monceau's
correspondents did not fail to alert him to plants and simples that had proven effective in
expelling insects from their granaries and fields. Toustaint de Frontebosse informed
Duhamel du Monceau that the strong odor of a species of hay from Provence protected
stored wheat from the mites that often infested barns in the region.131 A parish priest from
Angoumois sent him a report of a remedy that he acquired from a nobleman from
Poitiers, and which was claimed to completely expel mites from granaries within twentyfour hours.132 Chabot also reported that farmers in Niort succeeded in expelling
caterpillars from infested stalks of wheat by burning sulfur and tobacco around their
fields.133
Duhamel du Monceau himself tested the efficacy of various fumigations and
insect repellant substances, but he was highly skeptical of the value of "those many
recipes that are held as infallible."134 Other traditional conservation techniques used by
farmers (constantly working the stored wheat with shovels, submerging the grain in
boiling water and letting it dry in the sun) were too labor intensive and failed to
effectively affect the insects lodged inside grain.135 For Duhamel du Monceau the most
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economic and effective solution to the problem of wheat-pests was the étuve, a thermally
insulated chamber connected to an oven that could be used to dry wheat and exterminate
burrowed insects. The heat from the kilns would kill the eggs and larvae contained in
infected grain, allowing farmers to safely preserve their crops in granaries.136 It would
also halt the metamorphosis of larvae and caterpillars into egg-laying moths, thereby
preventing further outbreaks of insects in fields during harvest season. Finally, the kilns
would make wheat safe for long-distance transport, ensuring that insect pests did not
spread throughout the kingdom by being surreptitiously carried into neighboring
provinces. The provincial administration, Duhamel du Monceau wrote, ought to enforce
that all wheat shipped out of the province be processed in public étuves, it being the only
means to "prevent the dispersal of the moths" to the rest of the country.137 If these kilns
were disseminated throughout countryside, Duhamel du Monceau hoped, it might even be
possible to "annihilate this entire race of grain-eating insects."138
The Angoumois grain moth epidemic provided Duhamel du Monceau with the
ideal opportunity to promote the model-kiln that he had developed in the 1750s with his
nephew Fougeroux de Bondaroy (1732-1789).139 In this effort, he was assisted by royal
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administrators, who saw the étuve as a valuable means of containing the spread of the
insect. Circulars calling upon wealthy farmers to establish public kilns on their estates
were distributed by the intendants and subdelegates in the généralité of Limoges.140 At
the insistence of the controller general Bertin, members of the Société d'Agriculture
d'Angoulême built a public kiln based on Duhamel du Monceau's model.141 The intendant
of Limoges Anne-Robert-Jacques Turgot (1727-1781) oversaw the construction of these
kilns in his généralité and promoted its use by staging public experiments that
demonstrated the instrument's utility and ease of use.142 Duhamel du Monceau praised the
"tremendous patriotic zeal" of the lieutenant general of Beauvais, who had built a
desiccation oven on his property that was open to all inhabitants of the town.143
Agricultural improvers and amateur naturalists who had collaborated with Duhamel du
Monceau in his study of the Angoumois grain moth were also useful allies. Montalembert
de Cers, who Duhamel du Monceau described as "one of the good physiciens of
Corbeil," 1766, 127 AP/6, ANF, Paris. Duhamel's interest in grain conservation
techniques dated back to his years as a minister of the Marine, where the question of
conserving wheat for long-distance transport for the Navy was primordial: Henri Louis
Duhamel du Monceau, Supplément au Traité de la Conservation des Grains, 2. For an
overview of Duhamel du Monceau’s activities as inspector of the French Marine see:
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Angoumois," sent the royal administration several reports of experiments aimed at
determining the ideal temperature at which insects burrowed in grains of wheat at
different life stages could be killed in the étuve, without altering the taste of the flour or
destroying the germinative property of the seed.144
Beyond Angoumois, numerous correspondents and readers of Duhamel du
Monceau's agricultural treatises installed kilns installed on their estates. Duhamel du
Monceau kept a model of the instrument that he had built at Denainvilliers in his lodgings
in Paris, hoping to court landowners and royal officials who resided in the capital.145
When the administrators of the royal granary in the Faubourg Saint-Denis came to see the
model kiln in the 1760s, they acquired the plans for this instrument from Duhamel du
Monceau and had one constructed in their building. The financier and military
administrator Joseph Paris du Verney (1684-1770) was likewise convinced by Duhamel
du Monceau to establish a desiccating oven in the storehouses of the royal military
academy in Paris.146 Public demonstrations of the instrument’s effectiveness in
exterminating grain-eating insects were then staged at the military academy, in the
presence of a number of high-ranking royal officials.147 The Abbé de Monbourg, director
of the Hôtel-Dieu in Paris, had an étuve built in the granary of the hospital after reading a
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copy of the Traité sur la conservation des grains.148 Monbourg reported that he had been
able to exterminate the insects that had previously infested the granaries of the hospital,
and that the Archbishop and many bakers of the city had approved the bread baked from
wheat passed through the étuve.149
Such favorable testimonies, which Duhamel judiciously reprinted in successive
editions of his works, were valuable for deflecting the skepticism of those who opposed
the use of kilns for processing grain. Indeed, Duhamel du Monceau was to be thoroughly
disappointed in his hopes that property owners and administrators would unanimously
adopt the étuve as a technique for grain conservation. In Lyon, "entrenched prejudices"
and "private interests" had led to attempts to remove Duhamel's étuve installed in the
city's public granary at Bertin's request.150 Duhamel du Monceau was troubled to hear
that opposition to his kilns was mounted not only in Lyon, but also in Angoulême:
What is utterly mortifying to me, is that there are people who were present
[in Angoumois] at my investigations and who cannot call into doubt the
exactness and truth of the facts which I have put forward … and who
nevertheless try, in the agricultural assemblies of Angoulême, to prevent
that the means that I have proposed to remedy this evil be put into
practice: it is very easy to gain proselytes when one is a partisan of
laziness and indolence. Nevertheless, I myself have carried out my
mission as a true patriot.151
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Duhamel du Monceau fumed that the unfounded objections to the kiln by local noblemen
like the Marquis d'Argens, "who produces no experiments, but only fine words," could
only act as an encouragement to "lazy and pig-headed farmers" in Angoumois who
neglected the "public good" and brought ruin to their neighbors by refusing to carry out
operations necessary to prevent the spread of the epidemic.152
On what grounds were Duhamel du Monceau’s kilns opposed? The cost of the
instrument and the losses in weight that the grain suffered after being passed through it
were frequent objections.153 An even more serious objection was that the flour from
desiccated grain was of poor quality. Concern for the quality of wheat was fundamental
for Duhamel du Monceau, as it was for most consumers and state officials in eighteenthcentury France. As Steven Kaplan has shown, eighteenth-century Parisians "insisted not
merely that their bread be not defective or noxious; it must be good, even delicious."154 It
was thus crucial that Duhamel du Monceau convince this discriminating public that the
taste of wheat was unaffected by his oven. In public demonstrations of the machine in
Angoumois and elsewhere, collective taste-tests by "grain connoisseurs" had been
organized to attest to the ocular, gustatory and olfactory quality of the wheat passed
pour empêcher que l'on ne mette en pratique les moyens que nous proposons pour arrêter
le mal: il est si aisé de se faire des prosélytes quand on se déclare partisan de l'indolence
et de la paresse! Au reste nous avons rempli notre mission en véritables patriotes.]
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through the kiln.155 In Angoumois, local officials conducted collective taste-tests of bread
baked from wheat passed through the ovens – which all deemed "excellent."156
Nevertheless, Duhamel du Monceau found that the “prejudice” against the
instrument remained strong, and was difficult to "destroy."157 Chabot found a "great
repugnance" for the kilns by the petits gens of Niort, who claimed that bread made with
this wheat was "worthless."158 Jacques-Donatien Leray de Chaumont (1726-1803), who
had a kiln installed on his domain near Blois after reading Duhamel's Supplément au
traité de la conservation des grains, complained that wheat passed through the kilns often
yielded darkened flour.159 Similar complaints about the "offensive taste" acquired by
wheat passed through the kiln were reported by Montalembert de Cers, and Turgot’s
subdelegate in Limoges.160 As Steven Kaplan has suggested, "doubts about the feel of the
wheat, the color of the flour, and the taste of bread are perhaps sufficient to explain why
the kiln process did not become standard practice in the eighteenth century."161 Thus,
Duhamel du Monceau may have won the hearts and minds of improving landowners and
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enlightened officials throughout France, but his inability to win the palates of consumers,
grain merchants and bakers was a serious impediment to the success of his program.

Conclusion
In the 1760s, French naturalists and agricultural improvers turned in great
numbers to the study of insect pests, as the tools and techniques of natural history became
connected to a generalized program of patriotic agricultural improvement. Duhamel Du
Monceau was a central node in the networks of entomological observation that formed
across France in this period, although enthusiasm for the natural history of insect pests far
exceeded his limited circle of correspondents. When the Rouergue farmer Jean Mouret
kept detailed notes on the parasitic insects that attacked his wheat crops on his property in
Saint-Jean-du-Bruel in the province of Languedoc in the 1760s, he submitted them not to
Duhamel du Monceau, but to the naturalist Jean-Baptiste Romieu of the Académie
Royale des Sciences de Montpellier.162 Nevertheless, Mouret noted in the prefatory
remarks of the report read to the Société that it was his reading of the Traité de la culture
des terres that had motivated him to embark on a series of agronomic experiments on his
property in Saint-Jean-du-Bruel.
Duhamel du Monceau succeeded in convincing his contemporaries that a socioepistemic alliance between administrators, scientific experts and enlightened rural elites
provided the surest means to develop effective administrative and technical solutions to
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the problem of insect pests and their diffusion. Administrators like the intendant AnneRobert-Jacques Turgot used their authority to forge such alliances at the local level by
sending out questionnaires and holding prize competitions on the subject of insect pests,
thus encouraging provincial elites to turn their attention to the vermin that consumed their
crops.163 In this chapter, I have demonstrated how such alliances worked in practice, by
reconstructing the networks in which natural knowledge and technologies of pest-control
were created and debated through the circulation of observations, specimens and
materials. Duhamel du Monceau occupied an important role in these scientific and
administrative networks, although he often failed to obtain the unwavering cooperation
that he expected from farmers in the provinces. More broadly, I have shown how
attempts to regulate the natural oeconomies of rural environments and the civil realm of
agricultural production and exchange became interrelated and mutually reinforcing
objectives for academic naturalists like Duhamel du Monceau.
In his report to the Académie des Sciences on the Angoumois grain moth,
Duhamel du Monceau noted that locusts had served in the Holy Scriptures as an
instrument of "divine justice to punish the crimes of mankind."164 While he remained
agnostic on the final, purportedly providential, cause of the "scourge" afflicting the
provinces of Western France, Duhamel du Monceau was certain that the efficient causes
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were thoroughly social in nature.165 The Angoumois grain moth epidemic had exposed
the biological risks associated with an intensified, but poorly regulated commercial trade
in grain. As the royal administration attempted to liberalize the grain train in the 1760s,
lifting restrictions on the inter- and intra - provincial trade in wheat, it became clear to
observers like Duhamel du Monceau that the increased circulation of grain might also be
accompanied by the unwanted circulation of harmful crop pathogens.166 Nightmares of a
generalized insect epidemic across the kingdom were the reverse side of liberal reformers'
euphoric visions of an agricultural sector regenerated by an unfettered trade in grain.
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Part 1: Observing Pests: Insects and Patriotic Natural History
Chapter 2: Clergymen and Exorcisms: Disenchanting Insects?
Ariston: Et des excommunications en userez vous?
Teotime: Non, il y a des rituels où l'on excommunie les sauterelles, les sorciers et les
comédiens. Je n'interdirai point l'entrée de l'église des sauterelles, attendu qu'elles n'y
vont jamais.
- Voltaire, "Le Curé de Campagne," Dictionnaire Philosophique167
The exorcisms and excommunications of invasive insects that Voltaire mocked in
his Dictionnaire Philosophique had a well established placed in the liturgical practices of
the eighteenth-century Catholic Church. From the fourteenth century to the beginning of
the nineteenth century, they formed part of the agrarian rites regularly used by the rural
clergy to protect their parishioners from the calamitous effects of insect infestations. In
the nineteenth century, antiquarians and historians unearthed insect trials,
excommunications and exorcisms with curious amusement, consigning them to the
distant Gothic past of the Church.168 Renewed historical attention to these rites has
followed from the recent interest in the cultural and intellectual history of disasters and
catastrophes, although invasive insects have received far less attention than more
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spectacular cataclysms like avalanches, earthquakes and floods.169 Religious historians
have treated the subject in a cursory manner, as part of a more summary treatment of the
numerous agrarian rites codified and sanctioned by the Catholic Church in the early
modern period.170
Voltaire was neither the first nor the last thinker of the Enlightenment to pour
scorn upon the liturgical responses to catastrophes like insect infestations. Some
historians have seen Enlightenment philosophes' skepticism about the efficacy of agrarian
rites as a symptom of a general process of secularization and intellectual emancipation
from providential frameworks.171 Yet it must be noted that the rejection of agrarian rites
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as "superstitions" preceded the Enlightenment and initially emerged from within the
Catholic Church itself.172 In his Histoire Critique des Pratiques Superstitieuses, for
instance, the Oratorian priest Pierre Le Brun (1661-1729) condemned the practice of
excommunicating insects, remarking that the belief that insects and other "irrational
creatures" could heed the "juridical sentences" of the episcopacy was a "ridiculous
superstition."173 Enlightenment-era Christian apologists like Nicolas Bergier (17181790), who devoted his life to combating the skepticism of the philosophes, noted in his
Dictionnaire de Théologie (1788) that the excessive recourse to agrarian rites by rural
clergyman had eroded the moral credibility of the Church:
In many modern works, the parish clergy are blamed for being excessively
indulgent towards the superstitious ideas of their parishioners, by carrying
out adjurations and exorcisms of storms, destructive insects and other
harmful animals. These are, it is said, abusive and dangerously
extravagant, and should no longer be permitted in an enlightened century
such as our own.174
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Yet Bergier nevertheless defended the recourse to exorcisms because the alternative,
instructing the peuple that all natural phenomena were the necessary results of physical
causes, would necessarily lead to atheism and social anarchy.175
For Bergier, it seems, the belief that natural catastrophes such as insect
infestations were the visible manifestations of divine retribution was merely a useful
fiction that buttressed the authority of the clergy, the guarantors of social and moral
order. That the idea of an interventionist God was receding amongst orthodox clergymen
of the mid to late eighteenth century like Bergier points to the affinities between
Enlightenment and Christian thought.176 Philosophers and theologians of the
eighteenthcentury, as historians have shown, increasingly came to view God as a
"hidden" entity, removed from the daily operations of his Creation.177 The indisputable
decline in the recourse to agrarian rites, processions and rituals after c. 1750, and the
growing distaste of Enlightenment-era clergymen for these liturgical practices, points
directly towards this phenomenon. Far from being evidence for a decline in faith or of the
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steady "disenchantment" of the world, as an older historical literature would have had it,
this phenomenon points to a reworking of traditional notions of Providence that emanated
largely from within the Catholic Church during the Enlightenment.178
In seeking to account for the rise and fall of liturgical practices of pest-control,
this chapter builds on recent scholarship that has profoundly revised our understanding of
the so-called "secularization process."179 It follows the process by which insects were
rescralized, to use Charly Coleman's term, by being transformed from instruments of
Providence to natural beings subject to physical forces immanent with the presence of the
Divine. In turn, the study of insect pests by naturalists and clergymen became itself
sacralized, in social and religious terms. The tools and techniques of natural history
provided a way in which Enlightened men and women could enter into direct contact
with Creation, immanent with God's presence, and fulfill their sacred duty towards parish
and patrie by producing useful knowledge that contributed to the proper stewardship of
agrarian resources. As this chapter (and chapter 5) will demonstrate, enlightened
naturalists and clergymen-naturalists who came to study the chaos and disorder caused by
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invasive insects, paradoxically encountered the orderly workings of the Divine hand, and
in the process, they sought to guarantee themselves a role as custodians of social and
moral order.

Processions in the Fields: Insects and Liturgical Practice in the Archdioceses of
Paris and Besançon
The Counter-Reformation can be understood a process through which the
Catholic Church attempted to more rigorously manage its capital of sacrality. In the
lateseventeenth century the Gallican Church strove to restrain the rural clergy's frequent
recourse to processions and exorcisms during times of calamity and crisis. As the
Gallican Church attempted to re-draw and stabilize the boundary between the profane and
the sacred, local liturgical practices of pest-control that predated the Counter-Reformation
came to be stringently regulated by episcopal authorities.
In the vineyards in the Île-de-France, parish priests had long had recourse to
processions to Saint-Sacrament in order to protect vines from the attacks of insects.180 In
Colombes, a village to the northwest of Paris, the Eucharist was carried annually in
procession through the vines on the first of May to "preserve them from worms."181 In
nearby Sartrouville and Chanteloup, these processions occurred more exceptionally when
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insects had begun to consume the grapes on the vine.182 These preventative and curative
practices, part of a wider range of local and regional agrarian rites that developed in early
modern France, relied on the sacred power of the Eucharist, the focal element of Catholic
ritual during the Counter Reformation.183 The seventeenth century, as Louis Châtellier
has put it, was the "century of Saint-Sacrement."184 Liturgical practices involving the
Eucharist, and confraternities devoted to the worship of Saint-Sacrament multiplied in
this period.185 These devotional activities, and the numerous miracles attributed to the
Eucharist in the period, were an affirmation of the Tridentine doctrine of
transubstantiation.186 Devotions to Saint-Sacrament also became a means of delivering
rural communities from suffering caused by natural calamities: as the focus of collective
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rites of penance and the source of divine intercessional powers, the Eucharist provided a
recourse for divine relief from maledictions like insect infestations.
Ecclesiastical authorities in the second half of the seventeenth-century, however,
increasingly viewed such agrarian rituals involving the processional use of the Eucharist
with increasing suspicion. In April 1660, the Archbishop of Paris Jean-François Paul de
Gondi (1613-1679) prohibited the parish clergy in his archdiocese from carrying the
Eucharist in procession into the vines afflicted by infestations of insects. Instead, priests
were to perform an exorcism and return to the church where the mass de necessitabus
would be sung with the host exposed on the altar.187 This prohibition was reinforced by
the synodal statutes issued by the archbishop of Paris François Harlay de Champvallon
(1625-1695) in 1674, and by his successor Louis Antoine de Noailles (1651-1729) in
1697, which forbade the clergy from carrying the Eucharist in procession without prior
consent from the archbishop.188 These measures were part of wider rigorist efforts to
stamp out liturgical practices that were deemed to profane the Eucharist.189 The
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Tridentine Church, as Phillipe Martin has shown, proved increasingly exacting in its
demands that the Eucharist remain fixed in consecrated space, and sequestered from the
profane world of the "outdoors."190
The efforts of ecclesiastical authorities to curtail the processional use of the
Eucharist were part of a broader effort within the Counter Reformation Church to weed
out liturgical practices deemed to be "superstitious," that is, alien to the true precepts of
Christianity.191 Such pernicious practices, as the rigorist cleric Jean-Baptiste Thiers
(1636-1703) wrote, could partly be attributed to the idolatrous tendencies of a halfChristianized laity, whose "superstitious" rituals gravely imperiled their souls.192 In his
monumental Traité des superstitions qui regardent les sacremens (1679-1704), Thiers
(1636-1703) judged men and women who planted their fields or gardens with the
Eucharist in order to ward off insects as being worthy of divine punishment for their
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"superstitious sacrilege."193 Rural clergymen were also guilty of perpetuating superstition
through negligence and indolence, by ignoring the liturgical protocols required by the
Gallican Church in times of public calamities. In his Traité de l'exposition du Saint
Sacrement de l'autel (1673) Thiers wrote that clergymen who carried the Eucharist in
procession without episcopal authorization when their parishes were struck by insect
infestations "violate the laws of the church and render themselves guilty of a very great
crime."194 Unless parish priests received explicit approbation from their bishops for the
exorcisms, conjurations and rogations they carried out to ward off "flies, locusts,
caterpillars, snakes, worms and other insects," these were deemed to be "illicit" and
"superstitious."195
As the arbiters of orthodoxy within the Gallican Church, episcopal authorities
established the boundaries between licit and illicit liturgical practice, and made it their
duty to combat "superstitious" agrarian rites in the parishes under their jurisdiction.196
The archbishops had a number of administrative procedures at their disposal to regulate
the devotional practices of the laity and clergy.197 The archdeacons, the right-hand men
of the Archbishop of Paris, conducted annual visits in the parishes of the Archdiocese to
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ensure that the Saint-Sacrament was given proper reverence, and not defiled through
profane uses.198 Priests who failed to abide to the norms of liturgical worship established
by their superiors were tried in ecclesiastical courts.199 Archbishops also seized on the
development of the printed word to impose orthodoxy within their archdiocese by
disseminating printed liturgical handbooks, or, rituels.200 The publication of diocesan
rituels was an important affirmation of episcopal authority that established the guidelines
for liturgical practice within the territory administered by the archbishop.201 The
proliferation of agrarian rites and benedictions in the diocesan rituals of the seventeenth
century, many of which had been eliminated by Paul V in his Riuale Romanum (1614),
can also be seen in part as an act of Gallican opposition to the Papacy's attempts at
liturgical uniformity.202
198
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In the wake the polemics ignited by the Port-Royal controversy, the Archbishops
of Paris Harlay de Champvallon (1625-1695) and Louis-Antoine de Noailles (1651-1729)
oversaw the publication of new breviaries, missals, processionals and rituals for the
archdiocese of Paris.203 The Rituale Parisiensis of 1646 and 1697 forbade priests from
usurping the authority of the archbishop through "rashness or ignorance," by carrying out
agrarian benedictions that were not contained in the ritual.204 Among the many liturgical
procedures outlined in this text, the clergy could find the formulae for the benediction to
expel "locusts, worms and other noxious animals" from fields in their parish.205 In the
event of such a calamity, the Rituale instructed the clergy to bless the afflicted fields with
holy water, and, at various intervals sing an antiphon, perform the signs of the cross and
read the orations contained in the ritual. The priest and his parishioners were to implore
the mercy of God so that they might be delivered from this affliction, "so justly deserved
on account of our sins."206
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While the Parisian rituels of the late seventeenth century acted as a model for
numerous diocesan rituals of the eighteenth century, an examination of the latter also
reveals variations in liturgical practices between the archdioceses of the kingdom.207 In
the archdiocese of Besançon, for instance, the Rituale Bisuntinae Diocese (1705)
prescribed exorcisms, rather than benedictions, as a means of expelling insects and other
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sent to the office of the Archbishop of Besançon between 1729 and 1761, are conserved
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for the authorization to perform a "fulmination," (12) "excommunication" (19),
"benediction," (3) "execration" (1) or "conjuration" (3). Despite these linguistic
variations, it is most likely all were carried out in conformity with the ceremony
prescribed by the diocesan ritual. Indeed, many petitioners were keen to point out in their
letters to the episcopacy that they would scrupulously follow the liturgical protocols set
out in this text.210 The Curé of Lugny, for instance, emphasized in his request for a
monitoire from the vicar general of Besançon that his "fulmination" against the insects
that besieged his parish in October 1729 would be carried out "in conformity with the
rituel of the diocese."211 In their petitions to the archbishop, petitioners also made
frequent reference to the exorcism "contra nociva animalia" contained in the diocesan
ritual.212
The overwhelming majority of the petitions to the Archdiocese came
unsurprisingly from the rural clergy, who frequently expressed their parishioners' desire
to have recourse to the "salutary remedies" offered by the Church in times of public
calamities.213 Laymen were also responsible for a number of requests for exorcisms sent
to the Archbishop's office. Petitions submitted by the clergy were often jointly signed by
the échevins of rural communes within the archdiocese, although a sizable number (13) of
petitions came solely from lay municipal authorities or lay administrators (fabriciens) of
210
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the local church.214 More rarely, farmers of large estates requested that exorcisms be
carried out privately on their domains. The farmers of the domain of Vauxy and Grillard
in the parish of Arbois, for instance, petitioned the Archbishop to have the local priest
"damn and expel" the insects that attacked the oak trees on their property.215 Finally,
confraternities of winegrowers in the archdiocese issued requests for public processions
to the Archbishop's office. Members of the confraternity of Saint-Vernier, the patron saint
of viticulture in the province of Franche-Comté, issued two petitions for public prayers
and processions in the 1750s, when the vines in the province were infested with
worms.216
From these petitions, the Rituale, and a monitoire conserved in the Archives
Départmentales du Doubs, we can reconstruct the ceremonies organized by the parish
clergy to expel insects that periodically infested the vines, wheat fields, woods and
kitchen gardens in the archdiocese.217 After having received authorization from the
Archbishop, on which the episcopacy levied a tax of 3 livres and 14 sous, the parishioners
and the clergy would have assembled in front of the church to recite the Veni Sancte
Spiritus.218 A procession would follow, in which the congregation would sing litanies and
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invoke the mercy of God through the reading of psalms and rogations to "cleanse"
(purgare) the parish of these "harmful animals" (nocivis animalibus).219 The priest would
then read the formulas of exorcisms and conjurations contained in the Rituale, which
impelled the "unclean, pestilential, and harmful creatures" to remove themselves from the
parish. In some cases, a monitoire was read, in which the insects were urged to leave the
territory "under penalty of excommunication."220 While scrupulous attachment to the
diocesan ritual was expected during insect exorcisms, the parish clergy could also make
requests to include additional processions, rites or benedictions during these
ceremonies.221 In May 1755, for instance, the curé of Passavant asked for permission to
bless the cloths that would be used during the processions to expel the insects that were
devastating the orchards in his parish.222 In Vigerey, the Curé requested the permission to
perform a benediction in honor of Saint Vernier for the benefit of the wine-growers in the
parish.223 As in the Île-de-France, public devotions to Saint-Sacrament were also
requested by parishioners in the archdiocese of Besançon.224 When an outbreak of vermin
threatened crops in the parish of Laviron in May 1757, the local Curé asked the
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Archbishop for the permission to bless the altar cloth and the ciborium in which the
Eucharist would be exposed during the benediction of Saint Sacrament.225
Providential understandings of catastrophe provided a common, and longestablished, interpretative framework for making sense of the social and natural disorder
caused by disruptive natural forces like invasive insects.226 God asserted his agency
within the natural world by using his creation to punish man for his sins and to remind
him of his fallen state. Thus, the Curé of Cernans saw in the "lice" that invaded the fields
and meadows of his parish, "the hand of a God that strikes us because we are deserving of
this affliction."227 In imploring the clemency of God in the face of the chaos caused by
invasive insects, rural parishioners hoped that natural and social order could be restored
through divine intervention. Collective rites of penance, as the priors of the confraternity
of Saint-Vernier put it, were a means of appeasing the anger of a Deity "justly irritated"
by the sins of mankind.228 By exerting increasing administrative control over these
religious rituals, episcopal authorities in Counter-Reformation France asserted their
position as custodians of the miraculous powers and the sacred capital of the Church.
Agricultural crises thus provided the occasion for ecclesiastical authorities to affirm their
position as indispensable guarantors of moral, social and natural order. Through the
dispensations of the Archbishop, insect exorcisms, and the public processions that
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accompanied these rites, cleansed the religious community of its sins and of the harmful
creatures that were its material manifestation.

Locusts and Unigenitus: From Port Royal to Lisbon
Providentialist readings of nature became highly politicized in the opening
decades of the eighteenth century, profoundly marked in France by the campaign for and
against Jansenism and the papal bull Unigenitus. Partisans and opponents of Unigenitus
seized the occasion to denounce disorders in the natural world as providentially ordained
consequences of the moral and spiritual corruption of the other camp. The
constitutionnaires in the South of France saw the natural catastrophes that struck the
region in the 1720s as God's own means of breaking the parlement of Provençe and the
dissident clergy's resistance to the papal bull Unigenitus 229 The virulently anti-Jansenist
Bishop of Marseille François-Xavier de Belsunce (1675-1755) famously blamed the
plague that killed half the inhabitants of the city between 1720 and 1722 on the
"sacrileges of the appelants."230 In the nearby Diocese of Arles, the ultramontane bishop
Jacques de Forbin-Janson (1680-1741), in the midst of a bitter struggle with the
Oratorians, Benedictines, and his cousin the Bishop of Castres for their opposition to
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Unigenitus, followed suit.231 In a mandement episcopal of October 12, 1720, he remarked
that if the plague were to strike Arles, the excommunication of the appelants would be
the surest means to protect the population from this disease.232
The lesser-known infestation of locusts that hit Provençe and the Mediterranean
littoral during the plague epidemic of 1720 provided further grist for the mill of the antiJansenist clergy.233 In a circular of May 1720, Forbin-Janson fulminated against the
members of his diocese that were seduced by Jansenist doctrine, and called for their
excommunication, holding these heretics accountable for the plague of locusts that was
then raging in the Provençal countryside:
A lightness of spirit and a dreadful curiosity have led too many among you
to pay heed to novelties and to choose false masters at the expense of the
pastor that God has provided to lead you ... God, in order to punish you for
the inconstancy of your faith and for your failure to submit, delivers you to
these vile insects, which, by the irregularity of their movements, naturally
231
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express the various changes and successive intercadences of those who let
themselves be carried by every wind of doctrine.234
The Jansenist Matthieu Marais (1665-1737), a lawyer at the Parlement de Paris, noted
with amusement in his diary that this circular contained all the "markings of provençal
and molinist eloquence."235 The parlementaires in Aix and the Regent Phillipe Duc
d'Orléans (1674-1723), who desperately tried to impose a policy of religious pacification
and reconciliation by forbidding all public pronouncements on Unigenitus in 1719, were
less amused.236 The Conseil d'État suppressed the mandement in December 1720,
condemning it as "troublesome to the peace that has be recently been restored to the
Gallican Church."237 The infestation of locusts in Provençe had exposed the fragility of
this peace sought by the Regent and moderates in the Gallican Church. As portents of
divine wrath invested with heavy theological resonance, these insects could become
highly disruptive phenomena (in political and spiritual, as well as material terms) when
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mobilized to escalate an already bitter struggle between ultramontane bishops, Jansenist
clergy, parlementaires and the royal administration.
For Jansenists, locust plagues became a clear sign of the decadence of the
Catholic Church, and a portent of the immanent Apocalypse. Prophecy became a
hallmark of Jansenist opposition to the Bourbon monarchy and the Gallican Church in the
decades that followed Louis XIV's destruction of Port-Royal and the publication of
Unigenitus.238 Members of the "figurist school" that developed around the Abbé JeanBaptiste Le Sesne d'Étemare (1682-1770) in the 1710s and 1720s used the prophecies of
the Old and New Testament as a key for understanding the profane history of Christian
Europe.239 Prior figurists within the Jansenist movement had opposed such uses of the
Scriptures, limiting typological readings of the Old Testament to the exegesis of the New
Testament.240 For d'Étemare and his followers, on the other hand, biblical prophecies
could be used to trace the Church's historical descent into iniquity from Patristic times
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down to the contemporary period.241 The search for correspondences between the
"symbols" and "figures" of the Scriptures in contemporary events, personalities and in the
natural world became a hallmark of Jansenist mobilization against Unigenitus.242
D’Étemare and his followers constructed an eschatological framework based on readings
of Paul’s Epistle to the Romans, the Book of Malachi, and the Book of Revelations,
within which their own struggles against apostasy and error within the Church figured as
a precursor to the Day of Judgment. The papal bull Unigenitus and the persecution of
Jansenists under the ministry of Cardinal Fleury became signs of the "progress of
iniquity" that Saint Paul had prophesied would accompany the reign of the first Antichrist
(increasingly associated with the Jesuits) in his Letter to the Thessalonians. As the
remnants of the true Faith living in a time of spiritual decadence and apostasy, Jansenists
were locked in the final stages of a struggle between Truth and error that would culminate
in the return of the prophet Eli, the conversion of the Jews and the Second Coming of
Christ.243
Jansenist millenarians understood themselves to be last remnants of the true Faith
combatting apostasy and error within the Church, increasingly personified by the Jesuits
and the doctrine of Molinism that affirmed the spiritual inviolability of the Papacy. The
destruction of Port-Royal and the publication of Unigenitus, awakened a latent strand of
241
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apocalyptic thinking within the Jansenist movement. Typological readings of the
Scriptures, and in particular of the Book of Revelations, provided Jansenists with a means
of inscribing their persecution and resistance within the fold of universal history.244 As
Catherine Maire writes, "figurism was the philosophy of history that would provide the
tone of Jansenist mobilization against Unigenitus."245 As a result, contemporary natural
catastrophes became portents of the immanent destruction of the Antichrist, increasingly
personified by the Society of Jesus, announced by the Apostle John.246 The Jansenist
lawyer Louis-Adrien Lepaige (1712-1802), for instance, collected relations of natural
catastrophes that befell Europe in the 1740s, seeing these as "signs and rods of God's
justice" that befell the European monarchies corrupted by the influence of the Jesuits.247
For the Jansenist scholar Laurent-Étienne Rondet (1717-1785), the role of the
philologist was to establish correspondences between the Book of Nature and the
scriptures. "Everything in Nature speaks to us of God," he remarked, "it suffices to read
with attention and faith the Books of the Prophets to find the key to this mysterious
language."248 In his Réflexions sur le Désastre de Lisbonne (1756-1757), he reminded his
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readers that a plague of locusts had swept across Europe immediately after the foundation
of the Society of Jesus in 1540.249 Following the destruction of Port Royal, an "army of
locusts emerging from the depths of hell" had invaded the south of France, which Rondet,
following John the Apostle, attributed to the "swarm of false doctors that had caused such
harm to the Church since the birth of Molinism."250 Rondet saw the swarm of locusts that
descended upon Portugal, historical fiefdom of the Society of Jesus, after the Lisbon
earthquake of 1755 as a fulfillment of the prophecy of John the Apostle.
The Lisbon earthquake marked the high point of traditional Providentialist
readings of natural catastrophes, but it also ushered in a new current of theological and
philosophical reasoning about the limitations of man's capacity to understand the relation
between Nature and Divine will. While prophetic readings of catastrophic events like
locust plagues did not suddenly vanish in the second half of the eighteenth century, they
became more marginal to mainstream Christianity. In rural France, the decline in the
recourse to agrarian rites during times of crisis was symptomatic of this change within
Enlightenment Catholicism.

Observing insects for parish and patrie
The sudden decline in the number of insect exorcisms and agrarian rites after
1750 requires explanation. No requests for insect exorcisms were sent to archbishop of
Besançon after 1761, and this seems to have also been the case for most dioceses in the
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kingdom. This phenomenon was part of a more general decline in the recourse to public
processions and to the thaumaturgic powers of saints in times of subsistence crises. In his
study of the uses of Sainte-Geneviève, the patron saint of Paris, Steven Kaplan argues
that the subsistence issue became simply too politically explosive in the second half of
the eighteenth century for administrators to mobilize public opinion "even in the name of
a politically neutral savior."251 Indeed, royal administrators under Louis XV and Louis
XVI had much to fear from providentialist readings of natural disasters at a time when the
sacrality of the Bourbon monarchy was continuously brought into question.252
Yet the reasons for the decline in the recourse to such rites must also be located
within a movement internal to Enlightenment Catholicism. Phillipe Goujard has written
of a pronounced effort within the Catholic Church "to desacralize everyday life" in the
second-half of the eighteenth century.253 This movement towards an increasingly strict
delimitation between the sacred and the profane, as Alain Cabantous writes, contributed
to "an evacuation of the mysterious and marvelous" from the natural world and to the
“demystification” of nature, subsequently "re-sacralized" in the nineteenth century in
exclusively cultural terms.254 The decline of agrarian rites and processions can be seen as
an indication of what yet another historian, Michel Perronet, has called the
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"profanisation" of the natural world.255 For many clergymen of the Enlightenment,
disorders within the natural world no longer appeared as providential instruments of
Divine wrath, but as regular and apprehensible features of a material order pregnant with
God’s immanence.
The generalization of the seminary, the foyer of "Catholic Enlightenment" that
became an obligatory site of moral and intellectual instruction for the clergy, undoubtedly
contributed to the propagation of this desacralized vision of the natural world within the
Church.256 The seminaries became powerful instruments for the interiorization of a
Tridentine ideology that was increasingly exacting in its separation between the sacred
and the profane.257 For this reason, these institutions contributed to a growing cultural and
intellectual chasm between the rural clergy and their parishioners. Rural clergy formed in
the seminaries came to see the benedictions and exorcisms requested by rural
parishioners in times of catastrophe as "useless accessories" to the true Faith, the stuff of
shamans and sorcerers rather than Enlightened men of the Church.258 François Pugnière
and Claire Toreilles detect in the journals of the Abbé Séguier, a clergyman in the
Cévennes, a mutual incomprehension between priest and parishioner, illustrated by the
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Abbé Séguier’s refusal to ring the church bells during storms to protect the parish from
lightning.259 In the Diocese of Besançon, the Curé of Saint Vigerey showed a similar
reticence to fulfill parishioners’ supplications to "damn" the insects that infested their
orchards through an exorcism and to give Mass in honor of Saint Vernier to protect their
vines from worms. "I have not asked anything of you until now” he wrote to the
Archbishop, “because I was taught that [these rites] were forbidden at the seminary.”260
That the Curé of Saint Vigerey did nevertheless request authorization to conduct these
rites points towards the pragmatic compromises that many clergymen in the second half
of the eighteenth century were forced to make between the exigencies of their
ecclesiastical superiors and the expectations of their parishioners.261
The above examples nevertheless illustrate how clergymen's roles as intercessors
between Heaven and Earth came to be marginalized as a more strict delimitation between
"devotion" and "superstition" threw into question the orthodoxy of agrarian rites.262
Nicole Lemaître has argued that the function of the Enlightenment clergy came to be reimagined in the second half of the eighteenth century on the basis of "social utility" rather
than on "mystical" grounds.263 The involvement of numerous clergymen in projects of
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agricultural improvement in France is a testament to this alliance between Catholicism
and the Enlightenment ethic of social utility and material improvement.264 Rural
oeconomy became a subject of instruction in numerous seminaries in this period as
clergymen were expected to become "model farmers" for their parishioners.265
Clergymen also took a more public role as agricultural improvers by acting as
administrative relays in the dissemination of new crops, or by taking the lead in the
agricultural societies that spread throughout France after 1760.266 Agricultural
improvement provided the clergy with a means of demonstrating their "patriotism" and
utility to the nation in the decades before the Revolution. Thus, a curé in the parish of
Saint-Denis-sur-Sarthon in Normandy was praised as a "generous patriot" by the editors
of the Avant-Coureur for donating a portion of his tithe (dîme) to the farmers who would
harvest the best wheat or breed the strongest livestock.267
Natural history and agronomy fed into Catholic apologetics by allowing
clergymen to fashion the stewardship of the material resources of their parishes as acts of
patriotic and Christian benevolence. The correspondence between rural clergymen and
264
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the Bureau of Agriculture, formed by the minister Charles Gravier de Vergennes (17171787) in 1785, sheds light on this pastoral or Christian ethic of social utility that emerged
in the second half of the eighteenth century in France.268 The letters of Pressac de la
Chenaye, a young clergyman from the Parish of Gaudant in the province of Poitou, are
particularly illuminating in this regard. In his correspondence with the Bureau of
agriculture Pressac de la Chanaye presented himself as the model bon curé, a source of
admiration and stock character for Enlightenment philosophes like Rousseau and
Voltaire.269 In a letter to Vergennes, he recounted how “curiosity” and “inclination” had
led him to devote the past decade to the study of natural history and agriculture. Although
the task of administering a congregation of ignorant rustics was a heavy burden, Pressac
de la Chenaye nevertheless found the time during his hours of leisure to observe the fauna
and flora in the fields and woods of his parish, "finding everywhere a common mother
that refuses to fully reveal herself to me."270 One detects in this clergyman’s letters a
symptom of what Robert Mauzi identified as the Enlightenment reconciliation between
“l’esprit chrétien” and “l’esprit du monde”: the contemplation of nature, imminent with
God’s grace and presence, became a legitimate source of earthly pleasure for Christian
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men and women of the Enlightenment.271 Nevertheless, Pressac de la Chenaye
complained that his devotion to agronomy and natural history earned him continuous
reprobation from his peers, for whom these activities were a distraction from the moral
instruction of the congregation.272
Natural history came to be seen as a legitimate clerical pastime not only because it
afforded its practitioners the means of achieving communion with God, but because it
also provided the epistemological foundations for the material improvement of the parish.
Rural clergymen turned in droves to the study of agriculture as the propagation of the
Enlightenment sentiment of charity and bienfaisance gave renewed vigor to the
Tridentine imperative to attend to the material and spiritual well being of the flock. Thus,
when the Société d’Agriculture de Paris elected Pressac de la Chenaye as a
correspondent, they reminded their readers that the search for means “to improve the
condition and happiness of mankind through labor" was an integral part of the "functions
of the ministers of the altar."273 Through continuous agronomic experiments, frequent
communications to the Société, and, most importantly, through the "spread of useful
agricultural knowledge amongst his parishioners," Pressac de la Chenaye had created a
"happy alliance between the precepts of the Gospels and of rural oeconomy."274
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Agricultural improvement thus provided a new basis for the social legitimacy of the
clergy. Rural clergymen committed to agricultural improvement like Pressac de la
Chenaye were praised as "zealous citizens," whose devotion to parish and patrie made
them emblems for the Enlightenment ideal of utilitarian benevolence.
In was in this spirit that Pressac de la Chenaye communicated his observations of
the insect pests that he found in the fields of his parish to the Bureau of Agriculture in the
1780s. Before the harvest of 1785, he collected specimens of larvae that he found lodged
in stalks of wheat in the parish, and he observed their metamorphosis and life cycles in
his cabinet.275 He also sent samples to Vergennes, hoping that the naturalists of the
Bureau of agriculture could identify the insect. A year later, he sent samples of a insect
that he feared to be a species of plant lice, but that Vergennes assured him to be an
ichneumon, an insect that fed on the larvae of these harmful pests.276 Such investigations,
tending to the material well being of one’s parishioners, was the "duty of a curé and
citizen," but Pressac de la Chenaye explained how these activities could be compromised
by superstitious rustics. The appearance of grain moths in the wheat fields of his parish,
he wrote to Vergennes, perpetually struck terror in the hearts of the laboureurs, "who
have always seen the abundance of these insects as an omen [présage] of a greater Evil
that afflicts them." Pressac de la Chenaye’s investigations were cut short when a peasant
from the parish, "struck and terrified by the supposed augury," broke into the clergyman’s
cabinet and "furiously" threw his wheat and insects into the fire.277 Pressac de la Chenaye
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was more discreet in his observations of the insects that he took to be plant-lice,
informing Vergennes that he had not communicated his observations to his parishioners,
"who see everything through vulgar eyes," for fear of arousing fear and anguish within
his community.278
A number of other clergymen in the final years of the ancien régime were
mobilized by the Bureau of Agriculture and the Société Royale d'Agriculture de Paris in
the search for solutions to the problem of insect pests.279 In 1785, the Abbé Lefebvre,
administrator of the order of Sainte-Geneviève and member of the Bureau of Agriculture,
used the religious order's 110 houses and 610 prieurs-curés to build a network of
agricultural improvement. The entire order, Lefebvre wrote to Vergennes, was animated
by a "patriotic spirit," and as such could be relied upon to assist the royal administration
in the drive to perfect domestic agricultural production.280 A cockchafer outbreak in
Normandy in 1785 caused numerous clergymen to submit their observations of the
insects along with the means to exterminate them to the Bureau of Agriculture.
References to insect exorcisms and other agrarian rites are noticeably absent in this
correspondence, which unanimously insist on the need to find a method of exterminating
these insects by the use of "human faculties alone."281 As the case of the order of SainteGeneviève shows, the hierarchical structure of the Catholic Church made it perfectly
278
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adaptable for the organization of long-distance observational networks, such as those
described in Chapter 1. Most importantly, this ephemeral network of clergymenobservers illustrates the amalgamation of natural history, patriotism and clerical culture in
the decades preceding the French Revolution.

Conclusion: Desacralizing insects during the French Revolution
On 20 Ventôse Year 7 (10 March 1799) the Ministry of the Interior issued a
circular ordering the property owners and prefects of each department to prune all the
trees and shrubs on private and public land that were infested with caterpillars.282 The
circular advised that these operations be carried out during the winter or after cold
showers, when these insects retreated and assembled in their nesting places. The circular
ends by mocking the superstitious pest-control practices jointly promoted by the Catholic
Church and the French monarchy in centuries prior to the Revolution:
During the Ancien Régime, all that was done to stop the progression of
these insects were ridiculous ceremonies and exorcisms. This scourge of
the fields was but fodder for priests. As ignorance recedes in the face of
enlightenment, and as natural history, happily placed in the hands of the
public, will become more cultivated, we shall become more cognizant of
the importance and simplicity of the means by which we can successfully
prevent the propagation of these harmful insects; we shall see that in this
field, as in all the fields of rural oeconomy, it is not with prayers that our
fields will prosper, but with hard work, vigilance and disciplined attention
[l'oeil du maître].283
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destructeurs. Dans l'ancien régime, on ne savait leur opposer que des cérémonies, des
exorcismes ridicules; et ce fléau des champs n'était qu'un aliment des prêtres. À mesure
que l'ignorance cédera la place aux lumières, et que l'histoire naturelle, heureusement
placée dans notre instruction publique, sera plus cultivée, on connaîtra mieux
l'importance et la simplicité des soins par lequels on peut attaquer avec quelque succès la
propagation des insectes nuisibles; on verra qu'en ce point, comme dans toutes les parties
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The circulaire d'échenillage drew up on a well-established, almost hackneyed deChristianization discourse that reached its peak in Years II and III, but did not recede
until the Concordat of 1801.284 In the 1790s, Revolutionary administrators consigned not
only insect exorcisms, but also a host of other liturgical practices and devotional objects
to the ludicrous superstitions of a bygone era.285 For Revolutionary administrators, rural
oeconomy and natural history had supplanted Christianity as a body of knowledge and as
a set of practices that could guarantee security and prosperity in the worldly sphere.
Revolutionary-era naturalists, concerned to justify the social utility of their
pursuits within the new Republic, also came to promote this idea. In his "Mémoire sur
l'utilité de l'étude des insectes, relativement à l'agriculture et aux arts," (1792) GuillaumeAntoine Olivier remarked that "mankind had received from Nature itself the faculty of
imagining the means to preserve itself from all harm, and the right to make use of
these."286 And yet for centuries, humankind had been duped by "ignorance and
superstition." "How many times," Olivier wrote, "has a blind confidence in amulets,
talismans and exorcisms led mankind to neglect the most effective means" for ridding
itself of these nuisances? Olivier was not prepared to cast complete doubt on the
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effectiveness of prayers addressed to the "Supreme Being [l'Être Suprême]," but he held
it as a more "certain axiom" that undesirable "physical effects of nature" could only be
countered by "other physical effects." It was the "sacred duty of every naturalist" to seek
out those "natural causes capable of destroying supernatural natural causes which bolsters
superstition and confident gullibility."287
For Olivier, Nature and the Supreme Being were conflated with one another,
appearing as forces that invested Creation with the immanent presence of the Divine.
From Thiers' Traité sur les superstitions to Olivier's "Mémoire sur l'utilité de l'étude des
insectes," one can trace an unsteady process by which insects became de-sacralized
during the eighteenth century. The disorders they caused within the socio-natural world
no longer seemed to depend on the will of an active Deity, but on the immanent physical
causes invested within them by a remote God. As insects became de-sacralized and
liturgical practices of pest control fell into abeyance, natural history, the practice of
observing the physical order of nature, itself became sacralized, in social and religious
terms. This dual process of de-sacralization and re-sacralization had begun during the
Ancien Régime when the clergy, increasingly active in agricultural societies and natural
historical circles, created an alliance between rural oeconomy, natural history, patriotism
and their pastoral duties. It would take the iconoclasm of Revolutionary-era naturalists
and administrators to conceal these mutations that had occurred within Enlightenment
Catholicism, and to banish liturgical practices of pest-control to the distant dark past of
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Part 2: Insects and Industry Before the Synthetic Age in Lower Languedoc
Chapter 3: Patriotic Natural History and Sericulture in the French Enlightenment
(1730-1780)
Introduction
"Allow me to tell you sir," the Montpellier physician François Boissier de
Sauvages de Lacroix (1706-1767) wrote to the Parisian naturalist René Antoine-Ferchault
de Réaumur (1683-1757) in April 1734, "that the reasons you have given for not ordering
your insects according to a studied and scientific method seem very careless, and who
will be able to do it if not you?" The identification and description of insect specimens
was a fruitless enterprise unless they were "arranged and put in order ... few people being
able to purchase large volumes of observations that do not contain a general and concise
method to distinguish them."288 Sauvages and Réaumur's disagreement over the value of
classification systems reflected a broader epistemic and institutional divide between
communities of naturalists in Paris and Montpellier.289 Taxonomy, and Linnean typology
and nomenclature in particular, took an early hold on naturalists in Montpellier at the
Faculty of Medicine and the Société Royale des Sciences, partly because it provided a
way to escape the intellectual stranglehold of the Parisian natural historical
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community.290 Sauvages was also an advocate of taxonomy for more utilitarian reasons.
His famous classificatory system for diseases was in part an effort to facilitate the
administration of medical care by providing physicians with a guide through the
"labyrinth of practice."291 Classification not only provided a way of creating intellectual
order out of the bewildering variety of the nature's productions, but also made the latter
appear more amenable to human control.292
In a paper he delivered on silkworms at the Société Royale des Sciences in May
1740, Sauvages hinted at that utility that could be derived from a greater attention to the
classification of insects.293 Much had been written about "this precious insect that
contributes to a greater part of the wealth of our province," but naturalists such Marcello
Malpighi (1628-1694) and Réaumur had limited themselves to producing "curious"
observations about these insects. Sauvages distinguished between two types of readers of
natural historical texts: the "philosophical observer" and the "économe, who only looks
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upon what is useful."294 It was for the benefit of the économes of his province of
Languedoc that Sauvages sought to classify the various varieties (espèces) of Bombyx
(silkworms), which "not being distinguished until now, have been raised pell-mell ...
their resemblance leading them to be confused with one another."295 On the basis of
morphological differences, Sauvages distinguished five varieties, each of which produced
a different color and quality of silk. Systematic classification of silkworm species could
assist rural économes in the production of raw silk, as breeding insects of the same
species would produce a higher quality silk in which "the brilliance and shine of these
colors can be conserved without cost."296
In the past two decades, historians of science have begun to examine the ways that
the taxonomic, descriptive and visual techniques of eighteenth-century natural history
were mobilized by European merchants, states and empires in the pursuit of commercial
profits.297 Curiously, insects have not figured in this growing literature on natural history
and commerce despite the fact that they were a highly exploited natural resource in the
period, particularly in the domain of textile production.298 The "tools and techniques of
294
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natural history" developed by academic and lay naturalists in the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries were increasingly deployed for the commercial exploitation of
these natural beings.299 The case of sericulture, which the royal administration
aggressively sought to promote in the south of France from the 1730s until the end of the
Ancien Régime, provides a paradigmatic case with which to examine this growing truck
between commerce and natural histories of insects.300 Rural practices of silk cultivation
came under increasing scrutiny in this period from savants, state administrators,
agricultural improvers and textile manufacturers who agreed with M. Buffel, the
inspector of silk manufacturing in Languedoc, that raising silkworms required
"application and knowledge that is out of the reach of the common cultivator."301 A more
intimate knowledge of the physical constitution and behavior of the notoriously fussy
silkworm, which the naturalist Pierre Augustin Boissier de Sauvages (1710-1795 (the
brother of François Boissier de Sauvages de Lacroix) remarked in 1749 had "not been
sufficiently spied upon with attentive eyes," came to be seen as an essential precondition
for the success of the French sericulture industry.302 Attentive and disciplined
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observations of these insects would provide the foundation for the reform of artisanal
practices of silk cultivation.
Two administrative bodies of Ancien Régime France, the Bureau de Commerce
and the Intendance de Languedoc, played a particularly important institutional function in
these projects of sericultural reform.303 It was to the Bureau of Commerce's office in
Versailles and the intendant's office in Montpellier that lay practitioners and academic
naturalists addressed their observations of silkworms and their proposals for improved
sericultural techniques. Following the circulation of insect specimens, silk samples and
observational and experimental reports within these administrative networks provides a
way to examine several facets of the matrix of knowledge, technique and statecraft that
underlay strategies of governance in Ancien Régime France.304 Firstly, it provides
insights into the procedures of evaluation and validation developed by administrators to
codify and disseminate knowledge and techniques they deemed worthy of official
approval. Because manuscripts circulating within administrative channels often doubled
303
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as solicitations for patronage, they also provide a way of analyzing the strategies of selfpresentation developed by petitioners in their bids to obtain favors from the royal
administration. Finally, attention to the administrative paperwork generated by these
appeals for patronage brings into view the mechanisms used by royal officials to nurture
economic development in the form of dispensations of privileges, subsidies and offices
within the state bureaucracy.305
Investigations of silkworms by Enlightenment savants and lay practitioners
formed part of a wider tradition of what might be called "patriotic natural history." Silk
and patriotism may seem an odd couple, given that the substance was long associated in
republican moral discourse with the anti-social vice of luxury.306 Yet enlightened
administrators, naturalists and lay practitioners whose activities were seen as fundamental
to the success of the raw silk industry were routinely honored with such titles as "citoyen
zelé and friend of humanity [l'ami des hommes]," as the silk entrepreneur Constant
Castellet referred to the director of the Bureau of Commerce Daniel Charles Trudaine
(1703-1769).307 As silk consumption was configured into a public good that stimulated
both rural and urban productivity, patriotism in turn provided a powerful social and moral
validation for the practice of scientific observation at a time when the natural history of
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insects was still widely ridiculed as an anti-social, and even dangerously obsessive,
pastime for the idle and eccentric.308
Amidst the fears of national decline that followed from the military defeats of the
War of Austrian Succession (1740-1748) and the Seven Years' War (1756-1763), French
savants and lay practitioners came to promote their inquiries into the minute bodies of
insects as a civic-minded pursuit that would provide the key for the regeneration of the
patrie.309 Patriotic natural history, much like its sister-discipline political economy, was
fashioned in this period as a "science for making polities materially viable in a world of
ruthless competition."310 If many continued to relegate entomology to the status of
"useless and idle learning," as the naturalist Guillaume Antoine Olivier (1756-1814)
complained at the end of the century, the study of insects and their productions could also
be fashioned as a mark of patriotic devotion to the enhancement of domestic productivity
and public welfare.311
The Political Economy of Silk Production
By the mid eighteenth century, silk textiles were no longer exclusively luxury
commodities reserved for the wealthiest elite but part of a growing market of semi-luxury
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and "populuxe goods" for middle and lower-class consumers.312 "The luxury of silk," the
manufacturing inspector Buffel reported in 1768, "has conquered all the professions and
the entire country."313 Silk stockings had become a "first necessity for all but countryfolk
and artisans, and even the latter do not deprive themselves of them on festival days."314
The increase in the consumption of silk, carried along partly by the rapid turnover in
textile fashions (the "torrent of consumer taste" as the manufacturing inspector Imbert de
Saint Paul called it), was widely praised as a social good that provided employment and
sustenance to thousands of peasant households, agricultural laborers and urban
artisans.315 The humble silkworm, the abbé Soumille wrote, sustained the industry of
"thousands of hands continuously occupied in the harvesting and preparation of silk and
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the making of fabric."316 The inspector of silk manufacturing Jean-Baptiste Rodier
estimated that 150,000 people in Languedoc derived a portion of their income from
sericulture.317 "Unbounded luxury" and the "extravagant tastes of the nation" had made
attempts to prohibit the consumption of silk on moral and economic grounds fruitless,
Buffel wrote, forcing more enlightened administrators to seek ways to turn the appetite
for luxuries into a moral and social good by encouraging the domestic production of raw
silk.318
In the province of Languedoc, silk cultivation was widely promoted as a solution
to the persisting problem of rural poverty and unemployment.319 Sericulture, the silk
entrepreneur Chevalier wrote, was a vital supplement to the household income of the
"lesser folk," for whom the harvest of silkworm cocoons was "of the greatest commodity,
providing handsome gains that are paid in cash."320 Peasant smallholders in the Cévennes
and in Lower Languedoc obtained important additional revenues from their meager
holdings by harvesting silk for the textile industry centered in Nîmes, often dividing the
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profits with merchants who provided capital inputs.321 The entire peasant household was
activated in the production of raw silk, with women traditionally responsible for hatching
and raising silkworms, and children as early as the ages of six and seven employed in
collecting mulberry leaves and unwinding the silk cocoons.322 Migrant rural workers also
found seasonal employment in sericulture workshops established by silk merchants,
relieving provincial administrations and the monarchy from the burdensome costs of poor
relief.323 Thus, sericulture could provide even "the people of the lowest order the ease of
graciously earning their living."324 A reliable and plentiful domestic supply of raw silk
would also shield textile manufacturers from the shortages of this material that
periodically ruined them and caused mass unemployment and emigration of urban textile
workers. One royal official from Languedoc predicted during a particularly acute silk
shortage that unless efforts were undertaken to invigorate the domestic raw silk industry,
"the most flourishing cities in France, such as Lyon, Marseille, Tours, Nimes etc will be
destroyed and impoverished by the disappearance of silk manufacturing."325
Closely related to the problem of rural poverty were administrators’ concerns for
the fiscal solvency of the monarchy. The French monarchy’s ability to service the
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ballooning debt that resulted from royal expenditures during the War of the Spanish
Succession (1701-1714), The War of the Austrian Succession and the Seven Years' War
depended to a great extent on increasing the taxable revenue of peasant households.326
Only the harvest of silkworm cocoons, one official bluntly remarked, "will make it
possible for peasants to pay the taille and the capitation."327 When members of the
Chambre de Commerce of Montpellier lobbied the intendant of Languedoc to ban
imports of silk cocoons from the Levant, they argued that only gains from the domestic
cultivation of raw silk could provide peasants with the ability to pay their taxes.328 While
some silk merchants argued that the reliance on domestically produced silk would make
French textiles expensive and uncompetitive on domestic and international markets, the
Intendant of Languedoc ruled that the continued importation of cheap Levantine cocoons
would be "beneficial to only a few merchants and is against the good of the state." Statedirected strategies of competitive amelioration prevailed against the shortsighted
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demands of silk merchants and textile manufacturers, whose "knowledge," the intendant
remarked, "is borne in by their desire for gain through their trade."329
State administrators and textile manufacturers also viewed domestic selfsufficiency in raw silk as vital to protecting the kingdom's political and economic
sovereignty.330 French silk manufacturing, a merchant from Narbonne wrote to Trudaine,
needed to have "its foundations and roots in our own soil" so that its "success would no
longer depend on the political projects of neighboring nations."331 French dependence on
foreign raw silk, as numerous petitioners underlined, gave rival states the ability to
destroy the textile industry through economic warfare and contributed to the enrichment
of enemy states.332 Prohibitions on exports of raw silk and silkworm eggs by the Spanish
Crown and the Kingdom of Sardinia in the 1740s and 1750s, the intendant of Dauphiné
remarked, had been undertaken to "knock down" French silk manufacturing and to
"absorb the debris," by drawing unemployed textile workers into their territory.333 The
purchase of 18 to 20 millon livres per annum's worth of foreign raw silk, much of it
imported from the kingdom of Sardinia, and from Dutch and English merchants in
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Bengal and the East Indies, a royal official remarked, had provided "our enemies with the
assistance and means with which to wage war against us."334 In a world of ruthless
international military and commercial competition, increasing the domestic production of
raw silk became an issue not only of public welfare but also of political and military
survival.

Patriotic Natural History and Strategies of Competitive Amelioration
Reversing the negative gap between annual levels of French silk consumption and
domestic production, which one textile manufacturer estimated at eighteen million
pounds of raw silk, was a key goal for administrators in the Bureau of Commerce.335 Yet
just as important as increasing the total volume of raw silk was improving its quality.336
Ensuring that French silk could compete with the products of rival states (namely, the
kingdoms of Spain, Piedmont-Sardinia, and Britain by way of its manufactures in South
Asia) on domestic and international markets required a whiter and more lustrous product
that could satisfy textile manufacturers and consumers.337 Administrators and silk
producers identified several causes that accounted for the inferior quality of domestically
produced silk. Doubts about the climatic suitability of the kingdom for silk cultivation
334
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had worried administrators from the beginning. For the manufacturing inspector Buffel, it
had been a mistake to introduce such a "precarious industry" in a country where the "soil
itself seems to reject the efforts of a nation which acts against its own self-interest."338
Lapenée and Raymond Dupuy, two silk merchants from Toulouse, despaired that French
silk could ever equal the whiter and more lustrous nanking silk, because of the "privilege"
of the Chinese climate: "We shall never perfectly imitate nature, it is much already to
approach it."339
It was widely believed, moreover, that the species of silkworms cultivated in
France had degenerated since being introduced from Asia. State administrators routinely
used and elaborated upon theories of climatic degeneracy, then in vogue amongst French
savants, as part of their assessments of the viability of the French sericulture industry.340
The rearing of foreign silkworms in a "climate little resembling that of their origin," the
manufacturing inspector Jean-Baptiste Rodier informed the intendant Jean Emmanuel
Guignard (1735-1821), had led to a natural degeneration of the original stock.341 "All
animals," another official wrote, "transplanted from their country of origin produce
offspring that degenerate from their species the more the race multiplies ... silkworms are
even more subject to this change in their nature because they originate from a country far
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warmer than ours."342 Periodic renewals of the stock of silkworms were required to
replace degenerated broods of these insects.343 Royal administrators drew upon an
extensive network of contacts with merchants and diplomats stationed in Spain, Italy, the
Ottoman Empire, the East Indies and China to replenish the domestic stock of
silkworms.344 These provisioning networks, however, were prone to disruption from the
interference of foreign powers that saw the prospective amelioration of French silk
production as a competitive threat. In 1749, a French merchant stationed in Barcelona
found a case of ten bottles, each containing one hundred ounces of silkworm eggs, that he
had attempted to ship to the intendant of Languedoc Jean Le Nain (1698-1750),
intercepted at the border. The customs agent informed the French consul Antoine De
Puyabry that "the extraction of raw silk out of Spain having been prohibited, he could not
allow eggs that are used to make it to leave, and especially in such quantities."345 The
archbishop of Rennes Louis-Guy de Guérapin de Vauréal (1687-1760), then serving as
ambassador in Madrid, intervened to secure a safe passage for this shipment, pleading
with the director of customs to allow the transit of these silkworm eggs to Montpellier,
although these efforts appear to have been in vain.
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Pernicious practices in the raw silk trade were, above all, to blame for the poor
quality of French silk. Silkworm breeders, a textile manufacturer from Nîmes wrote,
corrupted the domestic stock of silkworms by continuously pawning off large quantities
of degenerated and infected eggs to "merchant-traffickers."346 The breeding of silkworms
producing heavy, but unworkable velvety silk was also encouraged by raw silk dealers
because cocoons which appeared to be the most charged with silk were preferred by their
ignorant clients.347 The Genevan magnanier [silk-worm rearer] Marsson blamed the
inferiority of French silk on merchants and ignorant peasants who had created
degenerated races of these insects by indiscriminately breeding the six "primitive and
very distinct species of silkworms" that were raised in the kingdom.348 An official from
Provence remarked that the common peasant practice of grafting mulberry trees
accounted for the poor quality of silk produced in the province. Grafting created larger
and more abundant mulberry leaves, but it "destroyed the always prudent oeconomy of
nature," by producing indigestible nourishment that "ceases to be analogous to the
temperament of silkworms and their constitution."349 The manufacturing inspector Buffel
remarked that the "ignorance of farmers" was the "primary cause of the poor success and
decay of silk cultivation." Silkworms were notoriously fussy creatures, whose fragile
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constitution required "all the care that is given to a sick man: it requires even more
attention. It is subject to crises that it behooves us to examine with care. The slightest
error in its regimen, the smallest negligence, inattention to the distempers in the
atmosphere that are so frequent in the spring ... cause these insects to perish."350
The myriad techniques that constituted the rapidly expanding field of eighteenthcentury natural history came to be seen at mid-century as privileged tools for harnessing
the "oeconomy of nature" to the French state's project of sericultural reform.351 Skilled
artisans, amateur naturalists and agricultural improvers turned to dissection, microscopic
observation, and experimental manipulation in order to develop sericultural techniques
that were based on an understanding of the natural oeconomy of these insects. These
socially heterogeneous actors strove to place the art of sericulture on solid foundations by
combining the work of "mind" and "hand" – that is, by joining an intellectual
understanding of the physical processes of insect generation and metamorphosis with
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technical know-how.352 Presenting his improved sericultural techniques to the Bureau of
Commerce, Marsson emphasized that these had been developed through "laborious
experiments, repeated for several years," that had allowed him to "observe the nature of
this insect like a natural philosopher [physicien]."353 In developing such techniques,
artisan-naturalists like Marsson explicitly drew on the repertoire of natural historical
techniques developed by savants such as Marcello Malpighi and René Antoine-Ferchault
de Réaumur, testing, verifying, reproducing and adding to their corpus of observations.
Yet these men drew a sharp distinction between their own investigations and those of
erudite naturalists whose primary purpose, they claimed, was merely to delight genteel
readers with curious observations and experiments. They conducted their own
investigations for the benefit of the public and the state. Motivated by the desire to
contribute to the public good, these men constituted an informal community of patriotic
observers whose attentive investigations of the anatomical structure and behavior of
silkworms would provide the key for the reform of the French sericulture industry.
Patriotic naturalists throughout France flooded the offices of state administrators
in Montpellier and Paris with useful observations of silkworms and reports of improved
sericultural techniques. M. Baron, a rural physician from Luçon and a former assistant to
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Antoine-Ferchault de Réaumur, to take one example, sent the intendant of Languedoc
Jean Le Nain a collection of observations on silkworms in the early 1740s.354 Professing
to possess "neither the talent nor the means" to shed new light on the natural history of
silkworms, Baron held no hope to add to the "curious discoveries" made by Malpighi and
Réaumur on the subject.355 Baron modestly limited himself to conducting useful
observations that could contribute to the "good of the state," by assisting in the
codification of sericultural practices that were consistent with the natural oeconomy of
these insects. Baron's microscopic observations of silkworm eggs, for instance, led him
to conclude that the practice whereby peasant women hatched eggs by carrying them on
their bodies impeded their fertility by blocking the miniscule pores with oily skin
particles. While repeating Malpighi's observations of the life cycles of silkworms, he also
discovered that the molting process could be artificially assisted by using a lancet to pry
open the dead skin that often trapped silkworms during metamorphosis. Baron also
continued Réaumur's investigations of the intestinal liquors of silkworms. Silk, Réaumur
had written, could potentially be produced in the laboratory, by extracting the nutritional
substances of mulberry leaves and heating them at a temperature that matched the interior
disposition of silkworms. Repeated dissections of mature silkworms, and failed attempts
to extract congealed raw silk from their intestines, led Baron to conclude otherwise. The
inscrutable physiology of silkworms placed limits on the ability of art to imitate nature,
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he wrote, for these insects possessed "instruments for producing silk that are unknown to
us, that the most piercing eye armed with a microscope cannot see."356

Figure 7. Sketch of silkworm by M. Baron Source: C 2550, ADH, Montpellier

Another series of observations were sent to the Bureau of Commerce in the early
1780s by the Curé Béranger, a parish priest from Loriol in the province of Dauphiné.
Béranger informed the Bureau of Commerce of a technique that he had developed for
producing raw silk that could rival the quality of the highly prized nanking silk.357
Béranger had read about chemical techniques for imparting a lustrous whiteness to raw
silk cocoons in a copy of the Journal de Physique that he borrowed from one of his
parishioners. Finding this method prohibitively expensive, and animated by the "desire to
contribute to the prosperity of the state, and to be useful to my people," Béranger
resolved to achieve this result "through the simplicity of nature itself."358 While observing
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the coupling of silkworm moths in his workshop, Béranger found that female moths
secreted various colored mucilaginous liquors during intercourse that, he surmised, were
a residue of the gummy matter contained in their intestinal tracts at the worm stage. The
undesirable yellowish or orange hue of poor quality silk cocoons, Béranger concurred
with the "savant anatomist and naturalist Malpighi," derived from this intestinal
substance that imparted colors onto raw silk threads. Repeated observations of the
ejaculation of this liquor led Béranger to conclude that the highest quality cocoons were
produced by silkworms whose secretions at the moth stage were of a clear whitish color.
It thus was essential that magnaniers identify and reserve these moths for breeding in
order to harvest silk of the purest color and most lustrous quality.
Useful observations of the behavior, anatomy and life cycles of silkworms, and
improved sericultural techniques derived from these investigations, acted as a form of
currency that amateur naturalists and sericultural improvers exchanged for patronage
from the royal administration. While Baron professed to desire nothing more from his
observations than to be "honored with the glorious name of bon citoyen," he also hoped
that they might help secure his nomination as director of a royal silk manufacture that
was to be established near Luçon.359 In the 1750s, the entrepreneur Jean-Baptiste Rodier
sent the intendant of Languedoc several manuscripts on the natural history of silkworms
that, along with a letter of support from the naturalist François Boissier de La Croix de
Sauvages, secured his nomination to the position of inspector of silk manufacturing in the
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province.360 The royal administration staffed the inspectorate with men like Rodier who
combined the technical competence of an artisan with a savant’s intellectual mastery of
the natural world.361 As enlightened propagators of new techniques in artisanal activities
such as sericulture, manufacturing inspectors like Rodier played a key role in yoking the
practices of natural history to the royal administration’s program of sericultural reform.
Rodier himself wrote that the principal duties of an inspector was to "convince the bas
peuple through experience ... to substitute new practices for those which are incompatible
with their interests."362 In carrying out this mission, Rodier ran up against the suspicions
of peasant communities, for whom the appearance of royal agent could only signify
increased taxation.363 When he toured the villages and hamlets of Upper Languedoc,
silkworm-rearers denied Rodier access to their workshops and turned him away, "a great
alarm having been spread" that the peasants would be forced to pay an indemnity for his
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instructions. Only after he assuaged the fears of peasant women through a declaration of
his intentions and "useful lessons" that he delivered in public squares did Rodier gain free
access to the workshops of the local magnaguiers.364
International competition in the raw silk trade acted as leverage for petitioners
with new sericultural techniques, who, in their bids to obtain various favors from royal
administrators, constantly reminded the latter how many "foreign powers cherish
ambitions for this branch of industry."365 When Marsson solicited letters patent from the
Bureau of Commerce for a grant of land on which to establish a mulberry tree plantation
and sericultural workshop that, he promised, would "convert into profits for the nation,
sums that are now forced to pass to rival states," he slyly implied to Trudaine that he
might offer his services to a rival power should his request go unfulfilled. "It is important
to prevent other nations from acquiring the secret of my method," he warned, "a
precaution that is all the more necessary because the queen and king of Prussia have the
same views in regards to silk as the government of France."366 When S. Joyeuse, an
commissary in the ministry of the marine from Marseille, offered to sell to the Bureau of
Commerce a "discovery useful for the cultivation of silkworms" that made these insects
"practically immortal" for the sum of 3600 livres in order to defray the costs of
experiments incurred during eighteen years of natural historical observations, he
strategically reminded the minister Vergennes that "many foreign powers cherish
364
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ambitions for this branch of industry."367 The threat of expatriation could become a
negotiating tool of last resort for struggling entrepreneurs like Constant Castellet, who
informed Trudaine that he would be forced to take his sericultural "secrets and happy
discoveries" abroad to a foreign nation unless he was given a loan by the Bureau of
Commerce for his fledgling silk manufacture.368

“By the light of physics and natural history”: The abbé Sauvages and the Reform of
the French Sericulture Industry
Academic naturalists also turned in increasing numbers towards the study of
silkworms and sericulture from the 1740s onwards. Silk was a particularly privileged
topic of study for savants in Lower Languedoc, where learned naturalists like the Nîmois
Jean-François Séguier (1703-1784) took an interest in the matter.369 It was the naturalist
Pierre-Augustin Boissier de Sauvages (1710-1795), a member of the Société Royale des
Sciences de Montpellier, however, who left the greatest mark on the subject. The abbé
Sauvages, who devoted the greater portion of his life to the study of silkworms, began his
observations of these insects in the late 1730s as an assistant to his brother François
Boissier de Sauvages, an important figure in the medical and natural historical
community in Montpellier. He spent the next decade observing the hatching of silkworm
eggs and the metamorphosis and reproductive cycles of these insects in an experimental
workshop he built on his farm outside Alès, an important regional center for the raw silk
367
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trade situated at the foot of the Cévennes mountain range.370 Sauvages first publicly
presented preliminary results of his investigations, along with his project for a broader
program of sericultural reform in 1749 at the Société Royale's annual assemblée publique,
held at the city hall in Montpellier in the presence of members of the Estates of
Languedoc.
In the province of Languedoc, Sauvages began, the silkworm had become "the
principal source of revenue for the rich and a significant resource for the artisan." A
flourishing raw silk industry had developed since the beginning of the century through
the encouragements of enlightened administrators, "who so wisely watch over the public
good."371 Nevertheless, this crucial industry remained on precarious ground. The costly
ignorance of artisans responsible for the rearing of silkworms was a major source of lost
revenue for silk producers and the provincial administration. In order to "reduce into an
art that which is still today a haphazard routine subject to a thousand inconveniences,"
sericultural techniques would have to be based on a "method prescribed by physic and
good sense, that is, through experiments [expériences] and observations." To serve his
"patrie with the greatest utility," Sauvages proposed to collect observations on the subject
through correspondence with "intelligent persons," by travel to sericulture workshops,
and through experiments conducted on his farm.372 The Estates of Languedoc, for whom
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the Société Royale had become a useful ally in projects of economic improvement since
the 1720s, unanimously approved Sauvages’ project.373
In 1750, the provincial administration sent Sauvages to Paris and Versailles in
order to seek support from the Bureau of Commerce for his investigations of silkworms.
Sauvages' connections with provincial administrators and with naturalists in Paris who
had been trained at the Faculty of Medicine in Montpellier facilitated this access to
courtly patronage.374 The naturalist and physician Louis Lavirotte (1725-1759), a former
medical student at Montpellier and friend of his brother François Boissier de Sauvages,
introduced Sauvages to the Comte de Buffon (1707-1788), director of the Jardin du Roi,
and drew the chancellor Guillaume de Lamoignon's (1683-1772) attention to his
published work on silkworms.375 Like many savants from Montpellier who visited the
capital, Sauvages also frequented the salons of the baron d'Holbach (1723-1789), where
he met Denis Diderot (1713-1784) and d'Alembert (1717-1783).376 Through these
channels, he was enlisted in the Encyclopedic project and contributed several articles to
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Diderot's Encyclopédie on topics ranging from sericulture to textile dyeing.377 Navigating
the interlocking worlds of Parisian savants and high-level administrators, Sauvages was
able to circulate his proposals within the Controller General's office and the Bureau of
Commerce.378

Figure 8. Engraving of a sericulture workshop from the Encylopédie. Source: "Économie Rustique. Vers à
Soye," Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, (Paris: Briasson, 1765) 8: 17.

Sauvages quickly found a willing supporter for his projects in Daniel Trudaine,
the director of the Bureau of Commerce, who received him at Versailles and examined
his proposals to reform French sericultural techniques.379 Rehearsing the plans for the
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program of natural historical observation of silkworms that he had outlined at the public
assembly in Montpellier, Sauvages underlined the need for naturalists to take control of
sericultural production. A thriving raw silk industry would require the implementation of
silkworm-rearing practices developed "by the light of physics and natural history."380
Such a crucial industry could not be left in the hands of "artisan-automata" who "blindly
follow the same routines and errors," but needed to be based on natural knowledge that
could only be gained through "the accumulation of a large number of observations that
can be compared with one another and repeated experiments."381 In the end, Trudaine
proved receptive to adding Sauvages to the growing "brain trust" of savants attached to
the Bureau of Commerce, and he arranged for a stipend of 600 livres per annum to be
disbursed as an encouragement to the abbé's investigations.382
Having secured official support for his investigations, Sauvages returned to his
estate near Alès in 1752 and began to conduct experiments on silkworms in his
workshop. Sauvages raised several batches of silkworms in controlled environments,
modifying the temperature of the workshop, the species and quantity of mulberry leaves
Trudaine as the primary supporter of his work in: Pierre-Augustin Boiisier de Sauvages,
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fed to the insects, and the techniques used to guide silkworms to maturity, in order to
determine the optimal conditions for maximizing the yield of quality raw silk.383
Repeated dissections of silkworms led him to discover that the terrible disease known as
muscardin was a result of excessive heat that induced putrefaction of the humors in the
lymphatic vessels of these insects.384 Sauvages examined the effects of droplets of
honeydew on the tracheae and intestinal tracts of silkworms, proving that the "salts"
contained in this liquid were a "deadly poison for these insects."385 Thermometrical
experiments, which Sauvages encouraged his readers to repeat on their own, led him to
determine the ideal temperature at which silkworms should be reared to prevent the
fragile respiratory systems of these insects to be overcome by excessive heat or cold.
Sauvages' reports to the Bureau of Commerce combined accounts of experimental
manipulations of silkworms with observations of their feeding habits and life cycles,
physical explanations of the causes of silkworm diseases, measurements of raw silk
yields, and calculations of the profits to be derived from the adoption of his sericultural
techniques.386 In his attempt to multiply the silk yield of these insects, prevent the
outbreak of diseases that decimated silkworm broods, and artificially reduce the duration
of their life-cycles, Sauvages combined the scholarly acumen of a naturalist with the
labor-saving ethic of a rural économe determined to cut the input costs of this branch of
383
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agrarian production. Examining the day-to-day practice of Sauvages' laboratory life, we
see the domains of natural history, natural philosophy, artisanal production and rural
oeconomie effectively collapsed into one another.
Administrators in the Bureau of Commerce relied on a network of Parisian
savants and provincial officials to monitor the progress of Sauvages' investigations.
Trudaine sent Sauvages' reports to the académicien Jean-Antoine Nollet (1700-1770),
who judged them to be "full of observations as curious as they are useful ... naturalists
will find them fruitful and those who raise silkworms will find great details with which to
perfect this art."387 François-Emmanuel Guignard de Saint-Priest (1735-1821), intendant
of Languedoc, had cocoons raised in Sauvages' workshop examined by silk connoisseurs,
and reported to Trudaine that a large number of them were of poor and unworkable
quality.388 Saint-Priest's subdelegate also secretly monitored Sauvages' operations in the
workshop, and reported that his silk-rearing techniques were "not without faults and
inconveniences," although he cautioned that further trials would be necessary to reach a
definitive conclusion.389 The intendant of finances himself, Vincent de Gournay, toured
Sauvages' workshop in Alès during a trip to Montpellier in 1753, and would subsequently
continue to correspond with the latter on the subject of silkworms and sericultural
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techniques.390 By coordinating the circulation of administrative paperwork, skilled
personnel, cocoons, and silk samples between Alès, Montpellier, Paris and Versailles,
members of the Bureau of Commerce thus kept themselves closely informed on the
progress of Sauvages' silkworm experiments, and on this basis deliberated whether to
continue disbursing funds.
Sauvages also proposed to examine sericultural techniques through travel in silk
growing regions in France and abroad.391 Sauvages' published mémoires and his reports
to the bureau show him to have been repeatedly travelling between his farm in Alès and
workshops in Lower Languedoc, and in constant conversation with regional silk
producers and "intelligent magnaniers."392 Through his travels in his native region,
Sauvages attempted to disseminate the silkworm rearing techniques that he had
developed through his experiments and observations, but he was also receptive to
learning from farmers, artisans and countrywomen.393 Although Sauvages often spoke
harshly of artisans involved in the rearing of silkworms he was not above crediting them
in print and in his reports when he found them to possess a useful observation or a
valuable piece of knowledge. From a certain Pantel, a master magnanier, Sauvages
learned that silkworms exposed to hot southeasterly winds perished from diseases
390
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"vulgarly known" as jaunes and gras. Sauvages confirmed this observation by repeatedly
exposing his silkworms to the vent marin, concluding that these winds carried noxious
vapours that were harmful to the constitution of silkworms.394 The exchange between
Pantel and Sauvages reveals that a reciprocal relationship existed between the worlds of
artisanal production and the experimental spaces of learned naturalists in the Languedoc
region. Observations circulated between workshop and laboratory, which in turn led to
the formulation of useful knowledge that could be applied to facilitate the production of
commodities like raw silk.
Sauvages also solicited the Bureau of Commerce to support his travels to visit
sericulture workshops beyond the frontiers of France in regions that provided stiff
competition to the kingdom's nascent raw silk industry.395 Accumulating "facts and
experiences" through travel was the only way to "acquire knowledge on this subject and
to clarify a matter so obscure, uncertain and full of difficulties" as the rearing of
silkworms.396 The workshops of Spain, Sauvages had heard from his correspondents,
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were free of silkworm diseases, and thus an examination of their internal organization
and of Iberian silkwork-rearing practices could provide a key to solving an intractable
problem that plagued the French sericulture industry. While he doubted that much could
be learned from the workshops in the Kingdom of Sicily, the "great heat and exhalations
that reign there" would provide Sauvages with the opportunity to accumulate
observations in order to test his theory on the atmospheric communication of silkworm
diseases. Sauvages underlined that travels in Tuscany and Piedmont would be of
particular strategic importance, given the high quality of raw silk produced in the
workshops of those kingdoms. Sensitive to administrators' desire to collect craft secrets
and useful artisanal knowledge from its competitors, and clearly aware of similar projects
of industrial espionage sponsored by the royal administration, Sauvages thus made the
case that his observational and experimental skills could be usefully deployed in the
service of the royal administration.397
Yet, Sauvages continued, it was not only his skills as a naturalist, but also his
standing as a member of the Société Royale des Sciences de Montpellier and as a
correspondent of the Académie des Sciences that could prove to be useful to the Bureau
of Commerce. As Paola Bertucci has shown, state administrators and savants in the
eighteenth century increasingly realized that academic status could be conveniently
deployed to gain access to carefully guarded craft secrets, by providing industrial spies
with an "aura of gentlemanly disinterestedness."398 The cosmopolitanism of the Republic
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of Letters could thus act as a useful fiction in the pursuit of national projects of
oeconomic improvement. It was precisely this strategy that Sauvages drew on when he
proposed to travel under the guise of a "curious academician and naturalist, without
revealing the object of my mission, so as not to render myself suspect." Stipends from the
Bureau of Commerce became imperative in this respect, because Sauvages, a "simple
ecclesiastic," would be required to present himself "decently" to gain "free access to men
of letters and of industry."399
If the academic and gentlemanly culture of disinterested curiosity (which as
Sauvages underlined was not without its price of entry) could guarantee relatively open
access to local workshops, the more pecuniary and transactional relationships between
savants and artisans would require more direct and straightforward expenses. It was
indispensable, Sauvages noted, to have the necessary funds to offer the "liberalities" that
could "untie the tongues of workmen" and "bring them to fulfill my interests."400
Wresting sericultural secrets from French competitors thus required the adoption of
strategies commonly used for the transfer of craft secrets and industrial processes, tactics
that ranged from the surreptitious infiltration of local networks of craftsmen and savants
to the outright purchase of technical secrets from artisans.
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The Global Itineraries of Silkworms
Sauvages’ plans for a state-sponsored tour of sericulture workshops in Italy and
Spain never came to fruition. When Sauvages returned to Paris in 1757 to seek financial
support for a proposed tour of sericulture workshops on the Italian and Iberian
peninsulas, Trudaine rebuffed him.401 As a disappointed Sauvages wrote to the controller
general of finances Bertin from his estate in Alès in 1760:
M. Trudaine did not want to hear a word about my proposed plans for
travels, or to help me to accomplish them. I informed M. Trudaine of my
work by presenting him a long memoir on the hatching of silkworm eggs,
on which M. l’abbé Nollet gave the most flattering report. M. Trudaine,
who, in the beginning received me with the greatest kindness and
encouraged me with vivacity to put myself to work, changed his tone with
me and received me drily and with utter coldness.402
Instead of funding Sauvages' sericultural tour of the Continent, the royal administration
utilized the questionnaire as a technique for pursuing its program of competitive
amelioration.403 Sauvages himself drew up the questionnaire that was to be disseminated
not only in Languedoc and Continental Europe, but also throughout the Ottoman Empire,
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East Asia and the Mascarene Islands. 404 It was important, for Sauvages, to distribute the
questionnaire in Central and East Asia, not only because of the high quality silk produced
in those regions, but also because it was the silkworm's "native country, the climate that
is proper to this insect." "It is here," he wrote, "that they must be studied, in order to draw
from purer source instead of the spoiled and altered creeks, so to speak, of our
country."405 Using contacts with diplomats, merchants, missionaries, colonists and
naturalists stationed throughout France’s commercial empire, the royal administration
used questionnaires to draw upon the experiential knowledge non-European silk
producers and of naturalists in these foreign environments.
In the following section, I examine the case of three correspondents, a naturalist
stationed in the Île de Bourbon, a travelling naturalist and spy in the Ottoman Empire and
a Jesuit missionary in China, to reveal the distinctive challenges and opportunities that
naturalists outside metropolitan France faced in the pursuit of oeconomically valuable
knowledge.

Jean Baptiste François De la Nux
Having lived briefly in exile in Amsterdam during the Regency period due to his
association with the satiric poet François Joseph La Grange-Chancel, the nobleman JeanBaptiste François de Lanux departed for the Île de Bourbon in 1724.406 Lanux quickly
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ingratiated himself with the colonial administration and the Compagnie des Indes
Orientales, which appointed him director of the slave trade on the coast of Madagascar in
1729 and a member of the Conseil Supérieur of the island. As resident naturalist on the
island, Lanux came to play an important role in the CIO's economic projects of botanical
acclimatization under the governorship of Mahé de la Bourdonnais and his successors.407
Lanux was charged by the CIO to oversee the development of the nascent sericulture
industry on the Isle de Bourbon, and he was appointed as inspector of the silk weaving
manufactures on the island.408 In this capacity, Lanux distributed seeds of mulberry trees
shipped by the CIO from Bengal, China and Languedoc to colonists and attempted to
cultivate these plants in his own garden.409 Lanux also periodically received shipments of
silkworm eggs from Asia and the south of France, and he conducted experiments to
determine which species would be most adaptable to the climate of the Isle de
Bourbon.410 Sericultural techniques also traveled across the Indian Ocean, as Lanux
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corresponded with French silk producers in India and China on the local methods used to
raise indigenous species of silkworms.411
For Lanux, correspondence with naturalists in metropolitan France provided both
a complementary and alternative resource to the commercial knowledge networks of the
CIO. Indeed, Lanux found it more expedient to rely on naturalists for samples of seeds
and silkworm eggs, given their greater attention to techniques of long-distance specimen
transport.412 Naturalists also proved to be more receptive patrons for Lanux' silkworm
investigations than the agents of the Compagnie des Indes, who often left his appeals for
assistance unanswered and his shipments of specimens to rot in warehouses.413
Throughout his life on the island, Lanux maintained a correspondence with eminent
naturalists in the capital, notably with the Comte de Buffon, Bernard de Jussieu and René
Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur, who had him elected as an official correspondent of the
Académie des Sciences in 1754.414 Réaumur, who also served on the Bureau of
Commerce, acted as the primary patron for Lanux's sericultural investigations, supplying
him with instruments, specimens of mulberry trees and silkworms, and books and
periodicals that kept his informant abreast of the latest sericultural techniques being
411
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promoted in France.415 It was also Réaumur who brokered the correspondence between
Lanux and the abbé de Sauvages, by sending Sauvages' questionnaire to the Île de
Bourbon, passing along excerpts of his correspondence, and establishing a direct
correspondence between the two naturalists.416 Silk was the thread that tied Sauvages and
Lanux into a reciprocal relationship of exchange of observations, techniques and
specimens between Lower Languedoc and the Île de Bourbon.
Not wanting to submit himself "slavishly and mechanically to European
techniques, many of which are impractical here and others impossible," Lanux had begun
to study silkworms in order to develop sericultural techniques that were adaptable to the
particular climate of the Île de Bourbon.417 Yet his investigations also yielded
commercially useful bits of knowledge that could potentially be employed for the
production of raw silk in metropolitan France. Combining thermometrical and
barometrical measurements with observations of silkworm reproduction and
metamorphosis over several years, Lanux attempted to determine the ideal climactic
conditions for the raising of silkworms.418 He sent Sauvages a recipe for a decoction he
had developed to protect mulberry trees and silkworms from the depredations of ants and
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other harmful insects.419 Lanux also observed that the silkworm moth liberated itself from
the cocoon, not by cutting through the silk threads as was commonly believed, but by
discharging a liquor that loosening the gum that held the cocoon together. This
observation, he wrote, could prove useful for silk producers who could collect the liquor
in order to more easily unwind cocoons for spinning the threads into silk.420
Lanux often complained that his isolation from the natural historical community
in France was a major hindrance to his investigations, but the remoteness of the Île de
Bourbon from learned metropolitan communities could be overcome by turning to local
resources available on the island. Lanux could rely, for instance, on the assistance of
members of his household for his sericultural investigations. To test the effects of bodily
heat on the hatching of silkworms, Lanux gave eggs to his children, servants and slaves to
carry on their persons, in order to determine whether the difference in sex, age,
temperament, and daily habits would yield varying results.421 Local silk producers could
yield valuable knowledge, as Lanux discovered when he visited the workshop of a
woman who had haphazardly discovered how to prevent the eruption of silkworm
disease.422 Lanux also learned of a wild species of silkworms raised by indigenous
inhabitants of the island of Madagascar, and he sought to raise them himself on the Île de
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Bourbon.423 By allowing these insects to produce silk through the natural "force of their
constitution" and collecting the silk they left on trees in the forest, silk producers could
thus avoid the costly and uncertain process of raising them artificially within
workshops.424 Travellers to the island, which was a major relay point between Europe,
Africa and the Indian Ocean, also brought valuable pieces of information about silk
rearing techniques. From a Portuguese traveller, Lanux learned that silkworm producers
in Portugal and Spain used the branches of ferns as twigs on which silkworms spun their
cocoons, so as to avoid the production of double cocoons that were difficult to unwind
and untangle.425 When the governor general of Pondichéry Charles Godeheu passed
through the Île de Bourbon on his way back to France, he informed Lanux of the
sericultural techniques used there by a "particular caste who make a great mystery of this
know-how."426
Simon de Vierville
After receiving a degree from the faculty of medicine in Paris, the physician
Simon de Vierville was appointed botanical demonstrator at the University of Rouen in
1747 where he proceeded to reorganize the garden according to the principles of Carl
Linnaeus' taxonomic system.427 Vierville soon found himself under the protection of two
powerful aristocratic patrons, the foreign minister Comte de Noailles and his son the duc
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d'Ayen, a noted collector and natural history enthusiast who was on the first Frenchmen
to defend the Linnaean system of botanical classification.428 It was Noailles who
recommended Simon to the position of travelling naturalist when the royal administration
decided to send an emissary to the Levant to establish diplomatic and commercial
relationships with the Persian court.429 For some members of the foreign ministry, like the
foreign minister Louis Philogène Brûlart de Pusyieux and the ambassador Comte
Dessaleur, Simon's status as a physician and naturalist, and as correspondent to the
Académie des Sciences, was merely a convenient pretense under which he could pass
through the Levant without raising the suspicions of rival nations who vied for influence
at the Persian court:
The apparent aim of his are travels are physics and natural history ... I
convinced M. Simon that the persona [caractère] of a physician was the
most convenient for him to introduce himself without risks and to
insinuate himself without pains, and to avert all suspicions.430
Yet for members of the scientific community in Paris, Simon's expedition to the Levant
provided a rare opportunity to gain access to a region that had been inaccessible to French
428
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naturalists since the botanist Joseph Pitton de Tournefort's (1656-1708) travels in the
early eighteenth century. Natural historical investigations were, for the scientific
community in Paris, far from being a mere pretext for political espionage and covert
diplomatic wrangling.431 Indeed, the imperatives of statecraft and natural history were not
mutually exclusive, as Simon's instructions to send reports on commercially valuable
plants, agricultural techniques and artisanal and industrial processes to Trudaine during
his travels were part and parcel of the Bureau of Commerce's project of national
competitive amelioration.
Multiple patrons and correspondents pressed upon Simon to take advantage of his
covert diplomatic mission to gather natural historical observations and rare specimens
during his travels in the Levant.432 Among them was the Abbé Sauvages, who met Simon
during his stay in Paris in 1750, and immediately attempted to enlist him in his program
of sericultural research. Sauvages wrote to the intendant Jean Lenain to inform him of the
"great advantages that many provinces, and Languedoc in particular, could draw from
this expedition if M. Simon were charged to make and collect observations on silkworms
in the regions where he will travel."433 Anxious that Simon would "neglect or forget
entirely a commission that would come from myself alone," Sauvages asked that Le Nain
431
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have the foreign minister Rouillé and Trudaine act as official correspondents on the
subject.434 Simon thus became directly accountable to the Bureau of Commerce and the
foreign ministry, which provided him with a questionnaire on silkworms and sericultural
practices prepared by Sauvages.435 Simon was asked to identify and examine wild
silkworms [vers à soyes champêtres], "submitted only to themselves and the laws of
nature," and to report on the cultivation and use of wild silk by local inhabitants.436 He
was also to examine the sericulture workshops and the silkworm rearing techniques used
in the Levant, and to report on the most effective practices that could be imported in silk
growing regions in France.437
Simon's travels through the Ottoman Empire and Persia took place within a dense
network composed of French diplomats, merchants, travelling naturalists, and local
notables, guides and interpreters. In Constantinople, Simon gathered news on the political
situation in Persia from Armenian clergymen and local dragomans who also helped him
improve his Turkish, and botanized with him in the surrounding countryside as
recreation.438 In Aleppo, he bought antiquities from local merchants that he sent to the
Duc d'Ayen, and he learned Arabic medical and natural historical terminology from a
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Turkish physician.439 In Smyrna, he visited the cabinet of the late Swedish naturalist
Fredrik Hasselqvist, and was permitted by the keeper of the collection to send packets of
seeds to the minister Comte d'Argenson.440 Simon also remained attentive to gathering
useful knowledge about commercial crops and artisanal techniques for the Bureau of
Commerce. In Bursa, Simon cured a local notable and his family of a sickness, and the
latter thanked him by giving him a tour of apothecaries' shops and teaching him the
method for making painted linens. The French diplomat Pesyonnel arranged for him to
visit the estate of member of the Karasmanoglu family, a powerful landowning dynasty
of the region, who instructed him on techniques of cotton cultivation and silkworm
rearing.441
Yet Simon ultimately proved to be a notoriously unreliable informant for the
French administration. Desalleurs complained that he was wasting valuable resources
buying antiquities for his patrons, and sternly reminded him of his obligations towards
the Crown.442 His increasingly erratic behavior began to worry the French administration
by the beginning of 1753. After a fever-induced suicide attempt, several unauthorized
transits into the interior provinces of the Ottoman Empire and a public conversion to
Islam during an apparent fit of madness that nearly caused a riot outside the French
Embassy, the French administration was ready to pull the plug on Simon's diplomatic
mission. Yet Simon beat them to the punch by fleeing to Persia, abandoning his
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diplomatic contacts and leaving behind a host of unpaid creditors. It is unclear what
became of Simon's sericultural investigations. At Desalleur's encouragement, he had
begun to prepare a memoir on cotton cultivation and sericulture, although he himself
deemed these to be "superfluous."443 Increasingly frustrated and overweighed by
obligations towards his patrons, Simon instead chose to take up a position as a court
physician in Persia, where he could dedicate himself entirely to medical practice and
botanical research.
Père d'Incarville
China was the source of the most highly prized silk for textile manufacturers and
consumers in the eighteenth century. French administrators and silk producers struggled
for half a century to create an imitation nanking silk that could match the lustrous
whiteness of the material produced in China. Attempts to naturalize Chinese silkworms in
the south of France and to discover the secrets of Chinese sericulture were an integral part
of the policy of import substitution and competitive amelioration pursued by the Bureau
of Commerce and the intendancy of Languedoc in the second half of the eighteenth
century.444 The Jesuit missionary-naturalist Pierre Nicolas Chéron d'Incarville (1706-
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1757), stationed in China from 1740 to 1757, became a regular correspondent of the
Bureau of Commerce and the Académie des Sciences, sending reports to Trudaine and
Bernard de Jussieu on local species of silkworms and on Chinese sericultural
techniques.445 Incarville published little during his lifetime, and the bulk of the work he
had prepared on Chinese sericulture was lost or dispersed following his premature death
in 1757.446 Nevertheless, his correspondence and the manuscripts that he prepared for his
patrons continued to circulate among savants well after his death.447 Sauvages himself
does not seem to have corresponded directly with Incarville, but was able to consult the
Jesuit's correspondence with Trudaine and with the académiciens Jean-Jacques d'Ourtou
de Mairan and Bernard de Jussieu before the preparation of his treatise on sericulture.448
While in Canton, Incarville found his investigations obstructed by local
authorities who restricted the travel of foreigners within the city and in the surrounding
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region, and by the local antipathy towards foreign missionaries.449 In Canton, Incarville
wrote to Bernard de Jussieu, he had been forced to disguise himself as a layman in order
to gain the trust of local authorities, seed-merchants and horticulturalists.450 Peking
proved to be a less hostile environment, and Incarville was able to botanize in the
mountains around the city and to develop contacts with local medical practitioners who
acted as guides during these expeditions.451 His grander strategy for tapping into the
botanical wealth of the Qing Empire was to cultivate a personal relationship with the
botanophile Qianlong emperor through gifts of plants collected from the Jardin des
Plantes in Paris. Incarville outlined this plan to Jussieu in November of 1742:
If you can send me some seeds, onions etc. that we can present to the
emperor, I will be able to make myself known as a curieux des fleurs and
eventually as a botanist, this may give me the chance to see many plants
that I will otherwise never be able to see ... the emperor only needs to give
the word and in the same year every mandarin in the different provinces
will send with great care all that his province yields.452
Incarville's strategy paid off, as he reported to Jussieu in October 1753 that the gifts of
seeds and plants that had been sent from Paris to Peking for nearly a decade had built him
a reputation as a curieux de fleurs at court and provided him with "free access to the
449
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emperor's gardens."453 Yet Incarville hoped that by continuing to build his standing at
court he would become known as a botanist, rather than a mere curioso. Such a standing,
he wrote to Jussieu, would give him the opportunity to botanize with court naturalists in
the interior provinces and to discover plants that were not kept in the emperor's
gardens.454
Among the many plant specimens that Incarville acquired for his garden in Peking
were the kien tchou, tcheou tchun, po lo chu and the fagava, mulberry trees which
Chinese farmers used to feed a species of wild silkworms. These plants may have come
from the intendants and horticulturalists of the emperor's gardens, with whom Incarville
maintained an increasingly close relationship as he established his position at court.455 Or,
he may have simply acquired them from the local seed dealers whose shops he frequented
or from peasants he encountered during his expeditions into the countryside. Incarville
raised wild silkworms in his garden on each of these plant species in an attempt to
determine which produced the highest quality silk, and he dutifully passed on his reports
and samples of silk cocoons he raised to his correspondents in the Bureau of Commerce
and at the Académie des Sciences.456 Incarville believed that the naturalization of Chinese
species of wild silkworms and mulberry trees would revitalize the languishing silk French
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silk industry, for as he wrote, "the printing of books on this matter increases every day,
without increasing our production of cloth."457 To this end, he acted as a vital link in a
global sericultural network that linked his garden in Peking, to administrative and
scientific institutions in Paris, and ultimately to the estates of farmers in the Languedoc
region. The seeds of the mulberry plants and the eggs of wild silkworms that he and other
Jesuit missionaries in China sent to the Jardins des Plantes and the Bureau of Commerce
would ultimately pass through the intendants office in Montpellier, to be distributed
throughout the countryside in Languedoc.

Conclusion
Although enthusiasm for his sericultural research program had cooled
considerably within the Bureau of Commerce by the end of the 1750s, Sauvages did not
allow the vicissitudes of royal patronage to dampen his enthusiasm for sericulture. In the
1760s, he travelled to Italy, keeping detailed records of Florentine sericultural practices,
and identifying a new variety of silkworm, the tres volta, that spun its cocoons ten days
sooner than the Bombyx mori.458 While Sauvages' relations with royal officials seem to
have deteriorated, he remained a public authority on sericultural matters within circles of
agricultural improvers. In the late 1760s, when seigneurs in the province of Limousin
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looked to establish sericulture worshops on their domains, it was Sauvages that they
called upon to assist them in their endeavours.459
In 1763, Sauvages published his Mémoires sur l'Éducation des Vers à Soie, a
book that was intended to assist property owners and "intelligent amateurs" in the
management of their sericulture worshops.460 The fruit of several decades of observations
in "physics and natural history," this compilation of sericultural techniques would give
landowners the power to better direct artisans under their employment, whose "laziness,
vanity and pigheadedness" came at a great cost to men of property. Natural history,
Sauvages reminded his readers, provided the foundation for the oeconomic management
of rural estates. An enlightened understanding of the oeconomy of nature was
fundamental for the proper stewardship of manorial resources. Sauvages repeatedly
encouraged his readers to repeat his experiments, "worthy of the attention and zeal of
every good patriot."461
To reduce the craft of sericulture, shrouded in the secretive routines of
magnaniers, into a collectively accessible science, "by the light of natural history." Such
was the ambition of Sauvages’ Mémoires and the dozens of books and articles published
on the subject in France during the eighteenth-century.462 As this chapter has
demonstrated, natural history was envisioned by its practitioners not only as vital to the
oeconomic management of private wealth but to the management of state resources.
Natural history provided the backbone for patriotic projects of enlightened sericultural
459
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reform, as the prudent management of the kingdom's resources came to be seen as
inextricable from the careful scrutiny of the natural world. The inspector Buffel could
dismiss sericultural improvers' "ostentatious patriotism" as self-serving attempts to garner
favors and privileges from the royal administration, but "patriotism" was a powerful
idiom that allowed practitioners of natural history to insert their activities within a
broader field of civic-minded pursuits.463
Sericultural knowledge and natural specimens circulated, as we have seen, within
an expansive communication network consisting of socially heterogeneous actors that
connected silk-growing regions and administrative bodies in metropolitan France to farflung localities in France's global commercial empire. International competition in the
silk trade pushed naturalists, agricultural improvers, skilled artisans, state and colonial
administrators, diplomats, and missionaries to invest significant time and resources into
the study of silkworms. Their belief that a robust French sericulture industry could only
be built on 'secrets' wrenched from careful observations of the natural oeconomy of these
insects cemented the alliance between natural history, commerce and statecraft.
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Part 2: Insects and Industry Before the Synthetic Age in Lower Languedoc
Chapter 4: Kermes Insects and the Rural Oeconomy of Languedoc
Introduction
Kermes oak (quercus coccifera), a prickly plant that takes the form of a small
shrub or tree is regarded by plant geographers as typical vegetation of the chalky plateaus
and hillsides known as garrigues in the South of France.464 A hardy plant that sprouts
rapidly and in dense clusters, kermes oak proliferated in the Mediterranean scrublands as
a result of the frequent pastoral fires that aided their reproduction.465 These plants derive
their vernacular name from the parasitic scale insect that feeds on their sap - kermes
vermillio.466 The adult females of these insects, which can contain up to 6500 eggs, fix
themselves on the branches of the oak trees in the early spring and release their larvae
between mid-May and mid-June.467 When the female insects are killed and dried before
reproduction, their eggs and husks, known respectively as pulpe de kermès and graine
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d'écarlate, yield a red substance that has been used as a source of natural crimson since
classical Antiquity.468
The extensive use of kermes for dying silk and wool in Western Europe, can be
dated back to the later Middle Ages, when crimson replaced purple as a sartorial signifier
of power and elegance amongst the nobility and the clergy.469 In the medieval and early
modern periods, kermes became a vital primary material for the textile industries in
Provence, Languedoc and Catalonia. An enormous number of the insects were needed to
dye cloth: between 1 million and 2 million were typically used to dye 25 kilograms of
wool. As a result of the great value of these insects for the peasant household economy
and for the textile industry, much effort was made by local and regional authorities to
protect these insect populations from depletion by strictly regulating their collection and
protecting their habitats. As Dominique Cardon has shown for the case of medieval
Spain, municipalities in Valencia began to manage the long-term growth of kermes insect
populations by regulating their collection in the garrigues in the thirteenth century.470
Although Mexican cochineal had largely supplanted kermes in the Spanish textile
industry by the end of the seventeenth century, it remained an important natural resource
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in the south of France, one that rural communities and the royal administration sought to
manage with great care well into the eighteenth century.
State-directed efforts to manage populations of kermes insects and their habitats
in Languedoc can be dated back to the late seventeenth century, when fiscal-hungry
administrators first began to note the insect's value in their surveys of the wealth of the
province.471 In his Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire de Languedoc (1696-1697), a report
on the state of the province ordered by Louis XIV that circulated widely in manuscript
form until its publication in 1734, the intendant Nicolas Lamoignon de Basville (16481724) underlined the importance of kermes insects to the textile industry in the province,
while also taking note of the important annual revenues (50, 000 livres per annum)
generated by the exports of a medicinal syrup, sirop d’alkermes, that apothecaries in
Montpellier concocted with this insect.472
When the Regent Phillipe d’Orléans (1674-1723) launched a survey of the natural
wealth of the kingdom in 1716, in an attempt to redress the lamentable state of royal
finances bequeathed by Louis XIV and over two decades of uninterrupted warfare,
Basville sent him samples of the insect while informing him of the seasonal periodicity of
their reproduction and the locations of the most abundant harvests.473 Two apothecaries
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from Montpellier also informed the Regent of the climactic factors affecting the
reproduction of kermes insects, the average yields of kermes extracted from the garrigues
of Languedoc, and the techniques used by peasants to collect and process the insects.474
Solicited by the Controller General Philibert Orry (1689-1747), administrators, dyers and
apothecaries in Languedoc in the 1730s sent information about the annual prices and
yields of kermes harvested in the province, as well as samples of the dried insects to
Versailles. In turn, Orry had dyers at the Gobelins Manufactory conduct experiments with
the insects to evaluate their tinctorial properties.475
Kermes insects also captivated the attention of academic naturalists in the opening
decades of the eighteenth century: uncertainty about its vegetable or animal nature
animated debates within the European natural historical community.476 At the Société
Royale des Sciences de Montpellier, the naturalists Guillaume Nissole (1647-1734) and
Antoine Gauteron (1660-1737) confirmed the findings of the Italian naturalists Antonio
Vallisneri (1661-1730) and Giacinto Cestoni (1637-1718) that the organism was in fact
an insect and not a seed or vegetative growth, through microscopic observation and
chemical analysis.477 Naturalists were also drawn to the study of kermes insects as part of
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their efforts to assist state administrators in the territorial management of natural
resources. For the Regency survey, René-Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur (1683-1757) and
Jean-Paul Bignon (1662-1743) of the Académie des Sciences Royales de Paris prepared
and annotated the questionnaires sent to correspondents in Languedoc about kermes
insects, and observed samples of oak branches and insects sent to the Academy.478
Naturalists at the Société Royale des Sciences de Montpellier in the 1720s similarly called
on its members to gather information on the geographical distribution, reproductive
patterns and commercial uses of this valuable insect. In his proposals for a natural
history of the province of Languedoc, a project supported by the Estates of Languedoc,
the physician-naturalist Jean Astruc (1684-1766) called on the inhabitants of the province
to provide "exact descriptions" of kermes and other insects that similarly yielded
"substances useful to medicine and industry."479
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Figure 9. Engraving of kermes insects and kermes oak. Source: Guillaume Nissole, "Dissertation botanique
sur l'origine et la nature du kermes," Histoire de l'académie royale des sciences (Amsterdam: Pierre de
Coup, 1719), 572.

Observations of the lifecycles and reproductive patterns of kermes insects was
not, however, exclusively the business of naturalists in scientific academies. Local
officials in the province of Languedoc and the merchants, artisans and peasants who
derived a portion of their livelihood from these insects, were keenly perceptive of the
interactive relationships between these organisms and the socio-material environments of
the garrigues. Indeed, it was through these actors that the royal administration first
became conscious of the depletion of populations of kermes insects in Languedoc in the
1730s. The testimonies gathered by the intendant and his subdelegates on the growing
scarcity of these insects invariably associated the decline of their reproductive rates with
anthropogenic change in the garrigues. As historians have noted, the vegetation of these
large swaths of uncultivated land, held for the most part in Languedoc by rural
communities, and by the nobility that leased collective use rights to peasant communities,
faced significant pressures from intensified human activity and animal grazing in the
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eighteenth century.480 Kermes insects were particularly susceptible to increased
anthropogenic pressure placed on the garrigues, as their host plant (kermes oak) was
highly sought after as a source of fuel and by tanners for its tannin-rich bark and roots.
Kermes insects became a casualty of the vegetative degradation that affected the
garrigues of Languedoc in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, eventually
disappearing completely from these environments.481
This chapter examines the attempts of rural communities and the provincial
administration of Languedoc to manage populations of kermes insects by enforcing a
"sustainable" exploitation of the natural resources of the garrigues.482 In a province of
scarce arable land dominated by petite culture, the collection of spontaneous productions
from the garrigues formed an important part of the subsistence strategies and marketoriented economic activities of the peasantry.483 Balancing competing demands to the
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natural resources of the garrigues became fundamental to prevent the exhaustion of
organisms like kermes insects that were integral to both the peasant household economy
and the textile industries of Languedoc. Yet because the uses of kermes oak were so
various – it was at once a source of fuel for households, bakers and workshops, a source
of tannin for the leather industry, a nesting place for the partridges hunted by the nobility
and the clergy, fodder for grazing animals at the sprouting stage, and, of course, a hostorganism for kermes insects –regulating the use of this resource was bound to be fraught
with complications.
The site of multiple and complex entanglements between humans, plants, animals
and insects, the garrigues of Languedoc were perhaps unsurprisingly sites of significant
social and ecological stress. The provincial administration’s efforts to conserve kermes
oak and its parasites can be seen as an attempt to engineer a stable balance between these
social and material elements. In this chapter, I examine the shifting strategies of
environmental management related to kermes insects and their host plants across the long
eighteenth century (1670-1815) in southeastern France.484 Charting changing attitudes
towards these organisms against a backdrop of mounting ecological pressures, global
economic conjunctures, and contingent political events, I will show how the value, in
economic and ecological terms, of this insect ebbed and flowed across this period.
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"Un bénéfice que la providence leur envoi comme une manne": Kermes and the
Rural Oeconomy of Languedoc
Peasant smallholders responded to the growing demand for kermes insects from
apothecaries and textile producers in Languedoc and more distant markets by devoting an
increasing proportion of their household labor to the collection and retailing of these
precious insects.485 An important ancillary economic activity for rural families of meager
means, the collection of kermes punctuated the seasonal rhythms of the agricultural
calendar, typically occurring before the harvest in the late spring when the bodies of these
parasitic insects had reached maturity.486 The seasonal harvest of kermes formed part of
a broader range of peasant activities that utilized the labor of the family unit to ensure its
reproduction and survival, and also to seize market opportunities for the enrichment of
the household.487 Throughout the months of April and May, peasant women,
accompanied by their children, made their way to the garrigues at dawn when the thorny
leaves of kermes oak were softened with morning dew and could thus be handled with
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greater ease.488 They then set to work filling wicker baskets or clay pots with the insects
that they detached from the leaves of the shrub, using their fingernails that they expressly
grew out for the purpose.489 The insects were then soaked in vinegar and set out dry in
the sun, in order to prevent the hatching of the eggs contained in their bodies.
The harvest of kermes insects in Lower Languedoc was concentrated in the
garrigues situated in proximity to the primary textile centers of the province:
Carcassonne, Clermont-Lodève, Nîmes and Montpellier. A highly variable and complex
set of juridical arrangements governed peasants’ access to this resource. In the simplest
cases, peasants possessed collective access rights to the garrigues that were under full
possession of the community of their residence. In Gignac, where the harvest of kermes
supplied the textile workshops of nearby Clermont-Lodève, peasant women collected the
insect from communally owned hillsides covered in kermes-oak.490 Many rural
communities, however, also possessed rights to collect kermes-insects and other products
from the garrigues held by the nobility or clergy, in exchange for a payment of
redevance. In Beauvoisin, south of Nîmes, and in Minerve, where one observer remarked
that in the summer months, "the women spend all day gathering these insects for
merchants in Béziers," the communities paid annual rents of 300 and 100 livres
respectively to the local seigneur for the rights to collect products from the garrigues
488
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under his possession.491 These collective use rights known as droits de ceuillette, often
dated back to the later Middle Ages when the castrum of Lower Languedoc had been in a
position of strength vis-à-vis seigneurs, and were jealously reaffirmed against seigniorial
encroachment from the end of the seventeenth century onwards.492
The retailing of kermes insects occurred through a variety of different commercial
arrangements. Apothecaries and textile producers could obtain their provisions directly at
the source, paying peasant women for their yields at a set price per pound. In the
commune of Gignac, for instance, women contracted with the director of a silk
manufacture in the nearby town of Clermont-Lodève to sell their harvests of kermes at
fifteen sous per pound.493 During the harvest months, women could be found selling their
yields in the marketplaces of Nîmes, Narbonne, Montpellier and Béziers.494 Apothecaries
and merchant druggists also carried on a second-hand trade in the substance, selling the
refuse collected from the preparation of sirop d'alkermes to textile merchants and dyers.
A more elaborate system of retailing was developed by merchants in Béziers,
491
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Carcasonne, Nîmes and Montpellier, who relied on commercial agents stationed in
villages throughout the province to acquire large provisions of these insects, in order to
retail the powder extracted from the husks on domestic and international markets, notably
through the foire de Beaucaire, the great clearinghouse for Languedocian commercial
products that connected the province to northwestern Europe and the Mediterranean.495
For provincial administrators, the harvest and trade of kermes was an important
activity that stimulated both rural and urban productivity, allowing them to fulfill the
interdependent political objectives of maintaining public welfare, increasing fiscal
revenues and encouraging commercial prosperity. Administrators in Languedoc
recognized that kermes insects were a vital source of subsistence for the rural poor and
peasant smallholders. M. Tricon, a manufacturing inspector from Clermont-Lodève
estimated that as much as 50 livres of supplemental income per family could be obtained
from the sale of kermes in years where climatic conditions had been favorable to the
proliferation of insects.496 The household revenue generated by this resource was a "great
relief" to peasant households, "as much for the payment of their dues as for the purchase
of petites provisions that they may lack."497 In the textile trade, kermes was an important
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indigenous substitute for Spanish cochineal, a domesticated red dye producing parasitic
insect that was harvested from cacti in Mexico and South America.498 Tricon informed
the Controller General of Finances that the graine de vermillion, as kermes insects were
known, allowed textile manufacturers in Languedoc to produce high quality crimson
cloth that was cheaper and therefore more competitive on domestic and international
markets than textiles dyed with cochineal.499
A key resource in the interdependent agrarian and manufacturing sectors of the
Languedoc, kermes also became a source of conflict between various social groups
within the province. 500 Peasants faced obstructions from seigneurs who sought to limit
communal access to the kermes oak trees on their property.501 The manufacturing
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inspector Tricon complained in September 1742 that there was a shortage of kermes in
Montpellier, because seigneurs in the region surrounding the city were prohibiting
peasants from collecting these insects on their property. Under the "frivolous pretext" that
this rural activity spoiled the hunt by destroying partridge nests, seigneurs deprived the
poor of a "benefice that providence sends like manna."502 The shortages that resulted
from these prohibitions, moreover, caused "disturbances and considerable losses" to
commerce and manufacturing in the province, as they forced textile producers to import
kermes at great expense from Spain and the Barbary Coast.503 After receiving complaints
from peasants in communities in the Diocese of Montpellier, the subdelegate Baudouin
provided the intendant with the names of seigneurs who habitually used their gardechasses to expel peasants who came to collect kermes on their property. Baudoin
conceded that partridges, which laid their eggs at precisely the same time as the harvest
of kermes, were "at the mercy of those who pick this grain." 504 Yet he underlined that
"the interest of seigneurs must not prevail over commercial interests," and advised the
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intendant to draft an ordinance securing peasants right to access to private domains for
the collection of kermes.505
Under pressure from rural communities, textile manufacturers and provincial
subdelegates to curb the abusive exercise of seigniorial authority that was deemed
contrary to the "bien du commerce," the intendant Jean Le Nain issued an ordinance in
March 1744 that prohibited seigneurs from using their garde-terres and garde-chasses to
obstruct the harvest of kermes under penalty of a fine of one hundred livres.506 The
ordinance effectively formalized the legal status of kermes as a usufruct good, giving
legal force to peasants' right to collect this insect on private domains adjacent to their
commune of residence. Significantly, it gave individual peasants and rural communes
recourse to the legal prosecution of seigneurs who obstructed the harvest of kermes.507 In
one notable case, twelve women from the commune of Beauvoisin in the Diocese of
Nîmes sought to bring a Cistercian monk from the abbey of Franquevaux to justice in the
royal courts for having brutally expelled them from the domain while they were
collecting kermes in the bruyères and garrigues on the monastery’s property on tMay 25,
1750.508 The prior of the abbey, M. Bégiot, and his garde-chasses had violently struck the
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women with their fists and the butts of their firearms, confiscated their baskets filled with
kermes insects and their belongings, and detained them in the abbey before driving them
off the property.509 In their requête to the intendant, the women called for Begiot and his
vassals to be punished for both violating the ordinance that granted peasants the right to
collect vermillion in the garrigue of the abbey's domain, and for having used excessive
force that had left several of them "bruised and bloodied."510
Questioned by the subdelegate Timpié, Bégiot professed ignorance of the
ordinance, claiming that by virtue of the abbey’s legal privileges he believed it was
within his right to prevent any individual outside the monastic community from entering
the domain.511 To the intendant Imbert de Saint Paul, Bégiot explained that he had
expelled the women because he believed they were responsible for the "continual
degradation of the woods" and the "great destruction of the nests of partridges" on the
property.512 As for his violent actions, Bégiot contended that they had been necessary to
"intimidate" the mob of nearly two hundred "insolent" women who began to hurl insults
and threatened to "throw themselves" upon him when he asked them to leave the
épiciers de Montpellier, d'acheter toute la graine de vermillon qui se recuille dans le
monastère," 1280, H/36, Archives départementales du Gard (ADG), Nîmes;
"Supplication à Monsieur Le Nain, Conseiller d'État Intendant en la province de
Languedoc," 1750, C/2229, ADH, Montpellier.
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property.513 Imbert de Saint Paul ultimately spared Bégiot from legal prosecution, but
warned him that he would not be as lenient if similar complaints were brought to his
attention in the future.514 The ordinance of March 1744, he reminded Bégiot, overrode the
legal privileges of the monastic community: "No person can evade its execution."515
The above case demonstrates the limits that the intendants of the Ancien Régime
were willing to place on private land ownership and the legal system of privileges when
the exercise of seigniorial authority was seen to infringe upon the collective welfare of
the peasantry and the commercial prosperity of the province.516 By attempting to secure
peasants' usage rights over private domains for the collection of kermes, the royal
administration also established stronger administrative control over the province and
secured taxable revenue from the peasantry.517 The intendants of Languedoc would face
another challenge in attempting to regulate the collective exploitation of kermes oak in
the garrigues held in common by peasant communities. Kermes oak became increasingly
scarce in the first half of the eighteenth century, as the intensive economic exploitation of
the garrigues caused a general degradation of the biodiversity of these environments.518
Beginning in the 1740s, the provincial administration launched an effort to conserve
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kermes oak, as manufacturing inspectors and provincial subdelegates attributed
increasing shortages of the vital insect to the progressive eradication of the shrub in the
garrigues of Languedoc.

Kermes Oak: From Conservation to Clearance
A more intensive exploitation of wood resources in Languedoc followed from the
rapid demographic growth of the first half of the eighteenth century in the province.519
Deforestation was a source of concern for apothecaries and dyers who attributed the
increasing scarcity of kermes insects to the excessive felling of kermes oak trees in the
garrigues of Languedoc. M. Reboul, an apothecary from Carcassone, for instance,
complained in the early 1740s that the "great destruction of the shrubs that produce the
graine de vermillion in the garrigues" had made it impossible to obtain these insects for
the preparation of the opiate d'alkermes.520 For many communities of Languedoc, kermes
oak was an important available source of fuel for domestic and artisanal purposes, and the
increase in the number of hearths and fuel-intensive metal and glass workshops in the
province contributed to the growing scarcity of these trees.521 The Montpellier physician
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Paul-Joseph Barthès (1734-1806) remarked that the demand for wood-fuel was
continuously increasing, "by virtue of our luxury and délicatesse," leaving hillsides that
were previously covered with kermes oak and other shrubbery bare of vegetation.522An
intensification in pastoral uses of the garrigues also contributed to an important
destruction of this valuable resource. Large quantities of kermes oak were destroyed
when shepherds routinely set fire to the vegetation of the garrigues in order to clear
pasture for their herds, a practice that proved difficult for the provincial administration to
extinguish despite vigorous efforts to proscribe it.523 Goats were particularly destructive
in this respect, preventing the regeneration of these plants after burning, by intensively
feeding on the oaks at the sprouting stage.
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Kermes oak was also heavily prized for its tannin-rich bark and roots that were
essential for the preparation of leather hides.524 In the second half of the seventeenth
century, the monarchy sold privileges granting monopoly rights on kermes oak bark
(rusques) to merchants in the province of Languedoc. The merchant Jean de Brus,
"bourgeois de Béziers," for instance, held exclusive commercial rights to the bark
collected by peasants from kermes oak in the garrigues of the Diocese of Narbonne, and
he used the royal courts to enforce his monopoly on this material.525 In 1670, however,
Louis XIV, under the advice of Jean-Baptiste Colbert, revoked all existing monopolies on
the bark in the provinces of Languedoc and Roussillon.526 These privileges were deemed
to be a "considerable prejudice" to the poor of the province, as it forced them to sell the
bark they collected in the garrigues at the exceedingly low prices set by monopolyholders. The elimination of monopolies, which allowed all inhabitants of the province to
engage in trade of the material, evidently stimulated an aggressive exploitation of the
bark in Languedoc. By the 1720s, tanners in the province were facing a scarcity of the
substance.527 Merchants in the commune of Lagrasse, as the wife of a tanner from
524
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Carcassone remarked to the manufacturing inspector M. Batizat in 1744, had grown
wealthy stockpiling enormous quantities of kermes oak, and in the process had stripped
the neighboring garrigues of this vegetation, to the point that there was now a "risk of
destroying the species."528
Efforts to conserve kermes oak were underway in the 1730s, as seigneurs and
rural communes sought to enforce a more prudent exploitation of collective resources in
the garrigues. Seigneurs in the communes of Pradelles and Mèze, near Narbonne and
Montpellier respectively, prohibited peasants from felling kermes oak and from tearing
the bark and roots, fearing that the oak trees were "on the verge of being completely
destroyed."529 In the 1740s, a number of alarming reports on the degradation of the
vegetation in the garrigues convinced the Intendant of Languedoc Jean Le Nain that
kermes oak needed royal protection from the inhabitants of the province, which had
hitherto felled these trees "indiscriminately and without prudent management
[ménagement]."530
In September 1744, an ordinance was issued that prohibited the felling, sale and
storage of kermes oak, and made such acts punishable by fine, despite protests from
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tanners that the law would be of great detriment to their trade.531 The royal administration
made this ordinance applicable to kermes oak on private land, fearing that seigneurs
would simply uproot the trees on their property in order to deter peasants from
trespassing on their estates.532 Violations of the ordinance were to be punished by a fine
of 25 livres (50 livres in case of second offences), half of which was to be redistributed to
the poor. To encourage denunciations, the other portion of the fine was to be granted as a
reward to individuals who provided information leading to convictions of delinquents.
Finally, the consuls of villages responsible for the administration of adjacent garrigues
were given the authority to search the shops of bakers, pottery-makers and other artisans
suspected of purchasing and storing kermes oak as fuel for their ovens and kilns.533
These conservation efforts seem to have been partially informed by the existing
work of academic naturalists on kermes insects. The intendant of Languedoc, for
instance, had relevant excerpts from natural historical texts and papers read at the Société
Royale de Montpellier copied out on slips of paper for his consultation.534 When a
provincial subdelegate advised the intendant that, in order to prevent the decline of
531
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kermes insect populations, it ought to be only permissible to fell kermes oak trees that
were over six years old, because the hardened bark of older trees could not be penetrated
by the stingers of the insects that laid their eggs inside the branches, he cited the naturalist
Guillaume Nissole's report in the Académie Royal des Sciences in support of his claim.535
This example points to the fact that an understanding the reproductive cycles of insects
came to be seen by state administrators as vitally important for the proper management of
the natural resources of the province.
The enforcement of the 1744 ordinance was left in the hands of the maitres des
eaux et forêts, representatives of royal authority whose courts provided the first recourse
for the adjudication of civil or criminal disputes relating to the use of forest resources on
private domains or in the commons.536 The consuls of rural communities used these royal
courts to enforce a proper management of the garrigues over which they held rights and,
as in the case of kermes oak, to protect resources that were vital to the peasant economy
from overexploitation and potential extinction.537 The records of these courts reveals a
535
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systematic pattern in the illicit trade of kermes oak in the years following the 1744
ordinance. In most cases, the guilty parties were landless laborers hired by artisans or
merchants to surreptitiously procure this wood from communal forests.538 In June 1746,
for instance, Antoine Peysson and Guillaume Saigné, two journaliers from the commune
of Aniane, were interrogated by François Fabre, lieutenant of the maitrise des eaux et
forêts de Montpellier, after a garde des bois had surprised them tearing the bark from
kermes oak in a forest belonging to the commune.539 The interrogation revealed the
complicity of Antoine Bonniol, a merchant-tanner from Aniane, who hired the two men,
and a number of other landless laborers, to procure him the bark his tannery for 3 sols per
day.540 Similarly, the 1747 prosecution of Guillaume Roucairol, a landless laborer from
the commune of Gigean who was brought to trial for pilfering the woods of the
commune, revealed that he was under the employment of a certain M. Vidal, a local
baker.541 Vidal admitted to regularly hiring journaliers to procure wood from the
garrigue in Gignac, and a search of his bakery revealed a stockpile of fuel that included
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several bundles of kermes oak ("garouille") which, the consul noted in his report to the
maitre des eaux et forêts, it was expressly prohibited to use as fuel in the province.542
The extensive deforestation and clearance of the commons that the royal
administration sponsored in Languedoc beginning in the 1770s placed additional
pressures on the wood resources of the garrigues.543 The land clearance edicts registered
by the Parlement of Toulouse in September of 1770 granted fifteen-year tax exemptions
to individuals who cleared uncultivated land in the province.544 Uncultivated land, or land
that had been left uncultivated for forty years, was subject to appropriation and seizure by
individuals who had their claims registered by the authorities.545 These edicts
incentivized not only rich laboureurs, but also middling and poorer peasants, to clear and
plant the garrigues with vines and wheat.546 In total, nearly 120,000 acres of common
land in the province were authorized for clearance in the period between 1771 and
1787.547 The clearance of the garrigues Languedoc was part of a more general effort by
the royal administration in the final decades of the Ancien Régime to enclose and
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improve commonly held wasteland throughout the kingdom.548 Beginning in the 1760s,
proponents of the "new agriculture" had launched an ideological assault, which found a
receptive audience amongst reforming administrators, on all forms of collective property
and collective use-rights.549
Yet the enclosure and clearance of the common wasteland did not go unopposed
within the province of Languedoc. In a memorandum read at the Société Royale des
Sciences in December 1777, the textile merchant Jacques-Antoine Mourgue deplored the
neglect of the wooded resources in the garrigues of the province had left these spaces in a
state of "abandon and decline."550 The garrigues were a potential source of "inexhaustible
and always regenerating wealth," that, properly managed, could yield resources vital to
"our daily needs, the sustenance of our industries and provide a considerable boon to
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public and private revenues."551 To this end, Mourgue called for a moratorium on the
planting of vines in the garrigues and for one tenth of each plot of commonly held wasteland to be replanted with kermes oak, evergreen oak (quercus ilex), prized for its tanninrich bark by tanners in Montpellier, and white oaks (quercus robur), whose solidity made
it the wood of choice in the region for carpentry.552
In the 1780s, the subdelegates of the Intendant expressed repeated concern over
the "fury" with which the inhabitants of the province were carrying out clearances in the
commons.553 The subdelegate of Nîmes, M. Phéline, reminded the Intendant that the
wood resources of the garrigues were "infinitely more precious" that the vines that had
been planted in the hillsides around the city.554 What was worse, the "tremendous" woodclearances carried out for the purpose of viticulture exposed these hills to severe soil
erosion and sterility as rain carried the topsoil and left behind bare limestone. Phéline also
blamed the depletion of wood resources on "greedy" peasants and woodsmen who tore
out the shrubbery from the garrigues with billhooks in order to sell the roots to tanners.
This vicious practice threatened to turn the garrigues into "useless and arid wastelands,"
and to deprive local artisans of a crucial source of fuel and vegetative materials for
industrial processes. Municipal authorities in Portail-de-Corbières feared in turn that it
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would lead to the extinction of bees in the garrigues belonging to the community, as the
shrubbery was deemed to be essential for the production of their "delicious and precious
honey."555
Similar concerns about deforestation in Lower Languedoc were voiced in the
cahiers de doléances, the list of grievances drawn up by members of the three Estates on
the eve of the French Revolution.556 For many rural communities, the ineffectiveness of
the royal system of forestry conservation was to blame.557 The inhabitants of Bézouce,
near Nîmes, complained that their efforts to protect the evergreen oaks from pilferers in
the garrigue belonging to the community were hampered by the "obstacles erected by the
administration."558 Many pleaded for a stricter enforcement of conservation ordinances
and an increase in personnel to that end.559 The consuls of Lédignan and Savignargues
urged the royal administration to assign gardes-forêts to their community in order to
prevent the habitual "pillage of the fruits and wood" in their garrigues.560 The
overwhelming majority of rural communities in Lower Languedoc also called for a
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revocation of the land-clearance edicts of 1770.561 The clergy of Limoux spoke for many
when they wrote that the "inconveniences caused by the clearances are much greater than
its advantages."562 Several municipalities echoed Mourges' earlier proposal in urging the
royal administration to assist in the reconversion of deforested wasteland into woodplantations.563

Kermes during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods
Despite mounting concerns about the depletion of the vegetation along the
Mediterranean littoral, the progressive eradication of populations of kermes insects from
the garrigues in Lower Languedoc elicited far less alarm in the final decades of the
ancien régime than it had in the first half of the eighteenth century. In fact, kermes lost its
crucial importance in the Languedoc textile industry over the course of the century, as
Mexican cochineal progressively replaced it as the preferred source of red dye amongst
textile producers.564 The royal administration encouraged the turn towards cochineal
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beginning in 1712, granting textile manufacturers who produced red cloth for the Levant
an exemption from the droits d'entrée levied on imports of the insect.565 This measure
was part of a broader effort to ensure the competitiveness of French cloth with Dutch and
English exports in Levantine markets by guaranteeing superior quality.566 Textile
manufactures acclaimed the insect for the unrivaled durability and depth of its colors.
Widely reputed as a substance that yielded, as a manufacturing inspector in Languedoc
put it, "the most handsome and striking color of all dyes," cochineal progressively
supplanted kermes in the production of écarlate - the striking bright red cloth that was
particularly sought after in the Levant.567 At the beginning of the nineteenth century, a
member of the Athenée des Arts, Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Industrie de Paris reported
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that kermes insects, previously employed for écarlate were now only employed in the
production of cramoisi (dark crimson).568
Market incentives also pushed textile producers to turn towards cochineal. The
efficient system of cochineal production put in place by the Spanish Crown in the Oaxaca
region of Mexico from the sixteenth century to the end of the colonial regime made the
insect a highly competitive alternative to European sources of red dye. At the onset of
Spanish colonization, large numbers of Oaxaca peasants came to specialize in the
cultivation of this indigenous domesticated insect on the Nopal cactus, allowing for an
adaptive response to the sharp increase in international demand for red dyes in the
eighteenth century.569 This labor-intensive system of cochineal cultivation, financed by
Mexican merchants and encouraged by the Spanish monarchy, yielded ever-increasing
quantities of cochineal at a cost that steadily declined throughout the century.570 In
comparison, the supply of kermes insects spontaneously gathered by peasants in
Mediterranean Europe, prone to disruption by climatic fluctuations, was irregular and
costly. The naturalist Louis-Augustin Bosc d'Antic (1759-1828) remarked in the Nouveau
Cours Complet d'Agriculture (1809) that kermes had been replaced by cochineal in the
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textile industry, because the harvest of this insect was "too difficult, or too long, and as a
result too costly."571 In Spain, Bosc d’Antic saw enormous quantities of kermes in the
garrigues that went uncollected because the high-labor costs required for their harvest
made them uncompetitive with Mexican cochineal.
The fact that textile manufacturers and dyers abandoned kermes insects in favor
of Spanish cochineal elicited numerous complaints from 'patriotic' commentators, who
feared that this dangerously exacerbated France's already worrisome commercial
dependence on rival nations. In his Essai sur l'art de la teinture et sur les moyens de la
perfectionner (1770), a work explicitly designed to "revive the use of indigenous
productions in the dying industry," Placide Auguste Le Pileur d'Alpigny (?-1820)
deplored that a frivolous "love of novelties" had given cochineal precedence in the textile
trade.572 The dependence on imports of cochineal had made France "tributary to the
Spanish," and d'Alpigny urged the "patriots of Languedoc and Provence" to restore the
indigenous kermes insect to its rightful place in the Southern textile industry.573
Efforts to naturalize cochineal and the Nopal cactus in France and its colonies in
the final decades of the eighteenth century were also presented as an alternative solution
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to the problem of commercial dependence. The naturalist and spy Thierry de Ménonville
(1739-1780) famously smuggled samples of the insect from Mexico to Saint-Domingue
in the 1770s with the intention of establishing cochineal plantations on the island, a
project pursued by planters after his death in 1780.574 Agricultural improvers in the 1780s
and 1790s also attempted to naturalize the Nopal cactus in Provence and Languedoc. A
Provençal nobleman sought support from the Bureau de Commerce to establish a
nopalerie on his estate, using contacts with merchants in Mexico and Cadiz to
surreptitiously introduce the insect into the south of France.575 In Year II, a physician
from Nîmes presented his plans to naturalize cochineal, (along with a number of other
colonial products) in the "meridian soil of the Republic" to the Revolutionary
Commission d'Agriculture et des Arts.576 In spite of these efforts to establish cochineal
production on French soil, all of which seem to have failed, Spain was able to maintain
its monopoly on cochineal production until Mexican independence in 1821.
The renewed interest in kermes insects reached its peak during the Napoleonic
Wars, when Britain’s maritime blockade (1806-1813) cut off French textile
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manufacturers from supplies of American cochineal.577 Naval warfare had periodically
interrupted the cochineal trade between Spain and France during the eighteenth century.
During the War of Austrian Succession (1740-1748) the British blockade of French ports
had briefly forced merchants to use an overland route from Bayonne to supply textile
manufacturers with cochineal.578 Yet the scale and length of the British blockade during
the Napoleonic Wars, combined with Spanish colonists’ siding with Britain against
Napoleon during the Iberian insurrections in 1808, created an unprecedented shortage of
the insect in France and Continental Europe. The loss of France’s colonial empire during
the French Revolution and the British blockade made the search for indigenous
substitutes to colonial products a general matter of urgency for Napoleonic
administrators, as Emma Spary has shown for the case of coffee and sugar.579 As an
indigenous substitute for Spanish cochineal that had fallen into disuse, kermes insects
gained new life as a substance that could shield textile manufacturers in Napoleonic
France from ruin at the hands of its enemies and contribute to the construction of a
vigorous and self-sufficient land-based empire.
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The Ministry of the Interior launched a campaign to promote the cultivation of
kermes-insects in 1808, disseminating a circular authored by the naturalists Bosc d’Antic,
Guillaume Antoine Olivier (1756-1814) and Henri-Alexandre Tessier (1741-1837) of the
Société d’agriculture du department de la Seine.580 Noting that cochineal was becoming
"rarer by the day through the effects of the maritime war," the three naturalists underlined
the need to "recover from oblivion" a substance that could be gathered "spontaneously
and without cultivation” in Languedoc, Provence, Roussillon and in the annexed Spanish,
Italian and Greek territories of the Empire.581 Cochineal's reputation as a dye of superior
quality was ill founded, they wrote, as the red obtained from kermes was in reality more
striking and brilliant than its American counterpart. The preference that textile
manufacturers gave to cochineal was a result of its cheapness and abundance, not of its
intrinsic properties. Unfortunately, the enormous quantities of cochineal dumped on
European markets had made kermes a commodity of "extreme rarity"; peasants who had
no longer been able to find ready buyers for these insects had long ceased to collect them.
By disseminating instructions for the harvest of this insect to the préfets and mayors of
communes in the south of France, the Société d’Agriculture hoped to regenerate trade in a
substance that could become "as fertile a source of wealth as it was once." It was also
580
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hoped that textile manufacturers would be motivated "by true patriotism" (if not by their
own self-interest) to permanently replace cochineal with kermes in the production of red
cloth.582
Agricultural improvers in the South of France also sought to regenerate trade in
kermes insects. "There is no good Frenchman who must not seize every occasion to
thwart the monopoly of the tyrant of the seas," the Arlesian cultivator Michel Truchet
began his Traité complet sur le kermes (1811), "and to do so each must use the resources
of our own soil in order substitute indigenous productions to those of America."583 In
Provence, kermes had ceased to be employed in the textile industry not because its
intrinsic qualities made it an inferior dye to cochineal, but because it could no longer
satisfy commercial needs, having become a scarce commodity. Truchet attributed the
scarcity of this insect to the failure of successive administrations to protect the wooded
resources of the garrigues of southern Provence. In the Crau valley, kermes oak had
nearly completely succumbed to the pastoral fires of "greedy and imprudent arsonists"
who, after having cleared the vegetation from the garrigues, tore out the roots of these
shrubs to sell to tanners.584 Truchet was appalled to see that this practice continued
582
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despite the fact kermes had become "invaluable since the maritime wars and the general
blockade."585 By attributing the collapse of the trade in kermes insects to the depletion of
the wood resources of the garrigues in Provence, Truchet underlined the environmental
and social costs of decades of poor forestry management. The eradication of kermes oak
and kermes insects from the garrigues of the Midi had forced the French textile industry
to form dangerous ties of commercial dependence with rival nations that the blockade had
thrown in sharp relief. While cochineal imports enriched enemy nations, women and
children in the south of France were deprived of an activity that had previously provided
a much-needed revenue to peasant households.
A more rigorous forestry administration, combined with a state-sponsored effort
to repopulate the garrigues with kermes oak, provided a way out of this miserable
situation. Truchet proposed that the state provide gratifications to cultivators in the Midi
and in other departments of the Empire who planted kermes oak, as had been done for
mulberry trees in the first half of the eighteenth century. Truchet also argued that a more
intimate knowledge of the physiological processes underlying the reproduction and of
kermes insects was necessary for re-launching trade in this commodity. The Traité
complet sur les kermes provided a detailed set of instructions for cultivating kermes oak
and for harvesting kermes insects, techniques that were based on Truchet’s natural
historical observations of these insects and on botanical experiments with kermes oak that
he conducted on his property. The domestication of kermes insects was necessary for
successfully re-populating the wooded environments of the Empire climatically
susceptible to the harvest of this insect:
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In the simple state of nature kermes insects find themselves exposed to all
the vicissitudes of the seasons … if man wants to overcome these limits, if
he wants to multiply them according to the proportion of the needs of
luxury, he must necessarily have recourse to industry to accomplish
artificially what nature alone cannot.586
Just as Oaxaca peasants had domesticated cochineal centuries prior to the arrival of the
Spanish, Truchet called upon savants and agricultural improvers to reclaim kermes
insects from the spontaneous state of nature in order to lay the foundations of an
indigenous supply of red dye that could break the monopoly of the "tyrant of the seas."587

Conclusion
Surveying the history of the trade in kermes-insects that had animated the
Languedocian countryside in prior centuries, the Montpellier physician Gustave Planchon
(1833-1900) marveled at the enormous quantities of kermes that were gathered every
year in the garrigues of the south of France before the nineteenth century:
It is difficult to believe today that such abundant harvests ever occurred. In
the areas previously known in particular for their abundance, Frontignan
and Mireval, I only found small samples scattered here and there on the
numerous garouilles of this warm region. It appears that these insects have
diminished considerably in number although it is impossible to determine
the cause.588
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Over a century later, in the spring of 1986, the Belgian entomologist André Verhecken
scoured the garrigues of Catalonia and Southern France for samples of kermes insects,
guided in his search by the historical literature. Several weeks of searching only yielded
ninety specimens, in areas where "old texts state that one person could collect up to one
kilogram per day."589

Figure 10. Kermes Vermilio in Southern France and Eastern Spain. Source: André Verhecken and Jan
Wouters, "The Coccid Insect Dyes: Historical, Geographical and Technical Data," Bulletin de l'Institut
Royal du Patrimoine Artistique 22 (1988/1989), 219

Why did populations of kermes insects in the Languedocian countryside enter a
period of terminal decline from the end of the nineteenth century onwards? Verhecken
suggests that air pollution, the great expansion of cultivated land since the Middle Ages,
and the related increase in the frequency of summer bushfires in the garrigues, may have
all contributed to the current scarcity of the species. This process of extinction must also
be understood in relation to the complete displacement of kermes insects, first by
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cochineal, and later by chemical dyes, in the textile industry. Kermes-oak, the host plant
of these insects, far from being regarded as a valuable resource, as it was in the
eighteenth century, is feared as parasitic vegetation that threatens biodiversity and the
economic potential of the garrigues. At the beginning of the twentieth century the
botanist Charles Flahaut singled out kermes-oak as "a great barrier and danger" to the
prosperity of the Hérault department, as this broussaille [brush] competed with more
valuable wood species that could be cultivated in the garrigues, and was a chief culprit in
the extension of brush fires.590 From an object of state-sponsored conservation to an
enemy of agricultural improvers, the value of kermes oak and its parasites, in economic
and ecological terms, had declined precipitously between 1740 and 1920. Kermes insects
were casualties of the profound changes in regional and global economic modes of
productions that shaped the Languedocian countryside across this period.
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Part 3: Insect Pathogens in the Age of Global Commerce
Chapter 5: Policing the Oeconomy of Nature: The oiseau martin as an Instrument of
Oeconomic Management in the French Maritime World
Introduction
Shortly after his arrival on the Isle de France (as the island of Mauritius was then
called) in July of 1767, the newly appointed intendant Pierre Poivre (1719-1786)
addressed a crowd of colonists gathered to meet him at the Hôtel du Gouvernment in Port
Louis. While announcing his plans of administrative and agrarian reform for the colony,
Poivre lamented that the productive potential of the island had been squandered through
the mismanagement of his predecessors and the corrupt mores of the colonists that stood
before him. The lure of the metropole, which had prevented colonists from adopting the
island as their patrie, had led them to view it merely as a transitory passage point from
which they could derive a quick fortune before returning to their homeland. Yet the
promise of leisured retreat in the metropole was a chimera, Poivre informed the colonists,
for property-holders in France – unlike those in the Isle de France - were besieged by a
multitude of "impositions and onerous duties," continually harassed by "a horde of men
more terrible in the countryside than all the insects which even in France are nearly as
numerous as those of which you complain here."591
For Poivre, tax collectors and insect pests were evidently contiguous phenomena,
as both acted as a drain on the natural wealth that property owners derived from the fruits
of the earth. Practitioners of the eighteenth-century art of resource management– or
oeconomie – dealt not only in moral and political issues, as the above quotation suggests,
591
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but also in matters of natural knowledge, all three of which were directed toward the
mutually beneficial stewardship of both material and social resources. As the Swedish
naturalist Carl Linneaus remarked, the "two pivots" on which the "science of oeconomy"
turned were the knowledge of nature and the human-directed capacity to engineer its
various elements towards a desired end.592 The invasive insects that besieged the
colonists of the Isle de France and its sister-colony the Isle de Bourbon (Réunion), and to
which Poivre referred, were the target of a broad project of oeconomic reform pursued by
administrators during the period of French colonial rule on the islands. This essay
examines one component of that project, the introduction of the common mynah bird
(acridotheres tristis) in the Isle de France and Isle de Bourbon as an oeconomic agent of
biological pest control.
Native to India, China and Southeast Asia, the common mynah is a predatory
insectivorous bird that has long played an important role in the protection of agriculture
from insect pests in the region.593 In the middle of the eighteenth century the mynah bird
followed the fate of a number of other plant and animal species that were spread across
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the globe during the age of European imperialism.594 Beginning in the 1750s, hundreds of
mynah birds began to be shipped from French outposts in India and South East Asia to
the Mascarene Islands in order to assist planters besieged by infestations of locusts. The
locust itself had apparently been accidentally introduced in the 1740s, arriving aboard a
shipment of food supplies sent by the Compagnie des Indes Orientales (CIO) for settlers
of the islands. Like many other territories settled by Europeans in the eighteenth century,
the environments of the Isle de France and Bourbon were profoundly shaped by the
accidental and deliberate introduction of foreign biota.
The introduction of the mynah bird (or the oiseau martin as the French called it)
to the Mascarene Islands was first proposed by Pierre Poivre himself, a former
missionary, naturalist, CIO agent, and later, colonial administrator who travelled across
the Indian Ocean in the 1740s and 1750s. Poivre is principally known by historians for
his role in breaking the Dutch East India Company’s monopoly on the spice trade through
the transplantation of nutmeg and clove plants in the Isle de France.595 Far less attention
has been given to other kinds of natural specimens – subsistence crops, domesticated and
undomesticated animals – that Poivre introduced and naturalized in the Mascarene
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Islands during his residency as a CIO agent in the 1750s and during the period of his
intendancy from 1767 to 1772. Utilizing an intra-imperial network of actors positioned
around the Indian Ocean – agents of the CIO, ship captains, colonial officials and
itinerant naturalists – Poivre sought to reshape the natural oeconomies of the Mascarene
Islands through the domestication of foreign fauna and flora. In part, these introductions
were intended to address ecological disturbances, caused by global commerce, colonial
expansion and settlement, which undermined the agricultural sustainability of the
islands.596
Controlling insect invasions required that Poivre deploy his skills as a naturalistadministrator to restore equilibrium within the natural oeconomies of the islands. In his
effort to rid the islands of locusts, Poivre mobilized a range of human and non-human
actors to disrupt the reproductive cycles of these invasive insects, and he used his
legislative powers as head of the "police" of the islands to engineer a stable ecological
order in the colonies.597 The war on locusts that Poivre launched during his intendancy
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formed part of a broader project of political oeconomic reform that was intended to
transform the settlers of the islands from selfish, short-term profit seekers to patriotic
colonist-citizens dedicated to the production of food crops; crop and moral growth would
feed off each other in this productive cycle of oeconomic management. Attempts to
reshape the physical order of the islands were continuous with attempts to refashion the
moral and political order of the colonies, following the CIO’s retrocession of the islands
to the crown in the mid-1760s.
This chapter attempts to develop a historicized sense of the term "oeconomy" by
demonstrating how Poivre and his contemporaries used interventions in the oeconomy of
nature as a strategy for the oeconomic management of the islands’ material and social
resources. The reproductive cycles of insects, the feeding habits of exotic birds,
agricultural yields and the moral constitution of human populations were all subjects that
fell under the province of oeconomic practice in the eighteenth-century. As an instrument
of oeconomic management, the oiseau martin became part of the socio-natural
infrastructure of the islands built by the CIO and the colonial administration in the second
half of the eighteenth-century. Like "oeconomy" itself, the oiseau martin served a dual
purpose: to build and manage a socio-material environment organized to produce virtuous
citizen-colonists and maximal yields of subsistence crops.
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To speak of an insectivorous bird in such instrumentalized terms is to blur the
boundary that is habitually erected between "nature" and "technology."598 Environmental
historians and scholars in the field of Science and Technology Studies (STS), however,
have recently argued that nature must be seen as a component of socio-technological
systems.599 In this chapter, I view the introduction of the oiseau martin as part of the
broader "infrastructural work" carried out by colonial administrators and CIO agents to
increase agricultural production and to eliminate disruptive bits of nature that threatened
the moral and material foundations of the colonies in the Mascarene Islands.600
Coordinating these hybrid infrastructural systems became a central concern for
eighteenth-century naturalists like Pierre Poivre, whose self-fashioning as authoritative
managers of the natural resources of expanding empires became an intrinsic element of
their position as colonial administrators.601 As they contended with a range of material
and social factors that threatened the productivity of agrarian environments, naturalists’
598
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authority in this period came to rest partly on their claims to understand and master the
complex ecological interrelationships that sustained balance within the "oeconomy of
nature."602
Richard Grove has shown that Poivre was a sensitive observer of environmental
disturbances in his study of the forestry conservation policy that Poivre pursued in the
late 1760s to counter the desiccation of the island caused by clear-cutting.603 For Grove,
Poivre's understanding of an "essential interdependence" between man and nature, and
his vision of a natural world sustained by balance and harmony, stemmed from the
influence of physiocracy.604 While historians have recently shown that the principles of
physiocracy were grounded in a belief in natural laws of equilibrium, there is no evidence
that Poivre himself had any ties to the physiocratic school.605 Rather, Poivre was
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celebrated as a precursor of physiocracy by the movement's major popularizer Pierre
Samuel Du Pont de Nemours, who edited Poivre's works after his death and retroactively
assimilated his thought and the legacy of his projects of agrarian reform to the
physiocratic canon.606 Subsuming Poivre's ideological recourse to the natural world as a
self-balancing system and his calls for interventionism that would restore this balance (a
process he likened to a physician restoring the humoral balance within a sick body)
within the doctrine of physiocracy is thus profoundly anachronistic.
The misguided, but persistent, conflation of Poivre's socio-natural interventions
with physiocracy stems not only from the successful propagandistic efforts of selfproclaimed physiocrats like Du Pont de Nemours, but also from historians' tendency to
assign priority to theoretical formulations and intellectual concepts, rather than to analyze
the processes through which theorizing and its articulation are co-constructively linked
with other practices. In historical accounts, physiocracy has often figured as the causal
force behind oeconomic projects of agricultural improvement, botanical experimentation
and acclimatization pursued by French naturalists in the period. Yet rather than seeing
Poivre's interventions as directed by the theoretical presuppositions of physiocracy, it
would perhaps be more accurate to say that various articulations of this economic
doctrine were at least partially constituted by its proponents' selective appropriation and
conceptualization of the practices of actors engaged in oeconomic pursuits. Rather than
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attributing historical agency and analytical priority to intellectual concepts like
physiocracy (or other economic systems like mercantilism and cameralism), this chapter
instead seeks to understand the spatio-temporal specificity of Poivre and his
collaborators' interventions, by examining the amalgam of conceptual tools, material
practices and socio-moral aspirations that gave shape to their efforts to engineer new
social and material environments.

Building the granary of the Indian Ocean
Following the retrocession of the Îles de France and Bourbon by the Compagnie
des Indes in 1764, the royal administration envisioned a profound change in the function
these colonies were to play within the French empire. The string of defeats in the
international arena that France faced in the first half of the eighteenth century at the hands
of its commercial rivals had given rise to a variety of proposals of agrarian-based reforms
aimed at domestic and imperial regeneration.607 In this context, the islands became
central to French ministers’ attempts to maintain a national presence in the Indian Ocean
following France’s disastrous defeats at the hands of the British in the Seven Years’ War
(1756-1763).608 The promotion of subsistence crop agriculture in the Mascarene Islands
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became a crucial component of French geopolitical strategy in the region in the aftermath
of the signing of the Treaty of Paris.609 By providing sustenance for troops stationed in
their ports and in commercial and military outposts further afield, settlements in the
Mascarene Islands were to become the centerpiece of the French military and commercial
presence in the greater Indian Ocean.610 Wheat and rice were to form the focus of
productive activity on the Île de France and Bourbon, henceforth to be principally
considered by administrators as subsistence colonies, while the spread of cash crop
plantations was to be curtailed.611
In order to transform the islands into a granary for the Indian Ocean, the Foreign
minister Étienne François de Choiseul (1719-1785) appointed his protégé Pierre Poivre as
intendant of the Île de France and Île de Bourbon.612 Poivre was emblematically useful
for the royal administration’s project of agricultural reform. Not only was he highly
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regarded within circles of high-level administrators and philosophes for his botanical and
horticultural expertise, but he also shared a public commitment to the platform of
agriculture-based political oeconomy that was then favored by architects of colonial
policy in the Indian Ocean like Choiseul.613 Poivre’s inaugural speech to the colonists of
the islands demonstrated the convergence between ministerial will and his own
ideological commitment to the principles of agrarian political oeconomy. He exhorted the
colonists to be "carried by a patriotic emulation" and devote themselves to the production
of subsistence crops, declaring that the "state has yet no need for coffee or cotton, the
troops we will send to defend you cannot survive on these." The royal administration’s
turn to staple crop production, he announced, would usher in the beginning of a new
agrarian and moral order in which "blind self-interest" would give way to patriotic
devotion to the kingdom, securing the long-term prosperity and security of both the
colonists and the French empire.614
During the period of his intendancy from 1767 to 1772, Poivre enacted a series of
political, institutional, and infrastructural reforms that were meant to maximize the
production of subsistence crops.615 In order to entice colonists to devote themselves to the
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cultivation of wheat and rice, royal storehouses were established so that they could sell
their excess grain at a fixed price.616 Freedom of trade in agricultural goods within the
India Ocean was granted to colonists to stimulate agricultural production.617 Granaries
were rebuilt, equipped with preservation technologies and closely monitored by
inspectors to ensure that supplies of grain were being properly conserved.618 Proposals
were floated to establish a colonial Chamber of Agriculture, which would be composed
of local naturalists and officials who would ensure the prosperity of agriculture.619
Colonists were required to maintain a proportionate amount on their land concessions,
previously granted "without discernment and oeconomy" by the Compagnie des Indes,
for subsistence agriculture, commercial crops and trees.620 Poivre also attempted to
introduce and breed new species of wheat and rice brought from Asia by travelling
naturalists, using the existing infrastructure of botanical experimentation to acclimate
these crops to the soil the Isle de France and Isle de Bourbon.621
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Yet various obstacles presented themselves to this agriculture-based platform of
oeconomic reform. Chief among these, according to Poivre, were the moeurs of the
colonists themselves. Their lack of patriotic attachment to the islands had created an
itinerant population of fortune seekers who sought to turn a quick profit rather than to
settle and cultivate the land. Colonists "wandered from project to project," cultivating
coffee, cotton, sugar cane, pepper, cinnamon, mulberry trees, tea and cacao, rather than
ensuring that the colony produced adequate levels of food provisions.622 Complaining
about the "indifference" of the colonists for agriculture, Poivre remarked:
there is not one colonist on this island who is determined to spend more
than ten years here, it is this inconstancy, and this invincible love for the
country where he is born that makes the Frenchman so unsuitable for
establishing solid colonies.623
In order for agriculture to succeed in the Isle de France, the inhabitants would have to
"begin to regard this island as their patrie."624 The vicissitudes of patronage and
ideological conflicts with the colonial administration also produced wavering levels of
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official support for projects to turn cultivation in the islands towards subsistence crops.625
Poivre repeatedly clashed with the Governors of the islands whom he accused of actively
thwarting his project of agrarian reform by delegating excessive authority to military
commanders who had no inclination or capacity to encourage agricultural production.
Amongst these "tartarized Frenchmen," Poivre lamented in a letter to the minister of the
Marine, "I have only been able to maintain a germ of emulation for agriculture."626

Agricultural Disasters and Biological Invasions in the Isle de France and Isle de
Bourbon
Nature also acted as an obstacle to the ambitions of Poivre and administrators to
transform the islands into a granary for France’s commercial empire in the Indian Ocean.
While the Isle de France and Isle de Bourbon were constantly praised for their
remarkable fertility, agricultural blights constantly acted as "contradictions" to this
fecundity, and exerted a powerful check on the natural fertility of the soil.627 Hurricanes
and droughts periodically wiped out crops causing substantial distress to planters and
widespread famines.628 Invasions of biological species introduced to the island
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environments by travellers and colonists also greatly strained agricultural production in
the colonies.629 Monkeys, rumored to have been first brought as pets by Portuguese
settlers, caused great damage to wheat and corn plantations.630 Henri-Bernadin de StPierre, who reckoned that Europeans had brought to the islands "more pains than nature
itself has put here," listed parasitic grasses, rats and grain-eating birds, initially brought as
curiosities by colonists from the Cape of Good Hope, India, Java and China, as some of
the scourges unintentionally introduced to the Isle de France and Isle de Bourbon.631
Locusts, however, were by far the most destructive invasive species introduced to
the islands.632 Poivre recounted that this insect was "not natural" to the islands, but had
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been accidentally introduced in the 1740s during the governorship of Mahé de la
Bourdonnais, arriving in shipments of hay or crops from Madagascar.633 Environmental
conditions on the islands, as colonists, travellers, naturalists, and officials remarked, had
proven favorable to the reproduction of this insect. Esquine, a "terrible weed" that
colonists had tried to extirpate from the islands since the 1750s, was identified as a
"favorable pasture for these newly hatched insects."634 Henri-Bernadin de St-Pierre wrote
in his Voyage à l’Isle de France (1773) that the warm climate in the island not only
contributed to the remarkable fertility of the soil, but was also "favorable to the
propagation of insects," including locusts, "the most redoubtable enemy of agriculture,"
which he personally witnessed "descending on fields like snow, accumulating on the
ground several inches thick and devouring all the crops in a single night."635
Human-induced transformations to the natural environment were also identified as
having contributed to the proliferation of locust populations. The transformation of the
islands into agrarian environments, as the naturalist Fusée Aublet remarked, provided a
substantial amount of "tender" and “succulent" plants to sustain locust populations.636
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The excessive multiplication of invasive insects was also attributed to the rapid
deforestation on the islands. Jacquelin Duplessis, a planter and military official from the
Île de Bourbon, for instance, informed his correspondents at the Société Royale
d’Agriculture de Paris that this destructive insect "had spread in every area of the island,
wherever forests were cleared in this colony."637 The great clearances of wood that had
been undertaken to settle the islands had created vast wastelands and plains, hastening the
hatching of locust eggs by reducing soil moisture and exposing them to the heat of the
sun.638 Esquine spread quickly amongst the stumps of wood in the cleared areas around
the coastline making these areas especially vulnerable to eruptions of locust
populations.639 Forest clearance had also had a devastating impact on native bird
populations, which eliminated potential predators that might have kept the multiplication
of locusts in check.640
Endemic locust infestations dealt a strong blow to colonial officials and
projectors’ bullish assessments of the productive potential of the islands. Poivre reported
in the first year of his intendancy that the planters, "discouraged by the lack of assistance
from the colonial government and the billions of locusts that attack their crops," had
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completely abandoned wheat cultivation.641 Eradicating insect predators served as an
essential precondition for meaningful moral and agrarian reform on the islands, by
allowing civic-minded settlers to reap the benefits of their labor. Repeated crop failures
caused by locust infestations and other agricultural blights had convinced colonists that
the islands were "sterile" and that the "soil was not fit for the cultivation of wheat and
rice."642 Assessing two decades of failed attempts at subsistence agriculture in the islands,
the naturalist Pierre Sonnerat (1748-1814) pessimistically remarked in his Voyage Aux
Indes Orientales et à la Chine (1782) that nature in the Isle de France and Bourbon would
always be "ungrateful" to the colonists who inhabited the islands.643 For those who
wished to see the islands act as commercial entrepôts rather than as subsistence colonies,
the instability of the natural environment provided a useful resource for discrediting
Poivre’s project of agrarian reform. One author who lobbied the royal administration to
restore the commercial function the islands had played under the rule of the Compagnie
des Indes, remarked that "the hurricanes which strike each year, and the locusts, rats and
other blights which continually afflict planters" were reason enough for it to withdraw its
support for the "subsistence party."644
The success of Poivre’s program of agrarian reform thus required that he combat
the opinion circulating within ministerial circles that the islands were "two arid rocks"
641
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unsuitable for the cultivation of subsistence crops.645 Poivre himself came to temper his
initially boisterous assessments of the unbounded fertility of the Isle de France and Isle
de Bourbon, by recognizing the fragility of the environment on the islands. However,
Poivre never doubted that the natural obstructions that stifled the fertility of the soil in the
islands could be overcome through proper stewardship of its natural and human
resources. The Isle de France, Poivre remarked in the first months of his intendancy, was
a "sick body, and indeed a very sick body that was in great need of the arrival of a
physician."646 Just as a physician healed his patients by removing blockages that
hampered the circulation of humors and vital spirits, Poivre promised to restore
oeconomic health to the colonies by removing obstructive natural and social forces within
the body politic. The war on locusts that he was to launch in succeeding years became a
crucial component of this project to ensure a harmonious balance between the natural and
human oeconomies of the islands.

Policing the Oeconomy of Nature
Locusts were potentially problematic phenomena within the teleological and
providential view of the natural world that was widely shared by naturalists of the mideighteenth century.647 How could these apparently useless beings, whose only function
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seemed to be to cause destruction, fit within a universe harmoniously sustained by the
will of a purposeful deity? Some Enlightenment naturalists answered this question by
arguing that locusts and other plant-eating insects in fact played a useful role within the
"oeconomy of nature" that was not immediately demonstrable to the men whose crops
they attacked. The naturalist Anders Sparrman, for instance, conjectured that the
"intentions of nature" in producing locusts in the Cape of Good Hope was to clear fields
of weeds that would otherwise choke up the fertility of the soil:
Perhaps the use of these creatures is the same with that of fire, which latter
is applied by the colonists and Hottentonts for the purpose of clearing their
fields from weeds. The ground is, indeed, by this means, in both cases,
stripped quite bare; but merely in order that it may shortly afterwards
appear in a much more beautiful dress, being, in this case, decked with
various kinds of annual grasses, herbs and stately lilies, which had before
been choked up by shrubs and perennial plants … so as to form with their
young shoots and leaves, a delightful verdant pasturage for the use of the
cattle and game.648
Maintaining the success and prosperity of the pastoral economy thus depended on the
regenerative and equilibrating forces that nature had implanted in the form of locusts in
the South African grasslands. The naturalist Philibert Commerson (1727-1773), who
spent several months botanizing on the Isle de France during Poivre’s intendancy,
similarly remarked that plant-eating insects played an "important role in the general
oeconomy of nature," by suppressing the "excessive luxury of the vegetable kingdom."
While "vulgar eyes" unjustly held them in contempt, insects were the "most useful
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ministers of nature" who helped sustain a harmonious balance within the oeconomy of
nature through their acts of creative destruction.649
While even lowly and despised locusts could play an admittedly useful function
within the providential order of nature, their excessive multiplication belied grave
disruptions and imbalance within the oeconomy of nature. For Poivre, locust infestations
were a symptom of the disorder that the Compagnie des Indes had bequeathed to the
royal administration. Poivre repeatedly complained that company officials had ruled
without "oeconomy," demonstrating a poor stewardship of social and material resources
on the islands. Not only had company officials created favorable environments for the
reproduction of locusts through the wanton destruction of forests on the islands, but they
had also neglected to develop an administrative system that could curtail the spread of
this plague.650 Planters had been left to their own devices in coping with this terrible
scourge, haphazardly "gathering their negroes" and fruitlessly chasing these insects from
field to field "by making much noise and firing shots of gunpowder."651 The "general
disorder" that was evident in both the social and natural environment of the islands, and
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which was made devastatingly clear by endemic locust plagues, was thus a result of the
Compagnie des Indes’ systematic neglect of the "administration of the police."652
In the first months of his intendancy, Poivre used his legislative power as head of
the bureau of police to mandate collective locust hunts that he hoped would lead to the
complete extirpation of this insect from the islands.653 This practice had been previously
instituted in the 1740s under the enlightened governorship of Mahé de la Bourdonnais
who had himself apparently marched at the head of the troops that were sent to collect
and destroy insect eggs and nymphs on the islands.654 In 1767, Poivre revived these laws,
which had fallen into abeyance as a result of the lethargy of succeeding administrators
and the short sightedness of planters who spurned the cost of organizing these
expeditions. Locust hunts were to be coordinated through a strict chain of command
leading from the bureau of police to the syndics of each neighborhood on the island and
local maréchaux.655 Planters were obliged under penalty of fine, to provide a tenth of
their slaves to form armies of pick-axe wielding locust hunters, led by an armed
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commandeur drawn from each quartier of the island, who would search for, collect and
burn locust eggs and larvae.656 In order to encourage planters to carry out this task even
more zealously, the Conseil Supérieur even promised to reward the colonists who
provided the largest bounty of locusts to their local syndic with a young healthy slave
(noir pièce d’inde).657
In his attempt to re-impose order within the socio-natural oeconomy of the
islands, however, Poivre had recourse not only to civil laws but also to the laws of nature.
After having witnessed the severity of the locust infestations in the Mascarene Islands
during his travels as an agent of the Compagnie des Indes in the late 1740s, Poivre had
concluded that human effort alone would never rid the colonies from this plague:
I realized that the only means by which the Isle de France could be
delivered from these destructive insects was to provide it with the means
that nature itself has taken to reduce the multiplication of harmful
insects.658
Within the conception of a providential oeconomy of nature, each insect species
possessed natural predators that served to prevent their excessive multiplication. The
Swedish naturalist Carl Linnaeus, who gave this theory of ecological balance its
canonical eighteenth-century form, wrote that birds that "wage war against insects"
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played a vital role in the "republic" and "oeconomy of nature."659 For Linnaeus,
insectivorous birds were "ministers of the republic of nature" that fulfilled their "offices"
by reducing the "superfluous" number of insects within the natural world.660 Henri
Bernadin de Saint-Pierre similarly argued the internecine war waged within the insect
kingdom was a providential balancing mechanism that sustained the "harmony of nature."
Were it not for the "perpetual war" that harmful insects in the Isle de France waged upon
one another, he wrote, the island would be uninhabitable to humankind.661 Because
locusts were "not natural" to the Isle de France and Bourbon, however, countervailing
natural forces that could keep their numbers in just proportion were absent from the
islands. The "equilibrium" that sustained "the splendor of the republic of nature" would
thus have to be engineered by Poivre himself.662
In fact, Poivre had found this "police of nature" in the late 1740s, while
conducting natural historical observations around Pondicherry, a French commercial
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outpost on the Malabar Coast.663 It was here that he first encountered the oiseau martin or
mynah, a bird which "lived on scarcely anything but locusts," and which he praised for its
"nuanced colors which lead the spectator to admire the magnificence of God in even his
smallest creations."664 By the early 1750s, Poivre had introduced preserved specimens of
the oiseau martin within circles of metropolitan naturalists through the networks of
natural historical exchange that he had developed during his travels in the Indian
Ocean.665 Poivre sent one such preserved specimen to the abbé Jean-Thomas Aubry
(1714-1785), among others, a notable collector of natural historical specimens.666 A
description and depiction of this bird, drawn from the specimen in Aubry’s cabinet, was
included in Mathurin-Jacques Brisson’s highly popular Ornithologie (1760) under the
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entry "merle des phillippines," where it was described as an eater of "grasshoppers and
other insects."667 Linnaeus also included the oiseau martin (or paradisea tristis as he
named it) in the twelfth edition of his Systema Natura (1766), classifying it in the sixthorder of his ornithological taxonomic system amongst other insectivorous birds with
cone-shaped beaks.668

Figure 9. Engraving of the merle des Phillippines. Source: Mathurin-Jacques Brisson, Ornithologia, sive
Synopsis Methodica sistens aium divisionem in ordines (Paris: C-J-B Bauche, 1760), 279-280.

By the early 1750s, Poivre had also begun to send live specimens of this bird to
colonial administrators on the Île de France and the Île Bourbon through agents of the
Compagnie des Indes. In order to "wage a serious war" against locusts, the naturalist
Philippe Guéneau de Montbeillard (1720-1785) recalled, Poivre and the governor of the
Île Bourbon Desforges-Boucher had brought several pairs of these birds from India "with
the intention of multiplying them and to oppose them as an army to their redoubtable
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enemies."669 Over the next two decades, shipments of these birds were sent to the islands
on cargoes returning from India and the Philippines.670 As intendant, Poivre continued to
have specimens of the oiseau martin sent from India, and he passed legislation to
conserve and increase populations of these birds on the islands. A hunting ordinance from
1767, exhorted "every colonist to make every possible effort to conserve this bird
essential and useful to the progress of our cultivations."671 Fines of five hundred livres
were to be levied on colonists who shot at these birds or undertook any action that would
be detrimental to their multiplication.672 This conservationist legislation seems to have
been commonly disregarded by colonists, however, for Poivre repeatedly underlined in
his correspondence that a stricter enforcement of the laws prohibiting the killing of the
oiseau martin was necessary for the general prosperity of the colony.673
The oiseau martin was not the only species that was introduced to the islands to
control harmful insect populations. Aside from the oiseau martin, Henri-Bernadin de StPierre took note of attempts to introduce frogs to devour mosquitoes on the islands, and
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of the successful naturalization of insect-eating birds from the Cape of Good Hope.674
Poivre asked naturalists on botanical expeditions in Asia to identify and send him other
species of birds that were known by local populations to feed on locusts and other
harmful insects. When the abbé Galloys, a chaplain of the Conseil Supérieur, was sent by
the royal administration to Canton in 1767, Poivre sent him a lengthy list of plants, seeds,
trees, fruits and ‘useful animals’ that he was to procure through the Chinese contacts of
local French merchants.675 Among the useful animals that Poivre wished to naturalize in
the Isle de France was a number of insect-eating birds including the hoa-mi, and other
species of locust-eating sparrows.676 Yet it was the oiseau martin above all that had been
responsible for making the islands suitable for the cultivation of subsistence crops. As
Poivre and the Governor François Julien du Dresnay happily reported to the minister of
the Marine in 1769:
Locusts … a terrible scourge which once threatened the total annihilation
of our agriculture, are today reduced to nothing … it is hoped that after
this year’s hunt we will no longer hear of this scourge and that the martins
will suffice to exterminate the rest. These birds expressly introduced in
these islands have singularly contributed to the destruction of these
insects.677
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The successful naturalization of the oiseau martin became an emblem of Poivre’s status
as an authoritative manager of natural and human oeconomies, and paved the way for the
islands’ turn towards the naturalization and cultivation of more lucrative botanical
specimens. By the end of the 1760s, Poivre judged that the level of subsistence crop
production was sufficient enough for administrators to allow planters to cultivate
commercial cash crops such as coffee, cinnamon and cotton to supplement their
incomes.678

The Oiseau Martin: Friend or Foe?
Poivre claimed the eradication of locusts from the islands as one of the great
achievements of his intendancy. When he reassessed his accomplishments before leaving
the Île de France in August 1772, Poivre reminded the minister of the Marine that
agriculture was now secure on the islands largely because they had been "delivered
through my labors from the terrible scourge of locusts."679 However, just as Poivre’s
claims about the success of his intendancy began to be contested by his many enemies
and detractors, controversy erupted over the oiseau martin’s purported role as beneficent
agent of environmental control.680 Reports began to circulate back from the colonies that

l'agriculture d'une destruction totale aujourd'hui ce fléau n'est plus rien ... il ne reste que
quelques sauterelles il ne sera plus question à l'Isle de France de ce fléau et que les
oiseaux appellés martin suffiront pour en exterminer tout le reste, ces oiseaux partis dans
les isles exprès ont singulièrement contribué à hâter la destruction de ces insectes]
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the oiseau martin had itself become an even more terrible threat to agriculture than
locusts had previously been. Beginning in the mid-1770s, metropolitan naturalists began
to bring to light contestations over efforts to naturalize this bird that had been papered
over in Poivre’s self-servingly optimistic reports to state officials. Unfortunately for
Poivre, the alarm against the oiseau martin was first sounded in one of the most popular
natural historical texts of the eighteenth-century, the Comte de Buffon’s Histoire
Naturelle des Oiseaux.681
Buffon had obtained a report on the oiseau martin in the early 1770s from his
correspondent the Vicomte de Querhoënt, a ship captain who sent Buffon natural
historical observations for nearly a decade while stationed in the Cape of Good Hope and
the Mascarene Islands.682 While Querhoënt noted that the oiseau martin had "almost
entirely destroyed the locusts that ravaged the harvests before its arrival," he also
remarked that they caused damage to colonists’ green pea crops and disorders in the
coops where they kept their fowl.683 By the time Buffon published the sixth volume of his
Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux (1775) even more extensive accounts of the damage
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caused by this bird to agriculture on the islands had begun to surface. The article on the
oiseau martin was prepared by Buffon’s collaborator, Philippe Guéneau de Montbeillard,
who wrote the entry on the basis of reports sent by long-time resident naturalists of the
islands, Pierre Sonnerat and Vérouge de la Nux.684 Shortly after the oiseau martin had
been brought to the islands from India and the Philippines, Montbeillard wrote, colonists
had begun to spread the alarm through the islands that the birds were in fact harmful
animals that were causing devastation to their crops. Colonists succeeded in influencing
colonial officials to proscribe the oiseau martin and have the entire island population of
this bird destroyed. While the return of the locusts led colonists to "promptly repent" and
demand the reintroduction of the oiseau martin, they were ultimately vindicated in their
initial apprehensions about this animal.685 After ridding the island of locusts, and
continuing to multiply "prodigiously," Montbeillard wrote, these birds:
threw themselves on all fruits … unearthed the wheat, rice, corn, beans …
they even do harm by destroying useful insects … that wage war on the
lice that cause so much harm to the coffee plants … after having delivered
these colonies from locusts, they have themselves become an even more
redoubtable scourge and even more difficult to extirpate.686
While the oiseau martin was an undoubtedly useful ally in the war on harmful insects,
ensuring that these birds did not multiply beyond a certain limit proved to be a far too
difficult task. This could perhaps be achieved through the naturalization of "even stronger
birds of prey" but, he concluded, "this remedy would most certainly bring other
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inconveniences."687 The disastrous experiment with the oiseau martin had revealed the
precariousness of the balance that sustained the oeconomy of nature on the islands, and
clearly made Montbeillard apprehensive about any other attempts to generate a
harmonious cooperation between its elements.
Reports that the oiseau martin had become a scourge to agriculture in the
Mascarene Islands continued to find their way into print in the 1780s. The naturalist
Foucher d’Obsonville, who himself sent shipments of the oiseau martin to the Île de
Bourbon at the request of the governor while stationed in India, noted with regret in his
Essais Philosophiques (1783) that the birds had since "multiplied to such an extent that
they are now a serious burden to the colonists."688 In his entry for the martin in CharlesJoseph Panckoucke’s Encyclopédie Méthodique (1784), which recycled much of the
material used in Buffon’s Histoire Naturelle, the naturalist Pierre-Jean-Claude Mauduyt
de La Varenne (1732-1792) similarly related that despite the tremendous success with
which these birds had freed the colony from locusts:
... the damage that they now cause, so we are told, is equivalent to that
which was done by the insects which they were meant to oppose … if they
are indeed harmful who will be able to control their multiplication?
While the colonists’ experience with the oiseau martin suggested that humans ought to
exercise caution in their attempts to interfere with nature's oeconomy, Mauduyt
nevertheless advocated the introduction of insect-eating birds and animals in the French
islands in the Caribbean, so long as their numbers could be kept by colonists within "just
limits." The "calculation" of a justly proportional number of insect-eating birds would
687
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have to be determined by local naturalists and colonists, whose task would be facilitated
by the relatively circumscribed geographical limits of the islands.689

“A tribute from the colonies”
Despite these reports about the destructive environmental effects of the oiseau
martin, naturalists in metropolitan institutions nevertheless began to consider proposals to
naturalize this bird in France and its overseas colonies in the 1780s. As the center of
French colonial interests shifted definitively to the West Indies, the Mascarene Islands
came to be seen in ministerial circles as a center for the westward dispersal of useful
biota.690 The naval minister César Henri Guilaume de La Luzerne (1738-1821), for
instance, informed the intendant of the Jardin du Roi André Thouin (1746-1824) that "our
important colonies are in the west, it is thus necessary that our eastern colonies furnish
them with plants and useful animals that the western colonies may disperse amongst
themselves."691 Efforts to naturalize plants and animals from the colonies into France
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itself were also undertaken during this period by metropolitan naturalists and agronomists
as part of a broader platform of agricultural improvement.692
Seizing on this contemporary interest in the naturalization and acclimatization of
foreign species, colonists from the Mascarene Islands came forward to champion the
oiseau martin’s value for protecting agriculture in France and the West Indies from the
depredations of insects. These colonists, however, clearly felt hampered in their efforts by
the well-publicized accounts of the havoc wreaked by the oiseau martin in the Mascarene
Islands. When the planter Lambert de Rocquefort petitioned the Société Royale
d’Agriculture to have the oiseau martin naturalized in the Provence region (along with
species of peas and rice from the islands), presenting it as a "tribute" from the colonies,
he felt the need to reassure his auditors that the bird "being carnivorous, poses no threat
to cultivable crops." Nevertheless, he cautioned that ship-captains transporting these birds
ought not to feed them seeds or grain, "for they will become accustomed to this food and
lose their taste for grasshoppers, as cats who are fed from the table become disgusted
with chasing rats."693
The most sustained campaign to salvage the oiseau martin’s reputation was led by
Jacquelin Duplessis, a retired military official and former planter in the Île de Bourbon.
In 1786, the Royal Oeconomic Society of Madrid awarded a medal to Duplessis, who
submitted an essay on the oiseau martin for a competition on the most effective means of
destroying locust populations, amidst serious outbreaks of locust infestations in Spain,
692
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Italy, Germany and the South of France.694 Buoyed by this success, Duplessis then
lobbied the Académie des Sciences, the Société Royale d’Agriculture de Paris, the
Comité d’Agriculture de Paris, and the Controller General of Finances to have the bird
introduced in French colonies and provinces in the south of France affected by
infestations of invasive insects.695 Having observed that locusts had multiplied rapidly in
deforested areas in the Ile de Bourbon, Duplessis warned the royal administration that a
similar catastrophe would strike the southern provinces of France, where extensive forest
clearance had taken place since the 1770s, unless means were taken to address the
situation.696 Attesting to the successful experiments conducted with the oiseau martin in
the Isle de France and Isle de Bourbon, Duplessis urged the government that the "general
good" and the "progress of agriculture" depended on the introduction of this bird in
regions threatened by locust infestations.697
Hoping to counteract the purportedly ill-informed stories about the oiseau martin
that circulated in popular natural historical texts, Duplessis not only approached
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metropolitan institutions, but also received approval from the royal administration to
advertise its virtues in newspapers and periodicals. By spreading what he claimed to be
more reliable information about the oiseau martin through the press, Duplessis hoped to
demonstrate "just how ill-informed we have been up to the present on the history of their
introduction in France and Isle de Bourbon."698 Moreover, "farmers and naturalists"
would be able to "appreciate the utility that could be gained from the introduction of this
bird in the kingdom."699 To this end, Duplessis not only marshaled his own testimony as a
former resident of the island, but also obtained and published certificates attesting to the
utility of the oiseau martin from the royal botanist Jean-Guillaume Bruguière (17491798) and the intendant of the Île de France and the Île Bourbon Etienne-Claude de
Chevrau (1730-1785), who had shipped hundreds of these birds to Madagascar in
1784.700 These documents along with Duplessis’ manuscript were left in the hands of the
secretary of the Société d’Agriculture de Paris Pierre Marie Auguste Broussonnet (17611807) and made available to the public for consultation.701
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Duplessis’ efforts to dispute the "untrustworthy relations" about the oiseau martin
seem to have been highly successful.702 In their report to the Société Royale
d’Agriculture, the naturalists Valmont de Bomare and Broussonet underlined that rumors
about the damage caused by the bird to agriculture in the Mascarene Islands were simply
falsities perpetuated by "a few authors who relied on information from overly credulous
travellers," a position Bomare was to reiterate in his Dictionnaire Raisonné d’Histoire
Naturelle (1791).703 The two naturalists commended Duplessis for having "victoriously
combatted an error which it was absolutely essential to destroy, because it was given
much credit and perhaps prevented the introduction of the oiseau martin in many regions
where it may have been useful." Although Bomare and Broussonet doubted that the
oiseau martin could be acclimatized in the south of France, they endorsed the proposal
from this "zealous citizen" to ship the birds to colonists in the Caribbean and the
inhabitants of warmer climates.704 Similarly, the English naturalist John Latham, who had
previously reported in his General Synopsis of Birds (1781) that the oiseau martin had
become a "greater plague than that from which their first presence relieved them," later
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reversed his position in a revised edition of this work.705 In the General History of Birds
(1822), Latham credited Jacquelin Duplessis for dispelling the misinformation
perpetuated by Buffon, and asserted that the oiseau martin was a useful aid to
agriculture.706
In defending the value of the oiseau martin as an instrument of oeconomic
management, Duplessis simultaneously cast doubt on the credibility of Buffon’s Histoire
Naturelle, on which subsequent negative judgments of the bird were based, as a reliable
purveyor of natural knowledge.707 Duplessis pitted the reliability of the experiential
knowledge of local inhabitants of the islands against the uncertainty of information
hastily gathered by sedentary metropolitan naturalists like Buffon and their travelling
informants. Such refutations of the epistemic basis of metropolitan natural histories by
colonists seem to have become fairly widespread in the late eighteenth-century. In the
1780s, for instance, a royal veterinarian from the Isle de France circulated a manuscript
within ministerial circles that refuted Pierre Sonnerat’s natural history of the Mascarene
Islands point-by-point on the basis of observations conducted during his thirteen years’
residence on the islands.708 Yet, as we have seen, Duplessis also solicited support from
the scientific community in Paris, although he tellingly did not float his proposal to the
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Jardin du Roi, where Buffon had reigned as intendant for nearly half a century. Rather, he
sought validation from members of rival institutions of agronomic and natural historical
research, at least two of whom, Bruguière and Broussonet, were followers of Buffon’s
bitter enemy Carolus Linnaeus. Ideological and social cleavages within the community of
metropolitan naturalists may thus have played an important part in evaluations of the
experiment with the oiseau martin in the Mascarene Islands.

Conclusion
In his best-selling book L’oiseau (1856), the republican historian-turned-naturalist
Jules Michelet praised insectivorous birds as "laborers of mankind" (ouvriers de
l’homme) who ensured man’s subsistence by sustaining the "gentle, peaceful republic of
all the forms of life."709 Unfortunately, "avaricious" farmers hunted down these "honest
workers" with impunity, "blind to the great harmony that we rupture at our peril,"
unwittingly killing the defenders of their crops.710 Michelet cited several historical
examples that revealed the perils of men’s ignorance of the "intelligence of the natural
order."711 In the Île de Bourbon, Michelet related, the oiseau martin had been proscribed
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and exterminated by colonists on the island, which was subsequently overrun by locusts,
"devouring, desiccating, burning with a sharp aridity what they did not devour."712
Michelet’s anecdote, which contrasted the philosopher-naturalist’s comprehensive
understanding of the functioning of the natural order against the short-sightedness of
ordinary farmers, distorted the far more contentious history that surrounded the
introduction of the oiseau martin to the Mascarene Islands. Reports of ecological
disturbance caused by the oiseau martin circulated widely within ministerial circles and
communities of naturalists, raising potential limitations to human understanding of the
complexities of the oeconomy of nature. The debate over the oiseau martin’s status as
beneficent agent or pariah took place within a wide field constituted by natural historical
texts, travel books, the periodical press, oeconomic societies, agricultural societies and
scientific academies. Within this arena, naturalists and lay observers competed for
intellectual authority over the operations of the oeconomy of nature and the appropriate
interventions required to rectify temporary imbalances. The majority of colonists on the
islands seem to have been relatively marginal participants in this debate, although they
made their opinions felt with their firearms by flouting the conservation laws that
protected the oiseau martin.
This chapter has shown that human-induced transformations of ecological systems
began to be envisioned as a strategy (albeit a potentially risky one) for the oeconomic
management of natural resources in the mid eighteenth century. The oeconomy of nature
was increasingly viewed as prone to manipulation by authoritative naturalists who
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understood its intricate interrelationships, as the expansion of long-distance scientific and
trade networks facilitated the global redistribution of natural predators. The introduction
of the oiseau martin in the Mascarene Islands, part of the "neo-Columbian exchanges" of
the eighteenth century, signaled the expansion of naturalists' authority into the domain of
environmental management and the beginnings of a phase of ecological globalization
mediated by imperial and scientific institutions.713 Since the end of the eighteenth
century, the geographic range of a wide number of animal species, including the oiseau
martin, has expanded dramatically as a result of attempts to modify ecosystems for the
purpose of improving agricultural production. The oiseau martin was widely distributed
throughout the French empire in the second half of the nineteenth-century, under the
counsel of the naturalist Alfred Grandidier (1836-1921), as the acclimatization of animals
became a central tool of French colonialism.714 Over the course of the twentieth century,
this bird spread, through migration and intentional introduction, to every continent except
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South America and Antarctica.715 Vindicating the earlier concerns of colonists in the
Mascarene Islands, it has been classified by the World Conservation Union as one of
three birds among the world’s 100 worst invasive species.716 Causing substantial damage
to agricultural crops and endangering the biodiversity of non-native habitats, it has been
the subject of eradication efforts by conservationists and environmental biologists.717 The
long-term legacy of the martin’s introduction to the Mascarene Islands was thus not only
the formation of a novel technology of oeconomic management, but also the creation of a
global pariah.
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Part 3: Insect Pathogens in the Age of Global Commerce
Chapter 6. Naming the Hessian Fly: Classification and Natural History in the Age of
Global Commerce
Introduction
On a warm evening in Paris in September of 1766, two women from the Faubourg
Saint-Antoine stumbled upon a remarkable phosphorescent flying beetle. 718 The light
emitted by this insect, perched on one of the houses of the faubourg, was simply
astonishing, resembling the "fires of a burning meteor." A small crowd of neighborhood
residents, alerted by the two women, gathered to observe this insect, their "eyes hardly
being able to withstand its vivacity." The appearance of this strange insect in the eastern
suburb of Paris created enough of a buzz to attract the attention of naturalists at the
Académie des Sciences. Having been captured by the residents of the Faubourg, the insect
was then passed along to the académicien Fougeroux de Bondaroy (1732-1789) who was
immediately struck by the "beauty of its light." After comparing the insect with
specimens in the Académie's entomological collection, Fougeroux de Bondaroy
determined that the insect originated from Cayenne. By what means had this insect
travelled across the Atlantic to the Faubourg Saint Antoine? Fougeroux de Bondaroy
responded with unequivocal certainty: the insect had travelled in a shipment of Guyanese
wood that was used by numerous cabinetmakers in the Faubourg Saint-Antoine. In its
larval stage, the insect had burrowed into the wood before being shipped across the
Atlantic only to undergo metamorphosis in a cabinetmaker's shop in Paris where it was
stored.
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The appearance of this phosphorescent Guyanese beetle in Paris shows how
global biological redistribution became one of the unintended consequences of early
modern trans-Atlantic commerce. Ships were not only vectors of commerce but also of
biological dispersal, carrying insects and other biota across the globe, along with the
commodities of international and colonial trade.719 Fougeroux regretted that only a single
specimen of the Guyanese beetle had been imported into Paris, remarking that it
otherwise might have been possible to "enrich the natural history of our country with a
new species of insects, without fearing that its multiplication could do much harm to our
productions."720 Few naturalists of the eighteenth century were as sanguine or optimistic
in their assessments of the potential consequences of biological dispersal. Indeed, the
prospect of biological invasion was one of the nightmares of Enlightenment savants and
state administrators.721 The specter of biological invasion haunted the Swedish naturalist
Pehr Kalm in 1751, when he found the dreaded New Jersey pea-beetle in a sample of
sweet peas he brought back from his voyage to North America:
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On opening the paper, after my arrival in Stockholm, on August the 1st
1751, I found all the pease hollow, and the head of an insect peeping out
of each ... I own, that when I first perceived them, I was more frightened
than I should have been at the sight of a viper. For I at once had a full view
of the whole damage, which my dear country would have suffered, if only
two or three of these noxious insects had escaped me. The posterity of
many families, and even the inhabitants of whole provinces, would have
had sufficient reason to detest me, as the cause of so great a calamity.722
While the increased mobility of Enlightenment naturalists was promoted as necessity for
expanding the power of states and empires it did not come without risks, as Kalm
realized. The intensified movement of people, plants and commodities across
geographical borders that characterized the incipient early modern global economic order
provoked widespread fears of biological invasion.723
No insect elicited greater panic amongst naturalists and state administrators in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries than the so-called 'Hessian Fly.' This insect,
suspected by contemporaries to have been imported by Hessian troops during the
American Revolutionary War, began to decimate crops on the eastern seaboard of the
United States in the 1770s. The insect is relatively well known to historians of early
America, who have examined its long-term impact on the organization of American
agriculture, and its role in mobilizing the nascent community of agronomists and
722
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naturalists of the early Republic.724 Philip J. Pauly has analyzed in detail the diplomatic
tensions caused by the fly when the British Privy Council decided at the end of the 1780s,
under the advice of the naturalist Joseph Banks, to place an embargo on American
wheat.725 Yet the intense concern raised by the Hessian fly amongst French diplomats,
royal administrators and naturalists on the eve of the French Revolution has not yet
received attention. That French historians have overlooked the Hessian fly scare is
somewhat surprising, given the substantial amount of scholarship that has been devoted
to understanding how the Bourbon monarchy attempted to manage the subsistence crises
and grain shortages that led France down the path to Revolution at the end of the
1780s.726
The aim of this chapter is to examine the strategies developed by diplomats,
naturalists and administrators in France to evaluate and manage the risks posed by the
global spread of biological pathogens like the Hessian fly from the end of the Ancien
Régime to the Restoration period. In the final decades of the eighteenth century, there
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was a growing awareness amongst naturalists and philosophes that human activity was
significant enough to alter the face of the earth on a global scale. Some historians have
seen in the Comte de Buffon's Époques de La Nature (1778) the earliest indication of a
consciousness of global anthropogenic change.727 Early modern theories of anthropic
climate change have been the subject of a number of recent studies by environmental
historians, but human-induced biological redistribution and biotic invasions also attracted
their fair share of attention in the late eighteenth century.728 In his "Discours sur l'origine
des animaux et des plantes du nouveau monde," (1798) to take one typical example, the
pharmacist-naturalist Joseph Julien Virey (1775-1846) remarked that since Columbus'
voyage to the New World, "the entire planet has taken on a new appearance." In order to
"nourish his luxury and to attend to his needs," man had caused the "emigration" of
innumerable species of plants, insects and animals to all corners of the earth.729 Extensive
commerce and trade had transformed man into a biological agent, so that through the
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willful and unintentional spread of biota across the continents, "the sun no longer shines
on an earth arranged solely by the simple hands of nature."730
The relationship between international commerce and the global movement of
pests and pathogens was, however, more than a subject of natural historical reflection. In
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, the intercontinental spread of harmful
biota was becoming an issue of statecraft and international diplomacy.731 The first portion
of this chapter reconstructs the trans-Atlantic networks of communication within which
consular agents, farmers, state administrators and naturalists in Britain, France and the
United States exchanged bits of information about the behavior and reproductive patterns
of the Hessian fly at the end of the 1780s. Observations of the Hessian fly circulated in
this period across the Atlantic in print and private and official correspondence, forming
the basis for British and European state administrators' evaluation of the risks associated
with importing American wheat. This first phase in efforts to contain the spread of the
Hessian fly was marked by profound disagreements between diplomats, administrators
and naturalists over the risks posed by this insect to European agriculture. The
disagreements over the behavior, purported transportability and provenance of this insect
were of a socio-epistemic nature: doubts about the reliability and accuracy of the
observations that circulated within these communication networks were intermingled
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with suspicions that the call for embargo by British naturalists and administrators was
motivated by the desire to further national commercial interests.
Compounding these disagreements was the confusion raised by the multiplicity of
names bestowed upon this insect by farmers, naturalists, state administrators and
diplomats in France, the United States and England. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the lack of a stable, commonly agreed upon, international system for describing,
identifying, and naming insect pests like the Hessian fly came to be seen as a major
lacuna in the efforts to contain their spread across borders. Even as Linnaeus' binominal
system of nomenclature was beginning to gain ground at the end of the eighteenth
century, the case of the Hessian fly demonstrates that the problem of synonymy remained
acute for naturalists in this period.732 This chapter traces the emergence of a consensus
over practices for classifying insects, as the development of an international "coding
system" based on the morphological characteristics of insects came to be seen as vital for
managing the risks of biological dispersal in an age of intensified international trade.
Classificatory systems, as historians of eighteenth-century science have noted, imposed
themselves in this period as an indispensable tool of communication between naturalists,
as an ever-increasing number of specimens were traded and collected across the globe.733
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Here, I argue that standardized classificatory practices also came to be envisioned at the
beginning of the nineteenth century as essential tools of statecraft. The development of a
common language that could lead to mutual understanding between naturalists, diplomats
and administrators across great distances came to be seen as vital for managing the risks
of contagion and biological dispersal in an age of intensified international commercial
exchange.

The Hessian fly on the Eve of the French Revolution
On July 13th 1788, a violent hailstorm swept across northern France, destroying a
substantial portion of the country's cereal crops.734 After a disastrous harvest decimated
not only by hail, but also by a spring drought and excessive summer rains, royal
administrators began to prepare for the possibility of severe grain shortages by August
1788. 735 The threat of a subsistence crisis was compounded by the outbreak war between
Sweden and Russia that cut off supplies of wheat from Poland.736 This conjuncture of
events left administrators fearing the consequences of generalized bread shortages in
cities across the kingdom, particularly in Paris where, as the parlementaire Louis Éthis de
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Corny (1736-1790) reminded the commissary of finances Louis Hardouin Tarbé (17531806), "the slightest, ill-founded hint of need becomes the signal for terror and crisis."737
Under these circumstances, American wheat became a vital palliative to the deepening
social and political crises that afflicted the kingdom on the eve of the French
Revolution.738 French administrators actively sought to supply the French market with
American wheat, fearing the inevitable public disturbances that would result from a rapid
rise in the price of bread.
For French diplomats, stung by their failure to displace Great Britain as the
United States' chief trading partner a decade after the signing of the Treaty of Amity and
Commerce of 1778, the turn to American wheat also provided an opportunity to nurture
more extensive economic ties between France and the American republic.739 For the
Comte de Moustier (1751-1817), French ambassador to the United States, there was a
hidden blessing in the catastrophic grain harvest, in that the forced dependence on
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American wheat would "extend commercial relations between the two nations, because
the Americans will now be able to trade foodstuffs for large quantities of merchandise
which they must today renounce due to a lack of credit and capital."740 The recourse to
American wheat would also serve to rectify the thorny issue of French-American debt,
which acquired increasing political salience following the Controller General of finances
Charles Alexandre de Callone's (1734-1802) public report on the paltry state of royal
finances in 1787.741 As the financier Jacques-Jean Le Couteux du Molay (1740-1823)
wrote, the recourse to supplies of American wheat could help "settle the king's finances"
by being traded against the near seven-million-dollar debt incurred by the United States'
during the War of Independence.742
Yet as reports about the threat of the Hessian fly circulated through diplomatic
channels, royal administrators were forced to consider the risks associated with an
increase in imports of American wheat. French consuls in Philadelphia and New York
first sounded the alarm at the end of August, when they learned of the Privy Council's
ban on American wheat. Pierre-François Barbé de Marbois (1745-1837) immediately
wrote from New York to Antoine de Laforest (1756-1846), the consul général in
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Philadelphia, when he read about the embargo in the New York Independent Journal.743
Clearly alarmed by the news, Marbois suggested to Laforest that similar measures should
be immediately imposed by the royal administration until the insect had been extirpated
from the United States.744 Laforest wrote to the Minister of the Marine to advise him on a
course of action yet, unlike Marbois, he was unnerved by the Privy Council's ban on
American wheat. Laforest dismissed the embargo as a politically motivated policy, based
on "erroneous information," that had been crafted by "grain hoarders" to deliberately
cause a shortage of wheat in English markets.745 While the insect was indeed spreading
rapidly in New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania, its threats to agriculture had been
overstated by British naturalists, as it only attacked the stalks of wheat plants and left the
grain intact.746 Most crucially, Laforest remarked that the insect known as the Hessian fly
was already present on French soil, having been identified by the naturalists Duhamel du
Monceau and Lullin de Chateauvieux in 1755.747
The identification of the Hessian fly as an insect of potential French provenance
proved vital to assuaging royal administrators' fears about possible contamination through
imports of American wheat. If the British government could be justifiably fearful about
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the introduction of an insect that was not present on its soil, the long attested presence of
the insect in France made such concerns irrelevant. It was George Morgan, a farmer from
New Jersey and a member of the American Philosophical Society, who first suggested
that the Hessian fly was the grain moth described by Lullin de Chateauvieux in Henri
Louis Duhamel du Monceau's Traité de la Culture des Terres, and later named by the
latter "the chenille d'Angoumois" (see chapter 1).748 In the wake of the British embargo,
the Supreme Executive Council of Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia Society for
Promoting Agriculture publicly endorsed Morgan's findings in the Pennsylvania
Packet.749 Laforest was evidently swayed by these efforts to dispel British
misinformation about the Hessian fly, as he relayed Morgan's findings almost verbatim in
his report to the Minister of the Marine.750 Jean de Crèvecoeur (1735-1813), the famed
author of Letters from an American Farmer who served as consul to New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut from 1783 to 1789, was likewise convinced of the French
provenance of this insect, referring in passing to it in a consular report as the "Angoumois
moth, known here as the Hessian Fly."751
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In Paris, the naturalists Mathieu Tillet, Fougeroux de Bondaroy and Pierre Marie
Auguste Broussonet (1761-1807) of the Société Royale d'Agriculture offered a similarly
reassuring report in August of 1788 after having examined sketches of the insect sent by
the British ambassador, the Duke of Dorset.752 Identifying the Hessian fly as either the
phaliena graminis or phalenia secalis, common wheat insects found in the provinces of
Northern France, they surmised that it had most likely been transported to the United
States in shipments of French wheat.753 Although they could not "pronounce with
certainty upon the identity of the species" of the insect, not having been able to examine a
specimen themselves, the naturalists were "persuaded" that it was "of a species
approaching" that of the chenille d'Angoumois, about which Tillet and Fougeroux de
Bondaroy's uncle Duhamel du Monceau had written an extensive report two decades
earlier (See chapter 1).754 Rejecting the need for an embargo on American wheat, the
Société Royale d'Agriculture nevertheless cautioned that shipments of grain should be
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purged of this insect by being passed through kilns before entering French ports, in order
to "prevent carrying the evil to places where it at present exists not."755
Despite these reassuring assessments, the Privy Council's judgment clearly
continued to have a negative impact on the international marketability of American
wheat. "Fear of the insect," as John Brown Cutting informed the American ambassador to
France, Thomas Jefferson, in October 1788, had led the prince-elector of Hanover to
prohibit American wheat from entering his territory.756 Like Cutting and his friends John
Jay and Thomas Paine, who privately challenged Banks' conclusion, Jefferson was
convinced that Britain's embargo was part of a "malignant" plot and "political
manoeuvre," to "fetter the commerce and check the prosperity of a country, whom it
cannot forgive because it could not subdue."757 As Jefferson sought to stimulate the
shipment of wheat from the Northeast and mid-Atlantic States to French ports, regularly
transmitting information about prices of grain and flour to American merchants through
commercial agents and diplomats, he feared that British naturalists and administrators’
attempt to incite panic amongst foreign nations would interrupt this trade.758 In a letter to
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the British political radical Benjamin Vaughan, he described the Privy Council's ban as a
"libel on our wheat" and a "mere assassination" that could have no object but to spread
"groundless alarm in those countries of Europe where our wheat is constantly and kindly
received."759
Jefferson insisted on the safety of American wheat, arguing that the Hessian fly
could not be transported in ships bound for Europe as it only attacked the stalks of wheat
and did not introduce itself into the grain.760 The larvae of an insect known in the United
States as the "fly weevil," he admitted, could be carried in grain aboard ships, but
Jefferson identified this as an insect of French provenance, ubiquitous on the European
continent, the "chenille d'Angoumois."761 Jefferson's attempt to placate potential French
fears about the safety of American wheat was a tall order. In doing so, he ran up against
the opinions of powerful authorities on matters of natural history and agronomy such as
Joseph Banks and Arthur Young, whose warnings about the threat posed to the European
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continent by the Hessian fly appeared in the Mercure de France on June 20th, 1789.762
To dispel what he viewed as the misinformation spread by the British natural historical
establishment, Jefferson could count on close relationships with royal officials in Paris
and Versailles, notably with the foreign minister Montmorin, which he cultivated through
his diplomatic duties and by frequenting fashionable salons in Paris.763 Jefferson also had
important allies across the Atlantic in the diplomatic corps like the consul Laforest who,
brushing off British anxieties about the safety of American wheat, coordinated shipments
of hundreds of thousands of tons of grain from New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore to
Bordeaux in the autumn of 1788.764
On November 23rd, 1788 the Conseil du Roi announced that bounties would be
offered to French and foreign merchants importing wheat and flour from the United
States.765 The royal administration's decision to encourage shipments of American wheat
was partly a matter of political expediency, a last-ditch attempt to push down rapidly
escalating bread prices that were leading the kingdom on the path to revolution. Yet the
arrêt was also a product of the consensus that had developed within Franco-American
762
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diplomatic, ministerial and scientific circles that the Hessian fly posed no substantial
biological threat to French agriculture. The American expatriate Lucy Ludwell Paradise
informed Jefferson from London in May 1789 of the "very great noise [...] made about
this fly that spoils our wheat," but these public declamations found few echoes across the
Channel in the months leading up to the French Revolution.766 While Britain closed its
ports to American wheat between July of 1788 and December of 1789, shipments of
American grain to France nearly tripled during the period.767 As the Franco-German
diplomat Louis-Guillaume Otto remarked, the bad harvests in France and an ill-advised
British embargo had at least had the salutary effect of "showing [the Americans] the route
to our ports and to accustom them thence."768 Consequently, French diplomats and state
administrators greeted the British Privy Council's revocation of the embargo on American
wheat in December 1789 with a mixture of apprehension and self-satisfaction. Laforest
justifiably worried that the renewed British demand for American wheat would create an
escalation in the international price of flour and grain at a time when France and its
colonies were still reeling from a dearth of breadstuffs.769 Yet he also evidently delighted
in the fact that the lifting of the prohibition amounted to a public avowal by the British
766
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political and natural historical establishment that the "anxieties [inquiétude] over
American wheat had been ill-founded."770
Before leaving Paris in September 1789, Jefferson remarked to Benjamin
Vaughan that the British embargo on American wheat had made "no durable impression"
in France because French administrators possessed a "good degree of information" and a
"general indisposition towards whatever seems to be the views of the court of
London."771 It is unclear whether Jefferson counted political ill-will between France and
Britain or the reliability of the information circulating with French scientific and
administrative networks as the critical factor contributing to the momentary nature of this
alarm. That Jefferson was willing to ambiguously place both factors on the same plane
points towards his own, privately held, uncertainties about the true identity and
geographical origin of the Hessian fly. This uncertainty stemmed in part from the fact that
neither Jefferson, the members of Société Royale d'Agriculture nor the diplomats and
royal administrators who resisted the calls for an embargo on American wheat had ever
seen an actual specimen of the insect. Their opinions were formed exclusively on the
basis of inconsistent and conflicting verbal descriptions found in periodicals, natural
historical texts correspondence and reports of conversations that circulated across the
English Channel and the Atlantic. As one diplomat in the Austrian Netherlands remarked,
however, purely verbal descriptions of the insect were "too vague to provide any basis for
serious study."772
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Only through the elaboration of a shared set of norms for describing and
classifying insects could verbal descriptions, exchanged by naturalists across great
distances, provide a basis for the "serious study" of insect pathogens. As naturalists and
administrators across Europe and North America came to view the unintentional global
dispersal of noxious insects as an unfortunate but necessary consequence of international
trade, Linnean typology and nomenclature came to be seen as an indispensable
technology for adequately managing this risk. In the following sections of this chapter, I
examine how recurring fears about the Hessian fly's proliferation and spread across
borders helped bring about this consensus amongst naturalists and administrators in
France, Britain and the United States.

Louis Augustin Bosc d’Antic (1759-1828), The Hessian Fly and the Global History
of Insects
That binominal nomenclature found few adherents in Ancien Régime France was,
as is well known, due in large part to the hostility of the intendant of the Jardin du Roi
Georges-Louis Leclerc Comte de Buffon (1707-1788) to Linnaean systematics.773
Buffon’s philosophical and epistemological opposition to taxonomy, and to the Linnaean
program in particular, had placed classification at the margins of French natural historical
practice in the second half of the eighteenth century.774 Faced with Buffon’s refusal to
embrace Linnean typology and nomenclature, French naturalists committed to this system
773
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had been forced to pursue their work in collaboration with naturalists in Britain and
Northern Europe, where Linneaus’ method had gained firmer ground.775 Buffon’s death
in April 1788 came as a relief to the French followers of Linneaus such as Aubin-Louis
Millin de Grandmaison (1759-1818), who looked cheerfully ahead towards a future in
which "the new generation, leaving behind the errors and prejudices of the previous one"
could now embrace "the true principles, those of the Linnaean school."776 In the 1790s,
the nomenclateurs gained the upper hand, spearheading a reform of the language of
natural history during a time of profound institutional change with the domain of the
natural sciences.777 The natural history of insects was no exception to this general
tendency, as naturalists who had embraced Linnaean systematics prior to the Revolution
came to define the parameters of the field in this decade.
Chief among these was Louis Augustin Bosc d’Antic (1759-1828), a core member
of the informal community of French Linnaeans that had formed at the end of the Ancien
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Régime.778 The son of a prominent physician, chemist and entrepreneur, Paul Bosc
d’Antic (1726-1784), Louis Augustin had devoted himself at an early age to the study of
insects.779 His father sent him to the collège de Dijon, during which time Bosc d’Antic
also attended natural history courses at the city’s botanical garden. Louis Augustin settled
in Paris in the 1770s, taking up clerical posts in the office of the Controller General and
the Postmaster General. Appointed Secretary General to the Intendance des Postes in
1778, Bosc used this position to build an extensive correspondence network with
naturalists across the continent. The ability to ship letters and packages of specimens free
of charge through the droit de franchise allowed him to become, as he later recalled, the
"center of the correspondence of all the naturalists of Europe."780 He also used the
position to amass a significant private collection of insects that established his reputation
amongst savants and entomological collectors.781 As Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) later
wrote, it was the accumulation of an ever-increasing quantity of insect specimens that
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"caused him early on to recognize the necessity of adopting a precise nomenclature
applicable to such a large number of objects."782
Bosc’s exposure to the works of the Danish entomologist and Johan Christian
Fabricius (1745-1808) by his friend (and Linnaean fellow traveller) Pierre-Marie Auguste
Broussonet (1761-1807) ultimately convinced him of the utility of Linneaus’ system of
binomial nomenclature.783 More than a handy tool for organizing private collections of
insects, binomial nomenclature was, as Bosc d’Antic wrote in the Journal de Physique,
necessary for perfecting their study. A stable and systematic nomenclature, Bosc argued,
was required to manage the expanding number of insects identified by practitioners of
natural history and to preserve this knowledge for posterity:
No naturalist can ignore the progress that has recently been made in the
study of insects. But those who occupy themselves with this field know
how far it is from the perfection that has been reached in other parts of
natural history. Every day new specimens fall in the hands of observers…
that are often lost to science, by their failure to publish descriptions and to
make them known to the nomenclateurs.784
While Buffon had coined the term "nomenclateur" as a term of derision, to mock those
who in his view mindlessly subjected the bewildering variety of nature's productions to
artificial taxonomic systems, Bosc proudly assumed the title, pointing out the important
782
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role that taxonomists played as custodians of collective knowledge.785 Building and
elaborating upon the system of his "master Linneaus," Bosc spent the 1780s adding to
and developing new genera for insects identified by himself or by his correspondents in
Paris and the provinces.786 Bosc also busied himself in this decade with the classification
of insect pests, a project simultaneously pursued by Fabricius, with whom he developed a
personal relationship. When an insect decimated the vineyards of Argenteuil near Paris in
1786, Broussonet read a paper by Bosc on the subject to the Société Royale d’Agriculture
de Paris.787 After briefly surveying the vernacular names given by winegrowers to insects
that attacked their vines, Bosc set himself to providing the first "systematic description"
of this insect. Examining specimens of the larva and moth in his cabinet, Bosc placed the
insect in the genera pyralis, directly above Fabricius’ pyralis viridian.
Bosc’s work as a classifier of the insect kingdom and as a proselytizer of Linnean
taxonomy continued within the sociétés libres – the voluntary associations that
blossomed in the waning days of the Ancien Régime and in the early years of the French
Revolution. In December 1787, Bosc helped found the short-lived Société Linnéenne de
Paris along with Broussonet, Millin de Grandmaison, Guillaume Antoine-Olivier (17561814) and André Thouin (1747-1824).788 Within the Société Linnéenne, Bosc and Olivier
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planned to provide a systematic survey of the insects around Paris, pursuing the
investigations begun by Olivier in his topographical survey of the Généralité de Paris
commissioned in 1785 by the intendant of Paris Bertier de Sauvigny (1737-1789).789 The
Linnaean Society of London and the Société Philomatique de Paris, a scientific society
that the historian Jacques Roger has described as key player in the "Linnean crusade of
the 1790s," were also outlets for Bosc’s taxonomic work.790 Bosc was also a leading
figure in the Société d’Histoire Naturelle de Paris, a scientific club founded in August
1790 that acted as a successor to the Société Linnéenne de Paris (dissolved in the summer
of 1789) and as a rival institution to the Jardin du Roi.791 In addition to keeping the
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Société abreast of the latest work in systematic entomology,792 Bosc identified and named
dozens of new species of insects that he collected in the region surrounding Paris793 or
that were sent by correspondents in the French provinces794 and farther afield in
Senegal795, Saint Domingue796, Cayenne797 and the United States798. The Société’s
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entomological collection grew steadily as Bosc and other members799 deposited sketches
and specimens of newly identified insects in its museum. To preserve order in the
expanding collection, the Société made nomenclatural uniformity a sine qua non for the
integration of new specimens.800

Figure 13. Sketch of insects found around Paris. Source: G-A Olivier, "Mémoires sur quelques insectes
observés aux alentours de Paris," H/1514, f. 5, ANF, Paris.

After having carved out a place for himself in the shifting institutional terrain of
the natural sciences in the early years of the Revolution, Bosc's activities were abruptly
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cut short by the events of the Terror. A member of the Jacobin Club, Bosc was intimately
involved with the activities of the Girondin party.801 Through the influence of his patrons,
the Girondin minister Jean-Marie Roland (1734-1793) and his wife Jeanne-Manon (17541793) Roland, Bosc acceded to the head of the postal system after its reorganization in
March 1792, much to the delight of his naturalist correspondents. The provincial
entomologist Pierre-André Latreille (1762-1833) heralded the news as a "great
advancement to natural history," and hoped that Bosc would continue to provide him with
the "facility to correspond with all the savants who are in close relation with you."802 The
fall of the Girondin party after the May and June insurrections of 1793, however, forced
Bosc to withdraw from his administrative and scientific activities and drove him into
hiding at a priory in the forest of Montmorency until the Thermidorian Reaction had
made it safe to return to public life.803
Adjustment to life under the Directory proved rather difficult for Bosc. The deaths
of the Rolands during the Terror left him without powerful patrons that might have
facilitated his access to a post within the central administration of the Directory, which he
patiently waited for but never received. To remain solvent, Bosc worked away at the
Entomologie, ou Histoire Naturelle des Insectes, an enormous editorial enterprise begun
by Guillaume Antoine Olivier before the Revolution, that allowed him to gain, as he
wrote to the Swiss pharmacist Henri-Albert Gosse (1753-1816), "ten times more in real
801
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money than my colleagues get in current assignats."804 Bosc’s break finally came in 1796
when he was appointed vice-consul to Wilmington in North Carolina. Bosc fully intended
to take advantage of the opportunities afforded by this diplomatic post to contribute to the
enrichment of natural history through the observation of the fauna and flora of the United
States. Before he left for Charleston in July of that year, Bosc informed the Société
d’Histoire Naturelle that he would keep them apprised of the "abundant harvests in
zoology" that he hoped to make before the winter season.805 Latreille held similarly high
expectations, writing to Bosc before his departure: "Natural history will grow under your
eyes and hands, a new theater of discoveries presents itself to you and I am certain you
will let very little pass you by."806
Bosc’s natural history of the United States began before he ever even set foot on
American soil. The ship that took Bosc from Bordeaux to Charleston was itself the site
for numerous observations of insects. Bosc kept notes in his journal on the cockroaches,
termites and spiders that travelled with him across the Atlantic, and attributed names to
previously unidentified species of American origin.807 After arriving in Charleston, he
spent several months in the South Carolina Low Country identifying new species of
insects, always communicating his findings to his correspondent, and relay at the Société
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d’Histoire Naturelle, Alexandre Brongniart (1770-1847). Brongniart’s roles as a mediator
in these investigations were multiple. He shipped essential materials such as the 20,000
pins that Bosc requested for his growing collection of American insects.808 Bosc, who
was highly aware of the professional risks associated with prolonged distance from
centers of European leaning, kept himself informed of the latest work in systematic
entomology through Brongniart.809 The latter also edited Bosc’s manuscripts,
communicated them to scientific societies in Paris, and had them published in
periodicals.810 This editorial work was crucial for allowing Bosc to establish priority over
his discovery and identification of new species. As he reminded Brongniart:
My object in sending you these preliminary findings is to ensure the
priority of my discoveries, in view of a treatise I will later publish on the
natural productions of America … you will correct the errors in Latin,
communicate everything to the societies, and seek to have them published
in some way that will be useful to science.811
Bosc was equally concerned to ensure that the names he attributed to newly identified
species remain attached to the organisms in question. Entrusting the management of his
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growing collection of insects to Brongniart, Bosc reminded him that he could not lend or
exchange insects from his cabinet to collectors or naturalists, "unless they promise to
conserve the names that I have imposed upon them."812
During his travels in the United States, Bosc began to prepare a work on the
insects of the Eastern seaboard of the United States. A preliminary version of this work
was submitted to the Société d’Histoire Naturelle, along with sketches, as "prodrome des
objets nouveaux ou mal connus d’histoire naturelle découverts aux environs de
Charlestown."813 Although this work was never completed, and no copies of the
manuscript seem to have survived, it is clear that the work was intended as more than an
elaboration of existing taxonomic systems. While Bosc indeed named numerous new
species of previously unidentified insects, he was far more surprised by the familiarity of
the biota that he encountered in the area surrounding Charleston. In March 1798, as he
prepared to take up his post as consul in New York, he informed Brongniart of the
surprising number of French insects he found on the East Coast of the United States:
It is remarkable how many insects from France are found here. It is out of
proportion with the birds and plants that are also of the same case. More
than half of those that I have collected are already in my collection.814
In reflecting on the intercontinental dispersal of insect species, Bosc no doubt would have
recalled how the ships that carried him across the Atlantic teemed with biota that could
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very easily be carried from one shore to another. In his letter to Brongniart, Bosc
remained silent on the causes of the planetary dispersal of insects, but remarked that he
was "amassing materials" for a manuscript on the subject "that is not without interest for
the history of the globe."815
One important actor in this global history of insects was, of course, the Hessian
fly. In a series of observations sent to the Société d’Histoire Naturelle of the insects of
South Carolina, Bosc determined that a pest that infested his granaries stored with corn
was in fact the famed Hessian Fly.816 After careful inspection, Bosc concluded that the
Hessian fly was in reality a ubiquitous French insect, the alucita cerealla, and that it had
almost certainly been imported into the United States from the province of Angoumois.
Confirming the judgment of his friend Broussonnet at the Société Royale d’Agriculture a
decade earlier, he concluded that the Hessian Fly was none other than the Chenille
d’Angoumois.817 If the "panic" [qui-vive] caused by the Hessian Fly" in France had been
misplaced, this heightened vigilance had had at least one lasting, salutary effect. Until the
end of the eighteenth century, Bosc wrote in the Nouveau Dictionnaire d’Agriculture
(1809), agronomists and naturalists had studied grain insects rather haphazardly and with
great confusion. The alarm raised by the Hessian Fly, and the subsequent confusion that
had followed, had brought to light the pressing need for "systematic" order in the study of
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grain-insects: "It is to North America that Europe owes its current vigilance on this
matter."818 By purging the ‘Hessian Fly’ of its vernacular name, and assimilating it into
existing taxonomic systems, Bosc had done his part in bringing a measure of order to the
science of insects. His entry in the Nouveau dictionnaire d’agriculture, it would seem,
had quietly put an end to a decade-long debate about the origins and identity of one of the
most discussed insect pests of the period.

The Hessian Fly Becomes Cecidomyia Destructor: Towards nomenclatural
uniformity in Britain, France and the United States
The American naturalist Thomas Say (1787-1834) reopened the seemingly closed
debates about the geographical origin and taxonomic identity of the Hessian fly in
1817.819 Say joined numerous other farmers and naturalists of the early Republic in the
search for techniques to eradicate this now endemic problem of American agriculture that
periodically resurged in sporadic outbursts of destruction.820 At the Philadelphia Society
for Promoting Agriculture, Say proposed that wheat stubble ought to be burned following
the harvest, after observing that the Hessian fly deposited its eggs in old stalks of
wheat.821 By cutting his taxonomic teeth on this famed insect, Say also used the Hessian
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fly to establish his standing within the international community of systematic
entomologists. Brushing aside what he claimed were prior misidentifications of the insect
by European naturalists, Say proclaimed to the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia in 1817 that the Hessian fly was “a species entirely new to the systems –
being now for the first time described.”822 To be sure, the “name of the Hessian fly" was
"perfectly familiar to the [Europeans], particularly to their entomologists," but the
"erroneous supposition" that it had been imported to America from Europe had led it to
be confused with a number of other Old Word insects.
For Say, the signifier "Hessian fly" was doubly objectionable. For one, it
perpetuated false information about the geographical origin of the insect that he
resolutely affirmed to be indigenous to America. Most importantly, it was an empty
signifier that could communicate no information to entomologists who had never seen the
insect, having "no meaning of itself and no analogies upon which it depends":
Here then is one of the uses of a scientific arrangement and an universal
nomenclature. The classical name refers directly to a natural assemblage
whose habit is the same, or nearly so, hence every entomologist who
learns the name of an insect, becomes at the same time acquainted with the
general form of the body, manners, mode of life etc.823
Say was not, as we have seen, the first naturalist to attempt to assimilate "the insect
known by the name of the Hessian fly" to the universal system of binominal
nomenclature, although the name he attributed to this insect (cecydomia destructor) did
outlive all others. Neither was Say’s argument for the necessity of a universal language of
822
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entomology very original. That this well rehearsed justification for the taxonomic pursuit
was beginning to circulate in leading agronomic periodicals like the Memoirs of the
Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture does, however, point towards the steady
coalescence of agronomic, taxonomic and natural historical concerns into a single field of
practice that would become known later in the century as the discipline of applied
entomology.

Figure 14. Engraving of the Hessian Fly. Source: Thomas Say, "Some account of the insect known by the
name of the Hessian fly and of a parasitic insect that feeds on it, read June 24th 1817." Journal of the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 1 (1818): 45-48, plate 3.
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In the opening decades of the nineteenth century, naturalists began to explicitly
argue that the practice of systematic entomology was vital for the biological security of
agrarian environments and human populations. In Britain, the case was made most
forcefully by the clergyman-naturalist William Kirby (1759-1850). In his Introduction to
Entomology (1815-1826), a work dedicated to Joseph Banks, Kirby deplored that
taxonomy was still ridiculed as a frivolous pursuit. The scare caused by the "famed
Hessian fly," he wrote, was as an "extraordinary" demonstration of the "insufficiency of
popular description" in natural history, and of the need for a universal scientific language
based on binominal nomenclature.824 Banks' evaluation of the threat posed by this insect
to British agriculture in the late 1780s, he admitted, had in retrospect been "very
imperfect." Yet this "illustrious naturalist," who had never seen the Hessian fly, could not
reasonably be blamed for his errant judgment. Rather, the fault lay with the "thousands of
unscientific sufferers" who had provided him with "incompetent" and "inconsistent"
observations that made a "satisfactory" and conclusive identification impossible. "One
entomologist well versed in his science," he wrote, "would at once have determined the
order and genus of the insect, and whether it was a known or new species."825 The case of
the Hessian fly demonstrated the pressing need for a shared language of natural historical
research based on binomial nomenclature. The "systematic arrangement of insects," far
from being an idle pursuit, was vital in an age of extensive commercial relations, where,
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Kirby and Spence remarked, "the large proportion of the most noxious insects in every
country are not indigenous, but have been imported."826
For Kirby, binominal nomenclature was an indispensable technology for tracking
the global circulation of invasive insects across international borders; only a systematic
classification of insects could allow administrators and naturalists to adequately
coordinate responses for preventing the spread of these "noxious agents." The historian
John F. Clark has recently described William Kirby as naturalist committed to the ideals
of autarky and "national self-sufficiency."827 Yet Kirby’s defense of the taxonomic
pursuit was predicated on a certain pragmatic form of internationalism. A universal
language of natural history was, Kirby wrote, necessary for international cooperation
between entomologists:
By aid of two words alone, every entomologist, though in the most distant
region − whether a Swede, a German or a Frenchman, whether a native of
Europe, of Asia, of America, or of Africa, knows instantly the very species
that is meant, and can that moment ascertain whether it be within his
reach. If the new species be new and undescribed, it is only necessary to
indicate the genus to which it belongs, the species to which it is most
nearly allied, and to describe it in scientific terms, which may be done in
few words, and it can at once be recognized by everyone acquainted with
the science.828
Such an argument could be seen as harkening back to ideal of an enlightened
cosmopolitan Republic of letters, but Kirby saw this cooperation as more than an ideal
that sustained exchanges between polite men of letters. It was an absolute necessity for
managing the biological risks of the new global commercial order. The policy of
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biological isolation pursued by Banks and the Privy Council at the end of the 1780s,
Kirby pointed out, was chimerical: "Extensive as is our commerce, it is next to
impossible, by any precautions to prevent the importation of these noxious agents."829
Nevertheless, entomologists could assist in regulating and mitigating the spread of these
unfortunate byproducts of extensive commercial relations between nations.
In France, the sectarian battle between taxonomists and proponents of the
Buffonian tradition of descriptive natural history quietly came to an end in the opening
decades of the nineteenth century. At the end of the 1790s, Bosc d’Antic still worried
that natural history could "once again fall under the yoke of Buffon, as the priests have
done with morals." The declining pace of the "Linnean march" left Bosc concerned that
"everything that has been done before and after the Revolution is destined to be
scorned."830 In the years immediately following the Revolution, self-styled "sectarians of
the binomial nomenclature" like Antoine-Nicolas Duchesne continued to clamor for the
"confection of a polyglot vocabulary of natural history" that would provide a panEuropean language for the classification and description of plants, animals and
minerals.831 Yet as Pietro Corsi has shown, these polemical debates over the epistemic
value of classification dissipated in the opening decades of the nineteenth century, as
taxonomists assumed control of the institutional centers of the natural sciences, leaving
Buffon’s heirs a near-monopoly of the sizeable market for popular works of natural
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history.832 When the entomologist Pierre-André Latreille delivered his inaugural course
on entomology at the Muséum d'Histoire Naturelle in 1822 he felt no need to provide a
justification for systematic entomology, deeming that the "prejudices" and "sophisms" of
those who would judge this pursuit "futile" and a "simple amusement" were now "happily
restrained to a small number of individuals that it would be difficult to convert."833
If naturalists at the beginning of the nineteenth century were almost unanimous in
embracing binominal nomenclature as necessary disciplinary tool, the multiplicity of
existing nomenclatural systems made the problem of synonymy acute. A steady
consensus was emerging, however, around Latreille's "natural system" of classification, a
system based on multiple morphological characteristics, rather than just on a single
characteristic like the wings (Linnaeus) or the mouth (Fabricius).834 Say's attribution of
the genus cecidomya to the 'Hessian fly,' a genus devised in the early 1800s by Latreille,
is a partial indication of this growing consensus.835 Latreille's "natural system," developed
in the 1790s, quickly found favor within the Parisian natural historical community on
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account of its simplicity and ease of use.836 A reviewer of Latreille's first major work, the
Précis pour des caractères génériques des insectes (1796), noted that the "natural
system" was a welcome alternative to Fabricius' system, based on the parts of the mouths
of insects. The difficulty of the observations required to follow Fabricius' system, he
wrote, acted as barrier for "beginners and simple amateurs of insects."837 Latreille himself
presented this work as a convenient alternative to Fabricius' artificial' system, which
"frightens and repels the majority of entomophiles."838
If Latreille's "natural method," based on the "palpable characters that nature has
attached" to insects, held unquestionable advantages over competing taxonomic systems,
its growing acceptance must also be attributed to his increasingly central role in the
institutional arena of the post-Revolutionary natural sciences. Latreille moved from his
native Brive to Paris in 1798 to take a position as an assistant naturalist at the Muséum
National d'Histoire Naturelle, where he helped organize the growing entomological
collection alongside Lamarck. He was also highly active in several of the largest natural
history publishing enterprises of the period, contributing entries to Olivier's Nouveau
Dictionnaire d'Histoire Naturelle (1803-1804; 1816-1819), the Encyclopédie
Méthodique. Entomologie (1812), and to Sonnini's Histoire Naturelle Générale et
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particulière des Crustacés et des Insectes (1802-1805). These editorial activities not only
helped Latreille make a living, but also gave his taxonomic system wider circulation and
acceptance, while also giving him priority in the naming of new species. In 1814, he was
elected to the Académie des Sciences de l'Institut de France. At the Académie, Latreille
continued to elaborate his taxonomic system, developing new genera, and identifying and
naming new species amongst the materials sent to him at the Muséum. He also posited
new theories about the biogeographical distribution of insects, based on his work at the
Muséum and his extensive correspondence with travelling naturalists.839
Latreille's position at the Académie also brought him into close proximity with
administrators of the Restoration government. Latreille chaired several commissions at
the Académie in which he was asked to examine, identify and name insects that posed a
potential threat to French agriculture. In August 1817, for instance, the Académie
received samples of two insect pests sent by the Ambassador to the United States Hyde
de Neuville (1776-1858) to the Ministre des Relations Extérieures Armand-Emmanuel du
Plessis de Richelieu (1766-1822).840 Latreille identified the first insect, known by the
residents of Maryland as "the seventeen-year locust," as the cicada septemdecim, a locust
named and described by Pehr Kalm (1716-1779) in the Actes de Stockholm and Peter
Collinson (1694-1768) in the Proceeedings of the Royal Society of London. The second
insect was the famous, "mouche hessoise" or "Hessian fly," which Latreille remarked had
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recently been placed by the naturalist Thomas Say in the genus cecidomya, "which offer
numerous species that, under the form of larvae, are very pernicious to cereal crops."841
Latreille then referred the Minister to Say's publication in the Journal of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

Conclusion
Here then is a clear case of taxonomy being placed in the service of statecraft, and
evidence for the rising status of systematic entomologists as advisors whose expertise
was vital to managing the global flow of commodities and pathogens. As a linguistic
technology, binomial nomenclature had come to provide naturalists and administrators of
the beginning of the nineteenth century a stable way of establishing correspondences
between the natural world and the encyclopedic entomological knowledge stored in
books and periodicals. That binominal nomenclature was progressively becoming an
international language of science and statecraft is suggested by the precipitous decline of
the terms "mouche hessoise" and "Hessian fly" in books and periodicals published in
Britain, France and the United States between 1800 and 1850 after 1825. The term not
only disappeared from the lexicon of systematic entomologists, but also in the writings of
statesmen and diplomats. The American diplomat D.B. Warden, for instance used the
term cecidomyia destructor to describe the Hessian Fly in his Description, Statistique,
Historique et Politique des États-Unis de l'Amérique Septentrionale (1820).842
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At the end of the eighteenth century, insect pathogens began to figure in matters
of international diplomacy. Suspicions that measures of quarantine could be used to
aggressively protect national interests were compounded by the lack of an agreed upon
system for identifying, naming and classifying harmful biota. The Hessian fly outbreak
had exposed both the potential risks of intensified global commercial exchange and the
importance of international cooperation for properly managing this risk. International
collaboration in the field of the natural sciences became an attractive solution to both
these problems. The foundations of an international order for managing the circulation of
insect pathogens were laid at the beginning of the nineteenth century, culminating in the
zoological conferences of the late nineteenth century, which provided the institutional
locus for the moderation of nomenclatural and political disputes arising from the insect
kingdom.
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Part 4: Insecticides before DDT: From Petite Chimie to Industrial Chemistry
Chapter 7: From Petite Chimie to Industrial Chemistry: Insecticides in France from
the Old Regime to the Industrial Revolution (1750-1830)

Introduction
The use of organic and chemical materials in the fight against insect pathogens is
coeval with the beginnings of Old World agriculture. Insect pests first appeared as a
problem for human civilizations with the development of large-scale storage and
movement of food crops in the Near East and Eastern Mediterranean in the Bronze
Age.843 Archeologists and palaeoentomologists have demonstrated that from the second
millennium BCE, insecticidal plants, ashes and mineral powders were routinely used in
storage sites in this region to protect food crops from insects.844 The Egyptian medical
compendium Ebers Papyrus of c. 1600 BC provides the earliest evidence of the written
codification of recipes for exterminating domestic and agricultural insect pests.845 In later
centuries, insect pests moved westward along the trade networks and roads connecting
the dense settlements of the Roman Empire to become a significant problem of Roman
843
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commerce and agriculture.846 Roman agricultural writers from Cato the Elder (234 BCE–
149 BCE) to Columella (4 CE – c.70 CE), Pliny the Elder (23 CE – 79 CE), and Palladius
(late 4th CE – mid 5th century CE) offered property-owners remedies for insect vermin
that attacked homes, fields and granaries. 847 Insecticidal recipes of animal, plant and
mineral origin abounded in the agricultural texts of classical antiquity that were preserved
and recopied into the medieval period.848
Along with this corpus of insecticidal recipes, medieval Western Europe inherited
from Antiquity a host of insect pests that first spread along Roman military provisioning
networks and enlarged their distribution area after the rebirth of towns and trade in the
High Middle Ages.849 Archeological evidence from medieval rural settlements suggests
continuity across Antiquity and the Middle Ages in techniques of pest control.850 This can
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likely be accounted for by the oral transmission of insecticidal knowledge across the
centuries.851 As the livres de raisons of medieval and early modern France demonstrate
however, managers of rural estates from the fifteenth century onwards began to write
down recipes for agricultural remedies that were transmitted within the family as
proprietary knowledge of the domestic household.852 While proprietors of these "secrets"
shared their recipes with friends and neighbors, the invention of the printing press in the
1460s dramatically increased the circulation of insecticidal recipes in Europe.853
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Insecticides found a place in the printed agricultural manuals, 'books of secrets' and
recipe collections that occupied an important part of the book-market from its beginnings
in the late 15th and early 16th century centuries.854 In France, authors of books of secrets
and maisons rustiques like Olivier de Serres (1539-1619) continued to compile the
insecticidal recipes of classical authors, but also added those culled from their own
personal experience or from their (often anonymous) collaborators.855
Throughout the early modern period, a dynamic relationship existed between the
world of print, manuscript recipes, oral communication and the private experience of
agricultural improvers and rural économes. Charles Lémery’s Nouveau Recueil de Secrets
et Curiosités (20 editions published between 1674 and 1740), a treasure trove of
insecticidal recipes, demonstrates the continuing popularity of the books-of secrets genre
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.856 The oral circulation of
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insecticidal recipes and techniques that informed works such as Lémery’s is admittedly
difficult to detect. It can, however, occasionally be gleaned from the private papers of
men and women who took the time to note down the results of their experience fighting
crop pests. René Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur (1683-1757), to take one example, kept
records of insecticidal tips that he gathered from the managers of rural estates for his own
personal use on his domain in Saint-Julien-du-Teroux.857 In 1728, he learned from a
farm-steward in the commune of Bressuires in Western France that vegetable crops could
be protected from caterpillars by sowing hemp seeds in his kitchen garden. Réaumur
reminded himself to "try out this experiment," and that it "must also be tried out on
treelice."858 A year later, he learned of "the falsity of this supposed secret" from a certain
M. Gauthier, who informed him that hemp had failed to protect his pea and cabbage crops
from the ravages of garden insects. Réaumur also took note of another "expedient method
for destroying insects" communicated by a certain Mlle Barbier in Haute Fontaine in the
northern province of Picardie, who had succeeded in protecting her stored crops from
grain-beetles by releasing chickens into her granary.859
Such fleeting, rarely recorded, exchanges of insecticidal tips and tricks between
stewards, farmers and estate managers provide insight into the local and regional
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networks of information exchange that helped early modern men and women cope with
insect pests. Exchanged between neighbors and correspondents, and compiled in books
such as Lemery’s Nouveau Receuil de Secrets or Louis Liger’s Oeconomie générale de la
Campagne (1701), insecticidal techniques and recipes formed part of a broader range of
practices related to estate and household management, or "domestic oeconomy."860 In this
chapter, I examine how insecticides became a subject of "public oeconomy" between
1750 and 1830 as issues of resource management attracted increasing attention from
patriotic improvers, artisan-entrepreneurs, royal administrators and scientific experts.861
The ‘economic’ periodical press that took off after 1750, I will show, acted as a clearinghouse for insecticidal recipes and techniques, and transformed agricultural improvers’
fight against insect pests into a collective practice of oeconomic improvement.862
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The press also helped create a commercial market for insecticides, as chemical
practitioners and artisan-entrepreneurs advertised insecticidal remedies for urban
dwellers, gardeners and farmers in periodicals and newspapers.863 Primarily centered in
Paris, but reaching out into the provinces with the development of the postal system, the
trade in insecticides fed off the growing fashion for kitchen and pleasure gardens, a
heightened concern for hygiene (salubrité) and domestic comfort, and a general public
preoccupation with the issue of food security. Secondly, I will examine how state
administrators and scientific experts, principally drawn from the medical world,
attempted to regulate this burgeoning market for insecticides as part of broader effort to
shield the public from the dangers of charlatanism. Finally, I turn to the involvement of
chemical practitioners in the production of agricultural insecticides in the colonial and
domestic sphere. Between 1770 and 1830, as we will see, laboratory chemistry and the
new chemical industries produced new materials and substances that came to be
promoted by chemical practitioners and state administrators for their insecticidal
properties.
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Insecticides in the Periodical Press and the Marketplace after 1750
Insecticidal recipes and techniques were a pervasive feature of the agricultural and
oeconomic press that developed after 1750. These publications became a clearinghouse
for technical solutions to problems of domestic and rural oeconomy that bedeviled estate
managers and householders. A common culture of improvement was forged through the
circulation of insecticidal recipes, tips and tricks among readers of these publications. By
making local solutions to the problem of insect pests available to the general reading
public, the editors of these publications hitched private practices of estate improvement to
a generalized program of agricultural improvement. In one of the leading oeconomic
journals of the day, the Journal Oeconomique, insecticidal recipes and techniques
regularly appeared alongside theoretical debates pertaining to subjects of political
economy.864 Reports of newly discovered insect repelling plants and effective insecticidal
concoctions, mixed with firsthand observations of the behavior and reproductive patterns
of insect pests, also appeared in the more ephemeral Affiches de Paris and the Affiches de
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Province.865 Vectors for the dissemination of useful knowledge geared towards the
improvement of daily life, these publications helped support the collective search for a
solution to the pervasive problem of insect pests by making the private experiential
knowledge of their readers publicly accessible.866
The periodical press also facilitated the development of a commercial marketplace
for insecticides after 1750.867 Medical practitioners and inventors drawn from various
occupational and social backgrounds used the press to advertise powders and liquors that
could protect homes, bodies, gardens and granaries from the depredations of insect
vermin.868 Parisian apothecaries, surgeons and druggists developed a subsidiary trade in
remedies for eradicating bedbugs from private residences and institutions in the capital,
while also reaching provincial consumers through the Affiches de Province.869 The
Alsatian-born apothecary Steinacher, for instance, sold a powder from his shop on the rue
865
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Dauphine that purported to keep his clients’ homes vermin-free, and he also supplied the
military hospital in Paris with the substance.870 Practitioners of petite chimie outside the
medical profession also sought to capture a portion of the market for bedbug remedies.871
A Swiss guard, S. Répond, sold a decoction composed of extracts of anti-verminous
Swiss plants for 6 livres per pint at the Porte de Cerisaye near the Arsenal, and advertised
his wares to the numerous collèges and pensions of Paris.872 Women took an active hand
in this burgeoning trade. A certain Dame Simon sold anti-verminous liquors from her
home in the rue Grenier Saint Lazare, while a nun at the Abbaye de Moncelles, soeur
Santerre, retailed her "marvelous water for the destruction of bedbugs" through a
rotisseur in the Faubourg Saint Antoine.873
Urban tradesmen also developed insecticide substances to protect their
consumers’ merchandise from the ravages of household insect pests. Bookbinders
developed pest-repelling glues that would protect paper from the teeth of harmful insects
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and exterminate the eggs laid in libraries and archives.874 A master bookbinder in the
place Maubert, S. Le Roux, announced in the Avant Coureur in 1772 that he had
developed a glue that repelled "all worms and insects that are attracted by the smell of old
glue made with bad flour, that destroy entire libraries, cause considerable damage to
books, maps and even the wood of library shelves."875 Artisans in the textile and clothing
trades were as ever on the lookout for new weapons in the fight against vermin that
attacked cloth. Tapestry makers, cobblers and secondhand cloth merchants advertised
insecticides that could be safely applied on vestments without damaging them or leave
behind foul odors.876 Finally, the petite chimie of inventors and artisans yielded new
substances for riding noxious insects from the bodies of urban dwellers. The Affiches are
filled with advertisements from wigmakers, perfumers and other "artisans of the body"
whose pomades and powders promised to deliver men, women and children from the
scourge of head lice.877
Inventors also developed remedies for gardeners, farmers and merchants seeking
to preserve their trees, kitchen gardens, flower beds, fields and stocks of grain from the
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attacks of insects.878 The collective preoccupation over techniques of grain conservation
that arose in France after 1750 manifested itself in a stream of new powders marketed as
infallible weapons against grain-beetles, worms and other insects that consumed cereals
stored in granaries.879 In addition to selling a liquor for ridding houses of bedbugs, the
druggist S. Clément sold a powder in his shop in the Rue Zacharie known as noix
tophenix that protected stored grain from insects and other vermin.880 Clément’s
successor, S. Le Gris, continued to sell this powder after his death, "with great success
and acclaim," while his wife, Dame Pommez continued to sell the substance after Le Gris
himself died.881 The Alsatian inventor Constant Brongniart distributed three insecticide
powders, one for bedbugs, another for granary insects, and a third for ants and other
garden insects, through an extensive retailing network of Parisian shopkeepers.882
Gardeners, plant-collectors, nurserymen and seed-merchants, also took part in the
burgeoning trade in insecticides.883 An herbalist near the Palais Royal sold a plant, thlaspi
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champêtre, that protected homes and gardens from insect vermin.884 The pépiniériste
Fleury, for his part, announced his discovery of a substance that could rid gardens of ants,
while the seed-merchant Antoine Tatin sold an "infallible remedy [spécifique] for the
destruction of all insects that are harmful to the products of the earth" at his shop at the
Pont Neuf.885 Finally, artisans advertised fumigation devices that could spread
combustible insecticide materials deep into the soil or on the leaves of trees afflicted by
caterpillars and other insects.886 One inventor noted that his fumoir would be useful not
only to gardeners and cultivators in France but also to sugar planters in the Caribbean
whose fields were frequently decimated by cane-ants.
The periodical press also provided a bridge between the world of courtly
patronage and the wider commercial marketplace for domestic and agricultural remedies.
The directors of the estates of the nobility and the monarchy frequently courted inventors
whose remedies could rid their gardens, orchards and palaces of insect vermin.887
Numerous inventors who had demonstrated the effectiveness of their remedies in the
residences and gardens of the nobility and royal family used the press to parlay their
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success into more overtly commercial ventures. S. Godon, who headed a royal laundry
manufacture in Gentilly, also advertised a secret concoction that purged insect vermin
from mattresses in the Avant-coureur, noting that its effectiveness was attested by the
officers of the garde meubles du Roi at Versailles.888 Samuel Hirsch, pensionnaire of the
royal court, similarly underlined in the advertisements for his secret remedies for ridding
homes of mites, worms and bedbugs, that their effectiveness had been demonstrated
"with great success at Versailles."889
The royal gardens also provided a frequent testing ground for inventors of
insecticide remedies.890 In 1764, the Marquis de Marigny, directeur des bâtiments du roi,
received word that a gardener from Lorraine, Augustin Pillant, had developed an
effective technique for ridding gardens of a common insect pest, the mole cricket
[courtilière]. Marigny quickly summoned Pillant to Versailles, to determine the
effectiveness of his remedy in gardens on the king's domain infested with this insect.
Pillant arrived in Versailles armed with certificates from seigneurs on whose estates he
had been employed, all of which attested to his moral credibility and to the effectiveness
of his remedy.891 Further tests of the remedy were carried out in gardens at Versailles,
Fontainebleau, Compiègne and in the Tuileries, in the presence of high ranking royal
888
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889
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officials and gardeners employed on the king's estates. Convinced of its effectiveness,
Marigny was authorized by the king to purchase the secret, whose formula was to be
divulged after Pillant received a gratification of 2400 livres.892
Pillant's remedy did not remain a secret for long, as the royal administration
quickly publicized it in the periodical press and through provincial administrative
networks. Marigny had instructions for preparing and applying the remedy (which simply
consisted of filling the underground tunnels dug by these insects with a mixture of hemp
oil and water) published in the Mercure de France, the Gazette d’Agriculture and he sent
printed pamphlets to provincial intendants that were to distribute them throughout the
countryside.893 He also had descriptions along with still life engravings of the insect
printed so that they could be identified "at first glance" by farmers and those "with no
knowledge of natural history."894 For the royal administration, as the above case
demonstrates, the periodical press provided a highly visible way of demonstrating its
public commitment to the more generalized program of agricultural improvement and
resource management that took off after 1750 in France. In the process of publicizing
secret remedies like Pillant’s, the monarchy transformed insecticides, long a matter of
private or "domestic oeconomy," into objects of "public oeconomy." The king’s gardens
and estates became a testing ground for substances that could be of public utility for the
entire nation. As a further illustration of this tendency, I will now examine the new role
892
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taken up by state administrators, and the naturalists and chemical practitioners who
advised them, as regulators of the marketplace for insecticides.

Regulating the market for insecticides
Beginning in the 1770s, medical practitioners came to impose themselves as
public mediators in the growing commercial market for insecticide remedies. The effects
of an unregulated market for insecticides elicited numerous complaints from medical and
chemical practitioners. The pharmacist Antoine-Augustin Parmentier (1737-1813)
deplored the flood of useless "fumigations, decoctions, strong odors and suffocating
exhalations," whose "marvelous properties" were "advertised daily in newspapers." Such
concoctions were not only ineffective, he wrote, but they often altered the quality of the
grains on which they were applied, and made them "dangerous" for human
consumption.895 For Parmentier, it was the philanthropic duty of men of science to protect
the public from unscrupulous charlatans that foisted ineffective, or worse, harmful,
insecticides on cultivators and consumers. For inventors of insecticides, in turn, official
recognition of the effectiveness and safety of their products from government officials
and publicly appointed chemical experts became a valuable commodity in a competitive
market for agricultural remedies. To protect their place within the increasingly
competitive market for insecticides, inventors increasingly had recourse to certificates of

895
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authenticity and seals of approval from medical and scientific institutions, using these
documents as a bulwark against counterfeiters and public accusations of charlatanism that
continually befell their trade.896 When the Alsatian inventor Constant Brongniart
approached the lieutenant general of the police Jean-Charles-Pierre Lenoir (1732-1807)
to receive public approbation to market his fertilizing, insecticide powder, la poudre de
providence, he hoped that this seal of approval would dissipate doubts about his remedy,
continually “taxed with charlatanism.”897
Chemical practitioners in the final decades of the Ancien Régime were frequently
called upon to evaluate remedies sent by inventors to the lieutenancy of the police and to
the bureau de subsistances, two administrative bodies responsible for administering the
food supply.898 Parmentier and the pharmacist Antoine-Cadet de Vaux (1743-1828) were
appointed by Lenoir as expert witnesses in the trials conducted with Bronguiart's poudre
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de providence in wheat fields in the commune of Chatou on the outskirts of Paris.899 In
March 1778, the intendant of commerce Michaud de Montaran, head of the bureau de
subsistances, called upon the naturalist Mathieu Tillet and the physician-chemist Pierre
Joseph Macquer (1718-1784) of the Académie des Sciences to examine an insecticide
powder invented by the seigneur of Agris in the province of Limousin.900 The two
académiciens were to test the efficacy and safety of the substance on wheat stored in
private granaries in Corbeil, and to produce a report attesting to the powders' purported
ability to "infallibly destroy weevils and to prevent the ravages they cause in wheat" and
to ensure that it did not "alter the quality of the wheat or flour, or harm the health of
consumers."901 At the request of the bureau des subsistances, members of the Académie
des Sciences also examined fumigation devices that inventors developed to facilitate the
spread of combustible substances on plants, trees and wheat fields infested with
insects.902
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The Société Royale de Médecine, established in 1778 to regulate the medical
marketplace and combat charlatanism, examined dozens of insecticides from its
foundation until its dissolution in 1793.903 The majority of petitions received by the
Société were from inventors of household insecticides, powders and remedies intended to
exterminate bedbugs and other domestic vermin.904 Working closely with the lieutenant
general of the police Lenoir, physicians at the Société Royale distributed or withheld
approbations and brevets to inventors seeking to market these substances "of
considerable utility for the nocturnal slumbers of the public."905 The safety of domestic
remedies was of primary concern for the physicians of the Société. After examining the
bedbug remedy of a certain Champagnac, a mixture containing arsenic and acqua fortis,
the physician de la Porte concluded that it was undoubtedly efficacious but that it was "so
dangerous, that it would be frightening to see it employed by even the best physicians."906
Other more simple domestic remedies, such as the concoction of cow's bile and vinegar
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proposed by M. Chartier, were simply rejected for their ineffectiveness.907 The
commissaires also weighed in on the practicality of the proposed inventions for
agricultural uses. The fumigation machine developed to exterminate wasps and hornets
by M. Dupuy, a harness maker from Asnières-sur-Oise, was judged to be ingeniously
novel, but "too expensive and of difficult use for country folk."908
In the final years of the Ancien Régime, the Comité d'Agriculture, an advisory
body established in 1785 by the minister Charles Gravier de Vergennes (1717-1787) and
composed of eminent chemists and naturalists drawn from the Académie des Sciences,
tested various insecticide remedies sent by inventors and agricultural improvers.909
Vergennes himself tested the insecticidal "antidote" sent to the Comité by a certain
Geneviève Michel in his gardens in near Versailles, and delivered a certificate attesting to
its effectiveness.910 When the Société d'agriculture d'Auch held an essay contest in 1785
to determine the safest and most reliable methods for eradicating fly weevils from
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granaries, members of the Comité d'Agriculture weighed in on the proposed solutions.911
Mathieu Tillet reviewed dozens of recipes for insecticidal remedies and fumigations
submitted by local improvers.912 "Every farmer has his own supposed method," he noted,
"the writers who should in good faith protect the public from charlatanism, fill their own
works with these recipes." Sifting through these proposals, Tillet rejected as harmful all
those proposed "fumigations of vegetable, mineral and animal matter" that altered the
taste of the grain on which they were applied. Fumigations of sulfur and cinnabar were
effective insecticides but they imparted such a foul odor to the grain that it became
inedible. One author proposed that stores of grain should be fumigated with purified
mercury, an undoubtedly effective technique for eradicating insects, "but who will
consume wheat preserved in this manner when all know the terrible effects that mercury
has on the animal oeconomy."913
Inventors of insecticides also found a receptive audience for their products in the
various consultative bodies and revolutionary committees that developed during the
French Revolution.914 Under the National Constituent Assembly, the Comité
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d'Agriculture et de Commerce took up the task of evaluating pest remedies sent by
artisans and farmers, as part of its more general aim of soliciting "enlightened and
patriotic observations" on agricultural matters from "citizens of all provinces and of all
classes."915 The deputy Etienne Chevalier remarked that the National Assembly had
"revivified agriculture" through the abolition of feudal dues and arbitrary impositions, but
that it still needed to combat the "scourge of insects."916 Amidst an epidemic of
caterpillars and plant lice that caused a scarcity of vegetable crops around Paris in July of
1791, the National Assembly received an "infallible remedy [spécifique] for the
destruction of all insects that are harmful to the products of the earth" from Antoine
Tatin, a seed-merchant who had established a thriving commercial practice at the Place
de l'École during the Ancien Régime.917 Following evaluative practices developed under
the Ancien Régime, the Parisian scientific community was mobilized to test the
effectiveness and safety of this insecticide, with members of the Société Royale
d'Agriculture and the Académie des Sciences were asked to submit a report on the matter
to the National Assembly.
A first round of tests was carried out in August near the Pont-Neuf in the garden
of Philippe-Victoire de Vilmorin (1746-1804), a renowned horticulturalist, seed-merchant
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and son-in-law of the former royal botanist Pierre Andreux.918 Pierre-Augustin
Parmentier, representing the Société Royale, along with three "creditable" jardinierscultivateurs, Stainville, Meunier, Audebert fils, and a deputy from the National Assembly
were on hand as witnesses to the experiment. Tatin's remedy was applied to infested fruit
trees, vegetable plots and on insect specimens brought on pieces of paper that were
instantly killed when doused with the substance. In addition to verifying the claimed
efficacy of the remedy, the commissaries were also keen to determine whether the
physiology of the plants was negatively affected by the causticity of the substance.
Happily, the witnesses reported that after, three days of observation, the vegetative
properties of the plants doused with the substance "far from showing the slightest
alteration were all the more active." Another concern was to the possible negative health
effects that these fumigated plants might have on the human beings and domesticated
animals who ingested them. A rabbit was fed vegetables that had been soaked in the
substance for several days, leading witnesses to conclude that the remedy "caused no
harm to the health of men and animals who will eat fruits and vegetables doused with this
water."919
The favorable reports from the Société Royale d'Agriculture and the Académie
des Sciences, along with the certificates from Parisian gardeners who had used the
insecticide and deemed it "one of the most useful discoveries for humanity," convinced
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the Comité d'Agriculture that Tatin ought to receive public praise and a reward.920 On
September 29, the deputy Etienne Chevalier encouraged the National Assembly to
purchase the remedy from Tatin, who playing the republican card, had renounced "the
egoism by which he could have derived great profit" and offered to sell his secret to the
patrie.921 Yet the dissolution of the National Assembly the following day dashed these
plans and Tatin was forced to renew his petitions in the fall of 1792 to the Bureau de
Consultation des Arts et Métiers, the advisory body to the Ministry of the Interior under
the National Convention.922 In the meantime, he continued to advertise his remedy, which
still remained secret in the periodical press, offering to sell his recipe to subscribers for
the sum of 5 livres.923 The Bureau de Consultation, after carrying out a further round of
experiments and taking into consideration Tatin's "application and knowledge in rural
oeconomy," purchased the secret for 2,000 livres, the composition of which was finally
revealed in the Annales de Chimie in 1793.924

Pest-Control: A New Frontier for Chemistry
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The final decades of the eighteenth century saw chemical practitioners
increasingly involved in the production of everyday material substances and quotidian
objects of consumption.925 The intervention of pharmacists and physicians in the
marketplace for insecticides was one way in which chemical practitioners were beginning
to exert their influence in this domain. Entrusted by royal administrators with protecting
the public's health from harmful insecticidal substances emanating from the artisanal
sphere, chemical practitioners found a source of public legitimacy in their newfound role
as mediators in this market.926 Yet chemical practitioners at the end of the Ancien Régime
aspired to become more than merely regulators of the insecticidal market. By providing
the key to understanding the natural world, the tools of laboratory-based chemistry also
seemed to provide a way of exerting a more complete mastery over its undesirable
elements. Chemical practitioners' involvement in the actual production of insecticidal
substances opened a new frontier for their discipline, demonstrating how the techniques
of analytical chemistry could become useful aids to agricultural production and salubrité
publique.
The impetus for chemical practitioners' interest in insecticidal substances came in
the 1760s, when a virulent outbreak of cane ants in the sugar plantations of Martinique
attacked the French colonial presence in the Caribbean at its roots. The ants, rumored to
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have been brought on an English ship from the island of Barbados in 1764, quickly
spread to every corner of the island.927 By 1770, forty sugar plantations had been
abandoned due to the infestation of cane-ants.928 In a report to the minister of the Marine
on the state of the Windward Islands, the governor Louis Florent de Vallière warned that
the colony of Martinique would have to be abandoned unless a solution was found to
control the spread of these insects.929 With the livelihoods of planters and the fiscal
solvency of the colony at stake, the administration rushed to find and publicize effective
methods to eradicate these insects from the island.930 The intendant of Martinique
collected and printed chemical remedies sent to the administration by French planters,
mostly consisting of arsenic mixed with various locally available substances such as
sugar, manioc, and the shells of crustaceans.931 The colonial administration also acquired
recipes from French colonists who had been sent to Barbados to consult with English
planters on the techniques used by their commercial rivals to "deliver their cane from
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these pernicious insects."932 They also learned that English planters in Barbados and
Granada burned cane on their fields and replanted the soil after each harvest to produce
hardier crops resistant to the attacks of insects.933
The colonial administration also consulted with local naturalists, determined that a
systematic study of the habits and moeurs of these insects was needed to develop
effective solutions for exterminating them. As one naturalist wrote, the colonists in
Martinique were struggling against an unknown enemy, making existing agricultural
techniques of pest-control useless: "The species that we are fighting today is unlike that
which are known to our colonists. It does not live in a republic. They disperse as they
multiply ... and penetrate very deep into the soil."934 Alexandre Barboteau, the royal
botanist for the Windward Islands, member of the Conseil Supérieur of Martinique and
correspondent of the Académie des Sciences, was the first to identify the insects attacking
the crops of planters on the island as formica saccharivore adopting the nomenclature
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used by Carolus Linnaeus in his classification of ant species.935 Barboteau examined
specimens of these insects sent in a vial by Philippe Athanase Tascher, intendant of the
Windward Islands, and determined that they were the same species as those that afflicted
planters in Barbados, further corroborating suspicions about their provenance from this
island.936 After conducting field investigations on plantations in Martinique, Barboteau
determined that these insects nested in the ground at the foot of sugarcane stalks and
decimated fields by releasing an acidic substance that caused the plants to wilt and
sapped the soil of its nourishing properties.937
Barboteau also evaluated several techniques proposed by économes on the islands
for eradicating invasive populations of cane ants. He rejected the calls of certain colonists
in Martinique for the introduction of insects that consumed cane ants, highlighting the
impossibility of domesticating these species and raising the possibility that the natural
enemies of the saccharivore could themselves become incommodious.938 On the other
hand, he endorsed the proposals to naturalize anteaters and insectivorous birds from
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Guyana, Suriname and Brazil in Martinique.939 Barboteau conducted experiments with
chemical remedies on his own plantation, testing the efficacy of pulverized arsenic,
mercury and tobacco as insecticides, "three very powerful poisons that are very effective
for killing these insects."940 He also found that lime, used by Chinese peasants to rid rice
paddies of insects, and the "salts" of burned aquatic plants, used by French peasants in the
northern provinces of France a pest remedies, worked effectively on his sugar plantation
as insecticides and that they had the added advantage of fertilizing the soil.941 Finally,
Barboteau cautioned that whatever technical solutions were to be favored, delivering the
island from cane ants would require the development an effective administrative structure
for responding to eruptions of insect pests: inspectors were to be appointed in each parish
to coordinate public works to expel cane-ants from Martinique.942
As cane-ants continued to decimate sugar plantations in Martinique, the colonial
administration launched an international appeal for assistance in 1775, offering the
astounding sum of one million livres to an individual "of any nation," who would propose
a solution whose efficacy would be judged by 17 commissaries appointed for the task.943
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The announcement, advertised in journals and periodicals in France and the Caribbean,
stimulated a vigorous response. Proposals for eradicating cane ants streamed into the
office of the colonial administration, the ministry of the Marine and the Académie des
Sciences. Engineers and surveyors from Martinique and Guadeloupe proposed plans to
build ditches, canals and hydraulic pumps so that cane ants could be drowned by flooding
infested plantations.944 A farmer from the south of France claimed to have discovered a
type of soil that possessed the property of exterminating the eggs of ants and preventing
them from hatching, although the costs of shipping this substance to Martinique were
judged to be prohibitive.945 A number of chemical remedies were also proposed from
French and German agricultural improvers who recommended the application of
compounds of sulfur, saltpeter, potash and various plant substances on infested sugar
cane fields in Martinique.946
The proliferation of chemical remedies developed by lay practitioners was a
source of concern for some observers, who worried about the effectiveness and safety of
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these substances. The reward offered by the colonial administration, the surveyor general
of Martinique Antoine François Bouffer wrote, had "flattered many charlatans, who all
claim to possess secrets that are better than the next."947 The administration was wasting
valuable resources "testing the recipes of these charlatans," which all turned out to be
ineffective at best, and at worst detrimental to the health of slaves who applied them in
cane fields. The Chevalier de Gaussens, who himself submitted a remedy to the minister
of the Marine, likewise warned of the "dangers to humanity" that could result from the
handling of chemical insecticides by agricultural laborers and from the consumption of
poisoned cane sugar.948 Medical practitioners, like the German physician Johannes
Dedekin, likewise condemned the use of arsenic and corrosive sublimate in lay
agricultural remedies as health hazards.949 The search for an effective and safe solution to
the epidemic of cane ants was too important a matter to be left in the hands of charlatans
and the unlearned, and would require the specialized skills of chemical practitioners like
himself. Antoine-Alexis Cadet de Vaux (1743-1828), a Parisian pharmacist and professor
of chemistry at the École Royale Vétérinaire at Alfort, likewise found that "the means
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used since the time of Herodotus and Pliny until our own day to destroy the scourge of
ants are insufficient," and believed that only "chemistry can provide an effective
solution."950 By publishing "the frightening details" of the infestations in Martinique in
his periodical, the Journal de Paris, Cadet de Vaux had hoped to "encourage savants to
turn their attention to this matter."951 The call from colonial administrators in Martinique
for a solution to the epidemic of cane ants thus provided an opportunity for chemical
practitioners like Dedekin and Cadet de Vaux to extend the authority of chemists into the
domain of pest-control and agricultural production.
The basis for medical practitioners' epistemic authority in this field of agricultural
management rested in not only in their claims to possess superior knowledge of the
properties of chemical substances, but also in their purported ability to better understand
the composition of the natural world through chemical analysis. In developing a chemical
substance that could "attack the intricate composition" of cane-ants, both Dedekin and
950
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Cadet de Vaux drew on a pre-existing corpus of chemical experiments that had been
developed by naturalists and medical practitioners since the late seventeenth-century.952
In 1670, the English physician-naturalists John Ray (1627-1705) and Samuel Fischer
discovered that the bodies of ants contained an "acid juyce" that was of the same nature
as the "spirit of vitriol," and therefore might be "of singular use in medicine."953 Chemical
practitioners in succeeding decades, among them the Dutch naturalist Wilhelm Homberg
(1652-1715) and the German apothecary Andreas Sigismund Margraaf (1709-1782),
perfected distillation techniques for extracting this acid from ants.954 While the exact
nature of this acid remained a matter of debate, with some chemists claiming that it was
analogous to other acidic substances within the natural world and others claiming that the
acide formicin was sui generis, its purportedly healthful properties earned it a widely
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accepted place in the standard pharmacopia of the eighteenth century.955 Aside from its
use in medicine, the discovery of an acidic substance in ants also had important natural
philosophical implications.956 For the apothecary Guillaume-François Rouelle (17031770), whose public and private chemistry courses mesmerized Parisians at mid-century,
the acidic substance found in ants and other insects suggested that they could "be
considered the transition from the animal kingdom [règne animal] to the vegetable
kingdom [règne vegetal] which abounds in acid."957 The acid obtained from ants thus
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potentially revealed a key towards the development of a systematic classification of the
natural world based on chemical analysis.958
For Cadet de Vaux and Dedekin practical applications in the field of agronomy
could be derived from an understanding of the chemical principles of insect life. The acid
found in ants, Dedekin wrote, combined with a "subtle phlogiston" to create the oily
substance that provided consistency and density to their bodies.959 Margraaf's
experiments had shown that when this acid was combined with volatile or fixed alkaline
salts, it produced neutral salts, suggesting a "great affinity between the two
substances."960 The "great affinity" between acids and alkalis, a phenomenon "known to
all initiated in chemistry," suggested that the application of alkaline salts on ants would
most likely "attack this principle most essential to its constitution."961 By "altering the
fluids of the insects" this substance would "tear its fibers asunder, and its frail body not
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being able to resist its action, this insect will die."962 Cadet de Vaux confirmed this theory
in his laboratory by suspending cotton imbibed with volatile alkaline salts in a cucurbit
filled with ants, creating a white vapor that killed the insects within a matter of seconds.
Dedekin conducted similar experiments, sprinkling salts on ants he had collected in a
receptacle, although he found that the alkalis needed to be dissolved in warm water to
"penetrate and attack their acid to the point of destroying the principle of their life."963
Not only were alkaline salts effective insecticides, but they also had the advantage of
being easily and cheaply obtainable to colonists in Martinique. Collected from the ashes
of leaves of trees and plants, they could be dissolved in warm water and liberally applied
in cane-fields infected with these insects.
Cadet de Vaux used the Journal de Paris to appeal to the chemical community for
assistance in his program of chemical experimentation on insect-pests, underlining that
the importance of this subject "required the union of nothing less than many enlightened
chemists."964 Indeed, several prominent Parisian pharmacists, many of whom had ties to
scientific institutions in the capital and who already risen to prominence in the fields of
chemistry, natural history and agronomy, associated themselves to these experiments.965
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Among them were Pierre-François Mitouart and Jacques-François de Machy (17281803), chemical demonstrators at the Collège de Pharmacie, the chemical demonstrator
and académicien Antoine Baumé (1728-1804), the pharmacists Phillipe-Nicolas Pia
(1721-1799), Pierre Bayen (1725-17980, Nicolas Deyeu, and Antoine-Augustin
Parmentier.966 A number of chemists without pharmaceutical connections, most notably
Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier and the naturalist Louis Augustin Guillaume Bosc also
apparently joined Cadet de Vaux in these experiments.967
Cadet de Vaux used his personal connections with eminent chemical practitioners
in the capital not only to further his research program, but also to deflect criticism that
was directed at him from within the Parisian medical community. In September 1778, the
Mercure de France published a letter from a certain Le Franc, a Parisian physician, who
mocked Cadet de Vaux' pretentions to have discovered a remedy for the epidemic of cane
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ants in Martinique.968 Le Franc questioned the utility of these experiments by pointing out
that phenomena produced within the controlled environment of the laboratory could not
be so easily reproduced in situ, on plantations ravaged by cane-ants:
The high consideration that M. Cadet le Jeune enjoys, has no doubt been
increased by his fortuitous idea to neutralize the acids of ants with volatile
alkalis ... the eagerness with which he sought to reap this sweet reward and
high praise led him to hurriedly publish the results of an experiment that
succeeded in his laboratory; but for which the application ... is a cruel
embarrassment to those concerned with the destruction of ants. It is natural
to imagine that M. Cadet will need more than Mrs. Mitouart, de Machy,
Pia, Bayen, Parmentier and Deyeux as associates; he will also need a good
number of workmen to build cucurbits large enough to attack the inner
composition of more than an half ounce of ants; without a cucurbit,
farewell to M. Cadet's theory! He will need people to collect daily and for
months on end the ants of a ravaged canton and bring them into the giant
cucurbit that will have been built.969
Le Franc continued by ridiculing more generally the futile projects of philanthropic
chemists, who "dazzled by chimerical novelties," offered to the public "supposed
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discoveries, that are all the more ridiculous because they possess no actual utility."970
What was most worrisome was that these men had the ear of the royal administration, as
Le Franc underlined when he bemoaned that Cadet de Vaux's experiments would
"infallibly be presented to the government, if they have not been already."971 His letter
highlights at once the success with which chemical practitioners were beginning to
fashion themselves as experts in matters of public oeconomy, while also pointing to the
limitations of their credibility outside of administrative circles. Ultimately, Le Franc
concluded, the government and the public would derive nothing more from these
experiments than an "abundant smoke, neutralized and incoercible, arising from a
cucurbit."972
The two men exchanged barbs in successive editions of the Journal de Paris and
the Mercure de France, with Cadet reprimanding Le Franc for having violated the rules
of civility that sustained polite discourse between "those who cultivate the sciences, at
least with honor."973 Cadet recast Le Franc's personal attack as an affront to the entire
Parisian chemical community, who had encouraged him to carry out and publish the
results of his "ridiculous experiments." Contrasting the relative anonymity of his assailant
with the authority of the "most recommendable and enlightened chemists," Cadet wrote
970
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that Le Franc's vituperations were an affront to the honor of all those who "seek to be
useful to society and deserve the esteem and consideration of all honest men."974
Evidently seeking to defuse the controversy and to place its support behind Cadet de
Vaux (who wondered aloud why the chemist and editor Pierre-Joseph Macquer (17181784) had allowed such an ignominious letter to be published under his auspices) the
editors of the Mercure de France published a letter from a Lorraine physician and
member of the Société Royale de Médecine that expressed unwavering support for Cadet
de Vaux's insect experiments.975 Marque, who likened Cadet's "sel antifourmineux" to the
philosopher's stone, wrote that this substance would be of great benefit to "all of
humanity" by providing a potential antidote to all crop eating insects and weeds that
contained concentrated acids. The experiments of this "young savant" had opened a new
frontier for chemical practitioners, revealing the utility that the tools and techniques of
laboratory-based analytical chemistry could provide to the crucial domain of agricultural
production.

From Petite Chimie to Industrial Chemistry (c. 1790- c.1830)
Le Franc's doubts about Parisian laboratory-based chemistry's viability as a
solution to the problem of insect pests proved, in the end, to be well founded. In the
Revolutionary and post-Revolutionary periods, the search for insecticides turned from the
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alembics and cucurbits of the chemical laboratory to the condensers and chimneystacks
of France's rapidly industrializing urban and peri-urban landscapes. The takeoff of the
chemical industries in France from the 1790s onwards produced a plethora of new
substances into the environment that came to be identified by chemical practitioners,
manufacturing inspectors and administrators as potentially useful for their insecticidal
properties.976 In the context of increasing public concern about the noxious environmental
and health effects of industrial development, the recycling of industrial waste and
emissions into substances that could be useful to agricultural production provided a way
of acculturating French society to the process of industrialization.977 Chemical
practitioners who proposed to redeploy industrial excesses such as muriatic acid and
copper sulfate into fertilizers, fungicides and insecticides not only sought to provide
technical solutions to the persisting problems of food security, they also sought to resolve
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long-standing tensions between the seemingly incompatible domains of industrial and
agricultural production.978
On July 4th 1791, the Société Royale d'Agriculture read a report from Pajot des
Charmes, a manufacturing inspector from Abbéville in the Somme department, on the
agricultural uses of wastewater from bleach factories.979 Pajot des Charmes had
experimented with the effects of this wastewater in his garden, and found that it
accelerated and enhanced the vegetation of all sorts of plants and vegetables. The
cauliflower, cabbage, chervil, leeks and peas doused with this liquid were double the size
of those irrigated with regular water, and of a greener complexion. Moreover, the
wastewater had proven to be extremely effective in exterminating spiders, ants, worms,
slugs and other kinds of harmful insects that infested his garden. Pajot des Charmes
reported that the vermin that had previously attacked the seeds, shoots and leaves of the
vegetables in his kitchen-garden were immediately ejected from their hiding-places when
this substance was poured on the surface of the soil. As word spread in Abbéville about
Pajot des Charmes' experiments, gardeners lined up at his private laboratory to acquire
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this substance. When reports from local gardeners proved to be resoundingly favorable,
Pajot de Charmes suggested that the wastewater from bleach factories ought to be
collected throughout the nation, stored and recycled to irrigate fields on a larger scale.
Pajot des Charmes continued to promote the agricultural virtues of used bleachwater through the Revolutionary period. In his Traité sur l'Art du Blanchiment des Toiles
(1798), he proposed a number of uses for the chemical residues and wastewater produced
by bleach factories, and again outlined its potential use as a fertilizer and insecticide.980
The fertilizing and insecticide properties of used bleach water, he wrote, could be
attributed to potassium chloride (“muriate de potasse”), an alkaline “salt” that formed
from the combination of potassium carbonate with chlorine (or oxygenated muriatic acid)
exhausted of its oxygen. By dissolving the residues of used bleach water with potassium
carbonate, and by filtering and evaporating the liquid, this “fixed alkaline salt” could also
be obtained in a desiccated state.981 Reports of muriatic acid and oxygenated muriatic
acid’s utility as fertilizing and insecticide agents were widely disseminated in the
technical periodical press that flourished in the opening decades of the nineteenth
century.982 In 1809, the Société d'encouragement pour l'industrie nationale reported that
a prefect in Réole in the Gironde department had successfully preserved the city's stored
980
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grain and flour from insects with fumigations of oxygenated muriatic acid.983 During the
Restoration period, the Journal de Pharmacie, the Société Philomatique de Paris and the
Annales de l’Agriculture Française covered the experiments of the Parisian pharmacistchemists Jean-Baptiste-Alphonse Chevallier (1793-1879), François Cartier, and the
Rouen pharmacist Guillaume Dubuc who combined muriatic acid with limestone to
create a highly effective fertilizer, calcium chloride.984 Reporting on these experiments,
and reminding its readers of Pajot Descharmes’ priority in the matter, the editors of the
Annales des Sciences Économiques et des Finances hoped that its readership would
"profit from these useful lessons, as economic as they are productive."985
Dephlogisticated or oxygenated muriatic acid (re-named chlorine by Humphry
Davy (1778-1829) in 1810) was one of the chemical wonders of the late eighteenth
century. First produced as a gas in 1774 by the Swedish chemist Carl Wilhelm Scheele
(1742-1786) through the combination of magnesium and hydrochloric acid, it was
rendered into an aqueous state by the chemist Claude-Louis Berthollet (1748-1822), who
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immediately recognized its utility for the bleaching industry.986 By 1800, there were fifty
blanchisseries berthollienes in France, and four hundred by 1817.987 Oxygenated muriatic
acid was subsequently introduced in the papermaking industry at the suggestion of the
chemist, industrialist and future minister of the interior, Jean-Antoine Chaptal (17561832).988 The substance also attracted attention as an effective instrument of salubrité
publique thanks to the chemist Louis-Bernard Guyton Guyton de Morveau (17371816).989 Physicians in the Revolutionary period advocated its use for liberating
insalubrious spaces like cemeteries, hospitals, prisons, ships and army camps from
harmful miasmas and vermin.990 During the Napoleonic campaign in Poland, the
physician François Collette de Chamseru reported that fumigations of oxygenated
muriatic acid had completely extirpated the flies and bedbugs that infested the beds of the
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army hospital and the clothing of French troops.991 Parmentier, who had tested the effects
of chemical fumigants on bedbugs as the apothecary-major at the Hôpital des Invalides in
the early 1770s, also acclaimed the gas as a highly effective insecticide and disinfectant
in his Code Pharmaceutique des hospices civils (1811).992
The rise of oxygenated muriatic acid as an important aid to industry and salubrité
was itself the result of the rapid development of the artificial soda industry in the final
decades of the eighteenth century. Muriatic or hydrochloric acid was an important
byproduct in the process developed by the chemist Nicolas Leblanc (1742-1806) for
producing artificial soda through the combination of sulfuric acid and sea salt. Despite
the many uses found for hydrochloric acid between 1790 and 1820, namely in its
conversion into chlorine for industrial and sanitary purposes, soda manufacturers
produced such great quantities in this period that the excess could not be fully absorbed.
In his survey of the progress of the chemical arts in France, Chaptal remarked that
muriatic acid, a previously expensive and rare substance produced solely by chemists in
the laboratory, was now produced in such great quantities that "it is impossible to employ
it in its totality."993 In 1809, the Société d’Encourangement pour l’Industrie Nationale
offered a prize to find a use for the "overabundant provisions" of muriatic acid produced
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by newly established soda factories.994 Two years later the editors of the Bulletin
regrettably announced that no submission had been judged worthy of the prize, and hoped
in particular that a technique would soon be developed to make muriatic acid "useful to
agriculture."995
The significant quantities of industrial waste produced by the rapidly developing
French chemical industries became a pressing administrative problem for French
statesmen and scientists at the beginning of the nineteenth century.996 The need to feed a
growing urban population by improving agricultural yields also arose in this period as a
corollary problem of industrialization.997 The recycling of chemical waste into substances
useful to agriculture was envisioned a solution to both problems. Reminding their readers
of Pajot Descharmes’ agricultural experiments with oxygenated muriatic acid two
decades earlier, the editors of the Nouveau Cours complet d’agriculture théorique et
pratique (1821) regretted that the used water from bleach factories was still being
discarded, "in pure waste," despite its proven utility as a fertilizing and insecticidal
agent.998 The time was ripe for Pajot des Charmes to dust off his proposals to make this
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industrial byproduct a useful accessory to agriculture.999 In a 1824 issue of the Annales de
l'Industrie Nationale et Étrangère, one of the leading technical periodicals of the
Restoration period, Pajot des Charmes described how the liquid waste of soda and bleach
factories could be productively recycled to make calcium chloride.1000 Farmers could
easily obtain excess muriatic acid, the principal substance needed to make the "new
fertilizer," from soda factories near Marseille, Rouen and Paris, from the ubiquitous
blanchisseries bertholiennes, or from distillers of acqua fortis. The acid could then be
poured in large cisterns containing limestone, until the saturation point had been reached.
Fitting these cisterns with irrigation hoses, farmers could easily fertilize their fields with
the resulting calcium chloride that cost five to six times less than manure. Alternatively,
chemical manufacturers could themselves "speculate" on calcium chloride, and draw
profits by transforming their waste into the products of an accessory industry.
Pajot des Charmes also subsequently proposed a method for recycling the
airborne emissions of muriatic acid.1001 The exhalations of gaseous muriatic acid from
artificial soda factories were the source of endless complaints and litigation from farmers
999
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and property owners in the opening decades of the nineteenth century, and solutions for
containing this airborne pollution were avidly sought by administrators and technical
experts.1002 For Pajot des Charmes, the release of these emissions in the atmosphere was
doubly harmful as it amounted to a "pure waste" of a substance that could productively
contribute to the "prosperity of agriculture."1003 When the Société des amis des sciences,
des lettres de l'agriculture et des arts of Aix-en-Provence held an essay contest in 1824
on the "means to remedy the inconveniences causes by the vapors or injurious gases that
are emitted by producers of caustic soda," Pajot des Charmes proposed that condensers
ought to be installed in the chimney stacks of soda factories so that that gaseous muriatic
acid could be coerced and rendered into a liquid state. Instead of acting as a detriment to
agricultural production soda manufacturers could thus recycle the noxious emissions of
their factories to produce a "salt" that was "destined to cause a revolution in
agriculture."1004 By collecting this liquid in reservoirs lined with limestone, and retailing
the resulting calcium chloride to farmers, manufacturers could profit from this "accessory
industry," all while providing a "spur to the first of all arts, agriculture." In this way,
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industry and agriculture could feed off each other in a positive, mutually reinforcing
cycle of improvement.
The metal industries also yielded insecticidal "salts" that began to be routinely
employed by farmers and grain merchants in the opening decades of the nineteenth
century. During the Napoleonic period, the agricultural improver-cum-chemist Bénédict
Prevost demonstrated through well-publicized experiments on his estate in Montauban
that copper sulfate was an effective fungicide that could exterminate smut spores and
disinfect the seeds of cereal crops. Reports that this "poisonous salt" [sel vénéneux] could
also make wheat resistant to the attacks of insects subsequently contributed to its
widespread use in the washing and preservation of stored wheat.1005 The rapid adoption
of copper sulfate in the domain of cereal production and conservation was a result not
only of its potency as a fungicide and insecticide but also, as Prévost pointed out, of its
cheapness and widespread availability. Copper sulfate was an important byproduct of the
metal refining industries, a "salt" formed by the combination of sulfuric acid and silver,
gold and copper.1006 When Prévost encouraged his readers to employ copper sulfate
obtained from nearby factories, in order to "extirpate the germ of infection from the soil
of the empire," he was thus demonstrating how industrial production and its excesses
could be harnessed in service of agricultural improvement and imperial regeneration.1007
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The idea of using copper sulfate or vitriol bleu as an insecticide and conservation
agent, it should be pointed out, was not a novelty of the nineteenth century. When, in
1757, the chemist and advisor to the Bureau de Commerce Jean-Hellot (1685-1766)
judged the manufacturer Étienne de Lyon's proposal to establish a factory for producing
blue vitriol "trivial," the latter responded by pointing to its use for preserving stored grain
from insects and other nuisances.1008 The agronomist Alexandre-Henri Tessier (17411837) tested the substance in his experiments on wheat smut at the King's estates in
Rambouillet in the 1780s. Yet it was only with the rapid development of metal refining
industries from the 1790s onwards that the substance came to enter cycles of industrial
and agricultural improvement in a significant manner.1009 Far from being considered a
"trivial" substance at the beginning of the nineteenth-century, blue vitriol became vital to
the industrial production of commodities such as ink, dyed silk and wool. By the 1840s,
copper sulfate had become a substance of general use for farmers throughout the country,
becoming the subject of a specialized trade. At the same time, questions about the safety
of the substance for consumers were beginning to be raised by physicians and public
health experts, echoing concerns earlier in the century from the editors of the Nouveau
Dictionnaire d'Histoire Naturelle, that substance was "a poison, to which we must only
have recourse in the case of extreme need."1010
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The case of muriatic acid and copper sulfate illustrates how tightening links were
being formed between chemistry, agriculture and industry in the opening decades of the
nineteenth century in France. While chemical practitioners like Cadet de Vaux had begun
to demonstrate in an interest in developing mineral-based insecticides as early as the
1770s, the takeoff of the chemical industries in the 1790s made such products a truly
viable solution to the problem of vermin and insect pests. Largely overlooked by
historians, projects to recycle toxic emissions and industrial waste were meant to make
industrialization not only more tolerable, but positively beneficial for the agricultural
prosperity of the French state. In the hands of industrial chemists like Pajot des Charmes,
and of agricultural improvers like Bénédict Prévost, the superfluities of the new chemical
industries were transmuted from waste into gold. In the opening decades of the nineteenth
century, industrial chemistry had thus emerged alongside the petite chimie of urban
artisans, gardeners, apothecaries and druggists as a potent weapon in the war against
harmful insects.
The aim of this chapter has been to show how chemical experts became
important actors in the search for solutions to the problem of insect pests from the 1770s
onwards. In the final decades of the Ancien Régime, the commercial ambitions of
artisanal-based chemical practitioners ran up against the regulatory ambitions of selfstyled chemical experts who acted as advisors to the royal administration on matters of
subsistence and public health. As regulators of a burgeoning commercial trade in
insecticidal remedies, chemical practitioners came to carve out a role for themselves as
safeguards against the charlatanism that purportedly reigned in the marketplace and in the
world of print. In the Revolutionary, Napoleonic and Restoration periods, chemical
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practitioners working at the intersection of the seemingly disparate fields of medicine,
agronomy and industrial manufacturing began to envision productive cycles of material
use, re-use and circulation between these domains. It was thus in this period, before the
development of the insecticide industries at the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries that chemistry emerged as an essential tool of governance: a set of techniques
for managing people, disruptive bits of nature and the environments within which they
co-existed.
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Conclusion: Living With Insects after 1850
Taken together, the case studies of this dissertation have charted Enlightenmentera administrators', naturalists' and agricultural improvers' increasing interest in insects,
and the techniques they developed to assert a greater degree of control over the insect
kingdom. The growing visibility of pests and useful insects in the paperwork of state
administrators, and in the solicitations of agricultural improvers and patriotic naturalists
seems to point towards the development of a new Enlightenment ethos of biological
control and domination. It would be tempting to view this new and intensive
preoccupation with insects as the symptom of the development of "instrumental
rationality," an imperious desire to dominate and exploit Nature through rational means
that supposedly developed during the Enlightenment.1011 Certainly, the fantasy of
completely extirpating insect pests from the face of the earth (of the "annihilation of the
race" of insect pests as Duhamel du Monceau put it), or of using human art to maximize
the productive potential of insects beyond what Nature alone would allow, occasionally
transpires through the writings of the eighteenth-century actors studied in this
dissertation.
Yet, as I have shown throughout this dissertation, contemporaries were highly
sensitive to the limitations of human knowledge as it pertained to insects. The natural
theological vision of Nature as infinitely productive, providentially self-regulating, and
accessible to human reason, more often than not gave way to a less optimistic recognition
that Nature behaved in unpredictable ways and that the operations of the Divine Hand
were opaque to human observers. The elusive physiological operations of silkworms, the
1011
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sudden disappearance of previously abundant useful insects from socio-natural
environments, and the unpredictable disruptions and disorders in the purportedly selfregulating oeconomy of nature, all pointed to the inscrutability of Creation. This,
however, did not deter contemporaries from attempting to coerce insects into projects for
improving nature and society. Indeed, over the course of the eighteenth century, as insect
pests were transformed from providential instruments of divine vengeance into
desacralized biological entities, the resolve to manage insects, to limit their damage and
exploit their productive potential, grew in intensity. For, if insects had previously been
seen as knowable but unmanageable instruments of Divine Will, the turn towards an
examination of the efficient, social causes of their proliferation and spread led to attempts
to more strictly regulate human-insect relationships.
Behind the various techniques devised in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
century to properly manage insect populations − from the political regulation of
commercial exchanges that threatened to disperse harmful biota, to the development of
institutional and private correspondence networks for exchanging knowledge and
specimens, the creation of a universal language that could facilitate communication at a
distance, and the re-imagining of potentially productive relationships between rural and
urban cycles of production − lay new strategies of socio-epistemic and socio-political
organization. James E. McWilliams has argued that eighteenth-century techniques of pest
control were local, decentralized, pragmatic, and haphazardly devised through the "chaos
of experimentation."1012 While this characterization may perhaps hold true for early
American techniques of pest control, it does not accurately describe the case of
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Enlightenment France and its colonies, where solutions to the problem of insect pests,
and projects to exploit the productive potential of insects, often involved the carefully
planned movement across great distances, between the metropole and the colonies,
between naturalists and chemists in Paris and farmers throughout France and its colonies,
of knowledge, materials, and specimens.
The history of insect-human relations in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
presents ruptures and continuities with the preceding period. In the second half of the
nineteenth century, entomology became a professional discipline, and the relationship
between scientific experts and the state were formalized and institutionalized across
Europe and North America. The science of insects was no longer derided as it had been in
the previous century, as the professional entomologist came to be seen as a scientific
expert whose knowledge was vital to the prosperity of nation states and empires.1013
Certainly, self-trained "amateurs" (who can be seen as heirs to Duhamel du Monceau's
philosopher-citizens) continued to make contributions to the development of entomology,
but they became more marginal and subordinate to the professionals who dominated the
field.1014 The professionalization and institutionalization of entomology gave scientific
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experts the power to enforce insect control practices at a national level; centralization and
professionalization went hand in hand. Two techniques inherited from the eighteenth
century, biological control and the spread of chemical substances, came to dominate
entomologists' proposals for the eradication of insect pests, whose planetary circulation
increased with the intensification of global and imperial trade.
At the end of the nineteenth century, projects to recycle waste materials into
insecticides had ceded their place to the industrial production of chemical insecticides. In
France, the phylloxera outbreak of the 1860s provided the occasion for testing sulfur
based compounds on a wide scale.1015 In the first half of the twentieth century, chemists
and entomologists began a "biological arms race" against invasive insects, by developing
potent chemical substances with the aim of maximize agricultural outputs.1016 The interand intra-imperial spread of biological agents also became a way of re-equilibrating
socio-natural environments disturbed by unintentional introductions of pests.1017 Both of
these techniques of pest management, as is well known, have been decried for their
devastating impact on biodiversity, on public health, and on the environment. Critique of
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these techniques has often been formulated in ways that recall eighteenth-century
commentators' fears about the consequences of the dis-equilibrating effects of human
interventions in the oeconomy of nature. Rachel Carson (1907-1964) famously concluded
Silent Spring (1962) by characterizing chemical insecticides as weapons that were "as
crude as the caveman's club":
Through all these new, imaginative, and creative approaches to the
problem of sharing our earth with other creatures there runs a constant
theme, the awareness that we are dealing with life − with living
populations and all their pressures and counter-pressures, their surges and
recessions. Only by taking account of such life forces and by cautiously
seeking to guide them into channels favorable to ourselves can we hope to
achieve a reasonable accommodation between the insect hordes and
ourselves ... the chemical barrage has been hurled against the fabric of life
− a fabric on the one hand delicate and destructible, on the other
miraculously tough and resilient, and capable of striking back in
unexpected ways.1018
Carson's belief in a fragile balance of nature, amenable but unpredictably sensitive to
human intervention, shows how modern ecological thinking has partial roots in
eighteenth-century natural historical thinking.
Human-insect relations were also transformed by the development of chemical
engineering and industrial modes of production in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Insect secretions like silk and cochineal were displaced by synthetic chemicals that were
aggressively promoted as synthetic substitutes in the post-war period.1019 Yet increasing
concerns about the toxicity of synthetic chemicals since the 1960s have led to a
resurgence of interest in the industrial uses of insect secretions, and in the demand for
organically produced materials. Much as eighteenth-century naturalists and agricultural
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improvers encouraged their contemporaries to turn to the insect kingdom to uncover
underexploited or ignored sources of wealth, political economists, scientists and
engineers have recently been calling for more research in the various uses that could be
made of insects for a more sustainable economy. The Food and Agricultural Organization
of the United Nations has recently argued that insects and insect proteins may prove vital
in the near future as global population growth and resource scarcity threaten the food
supply.1020 Perhaps we have ignored insects at our own peril.
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